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Record of Four Good Cows. 
Since 1 began (arming 1 have practiced 
what ni) neighbors call high feeding, and 
1 have received cautions fro in them that 1 
-iiouhl spoil my slock : that it would never 
pay to feed them so much grain : that cot- 
: e.-sccd meal would drive all the milk 
it of a cow in two years. I don't know 
it that it may in some cases, lint my 
> -ovs are good yet I would like to hear 
Inmi others on that point. It is said that 
’tton-seod meal is a frequent cause of 
ra tion : is it So i1 
I k:i general larm account : also an 
iccount with my stock, anil having seen 
lain' records published in the Warmer, 1 
ci tnre to send you mine. My stock. Jan. 
is:.,, consisted of one horse, one pair 
i two year-old steers, two yearling heif- 
and lour cows; two calved the last of 
la nary, and two the middle of April, 
so kept a Ini 1 calf from the lirst ot April. 
l.iiitl fiisl ol h:'\ lor tll«- W ill' :ir i■; 1 
p*n. oi;tiiiM5Hlj»..'!ur:i_’< liti tht uhtilf 
-i'ttk <ii hint- lu.aU ..~>j 
Allowing llh 1 con < t«> i'i iii-imif .oflhf 
lii'li- atiMiUht coll>uiiu*iI. uiukt-s lln-«o-t ul 
kt rpiug Tin. con.- idn >t :tr.. 17T ‘> 
‘i> till— 111 but III', -ki ill nil -1 Ini li Mill! i-.il Vi< 
ti!ji.*dinu-tl lu ..... <*M 
Unking :t gT<«.~ im .-nit- jH-r cmi ol.‘.'7 ol 
.-m iiig a uft iiii.-.uni- 1'.>r 1 imiv- of T.‘ .Vi 
v I. :tr proiit jti-r cow •>!'. •1:: 
iillil.n i/l' JiOiimJ? Ol butter M.'lil. V'.’At 
il iii iMiuih poun-l' per week, mukiiitj 
In- w liole JiroUte t ... 1*HU 
tiiiib'-1 'i jjouin'• total p* r cow. „*(»U 
I hrec alies were raised on skimmed 
i.k. and "iic h »g raised and tatted almost 
>.»••.!} on mill : twenty-four hens and 
.ini' tm key s led all they would eat ; no 
di' lining led thi- winter two gallons per 
i> onl plenty of milk left beside. 
1 he Vrntter lias been supplied to regular 
Us*iliners me ia two weeks Although 
e ien e not got sued fancy jil'ii es as we 
ml about, yet t he average price has been 
i cents pel pound, being considerably 
iet he m. st uf my neighbors'prices. 
o ul the rows, in January ami l'ebru- 
did not give much milk, as they 
in- in in ieiiruan line is 1 arrow 
in tile other calves the first of April; 
conic In in May and Sep- 
e\t l ie oe all grade 1 'urham. 
e k.-epiag has been good pasturage 
lgh the m nibs I Juni. July. Au- 
! d part f S| pti idler, n itii corn 
g.1 Knglish hay and 
ii. the vest part "l 
vi u \\ ■■ locoing hay, six quarts 
I cotton-seed meal are 
j.i m two feeds, scalded and 
-nil! I'wo meals are given 
rhe\ are also watered twice, 
it: l wmdd lie unjust not to add 
ini mother, a lady seventy years of 
taken care nl all the mill, and 
'i-W-e ami stamped all the butter, ll 
oi.i sees any delect in my manage- 
elent, pie: sc point it out. 
v!ijer writing the above, 1 liml, in foot- 
g up my accounts for the month of dau- 
o ;s7n, that the whole number of 
mds ot mill, for the month was Hits; i 
tuber of pounds ot butter 71; eonse- 
iently -T pounds of milk made a pound i 
butter. < > ie of the cows gave bis 
ttnds of milk, or equalling It'.7 ounces 
butter per day calves in September 
\t Auothei gave :i:!l pounds, or s*.I:{ 
,i.ecs per day ; calves April 1st 'll. F 
•kh rd, in X. K. Farmer. 
Old amt New Strawberry Beds. 
\ great many old strawberry beds are 
u a oomplctc mass ot plants, too thick 
produce a good crop of fruit. Take a 
iiimnii farm hoc, and have a blacksmith 
i» oil enough of each end to leave a hoe 
ut tour inches wide. (Irind this sharp, 
.d 'imnence to thin out the plants, as 
",i as tiie leaves have grown enough, to 
uahlo you to distinguish between the old 
ad new plants that have grown two or 
re crops of fruit, so far as yen can, and 
u thus renew your bed; and by follovv- 
up this y stem of cutting out in the fall 
.spring every year, one may grow straw- 
fries tor many years without resetting 
beds. New beds may be made either 
the Spt n Augu -i ind September : 
nit never wait till fall when the bed can 
-el ia the spring. I lic crop will be 
sort it but I it tie t ill 1 he second year. 1 Nanis 
ii April or May two feet apart will 
r the ground with plants by tall. Set- 
ig ; tows is a very good way—the rows 
a Ici't apart, and the plants one foot 
nt in the rows; and a narrow walk 
.•■pt open between the rows to pick the 
tut from Sec to it that you don’t set 
istilliate t female) plants, w ith no stami- 
b•■ ( m tic ) plants to fertilize them 
Too Many Varieties, 
Another great error is, when one com- 
ii >n- to grow fruit, lie gets too ninny 
.n ifties, find this is cause I by seeing the 
ng lists ol‘ varieties in nursery men’s 
ataloguos, whose business it is to grow 
many kimls as possible, so ns to sell 
ne more and receive the more money 
'i olialily not over one lovirth of the varie- 
f fruits advertised by these men are 
n th cultivating, in view of the fact that 
1 in- ether three-fourth', are inferior sorts 
mallei whether it be apples, pears, 
•caches, grapes, raspberries, blackberries 
-t raw berries, no man should grow but 
w of each kind Hot to know which 
"•>t is the great trouble. It won't do 
■ trust to the sclh r. as lie, in most eases, 
mere producei of small trees and 
mts. and he docs not know perhaps 
■h are best. Then nurserymen often 
■' inmend that kind that they have the 
•'t of, so there is no safety but for the 
ichaser lirst to ascertain, it I10 can, 
sat he ought to buy. and then order 
e particular varieties, with an em- 
phatic injunction, “send the varieties 
named or nothing.” 
tiooil Cow** Cheapest. 
! arniers make a serious mistake in not 
ai-ing better stock, as it costs no more to 
ed a cow worth sioti than it does one 
worth only S_'(). All you have to do in 
der to have good cows i- to buy a good 
bull of any breed that is noted for produe- 
g good milch cows, a id with two or 
'iiree lirst rate native cows one can soon 
uve cows that will milk 2U quarts a dav 
ist as well as those that give only six or 
ghl quails. Yearling bulls of blooded 
took can often be bought quite cheap, to 
e kept a year or longer before used. 'The 
Ayresliire is probably the nest milk-pro- 
ducing breed we have. T he Durkanis 
make the best beef cattle, and sometimes 
good milkers the Devons are very hardy, 
and makes splendid working oxen, but 
are not noted as great milkers; the Alder- 
ney s and Jerseys (both about the same 
nreed) are too small for farmers, and their 
milk is too rich to go to cheese factories, 
as it produces a pound of butter to six or 
■even quarts, while native cows’ milk 
makes only a pound to thirteen or fourteen 
quarts of milk. 
Planting Gardens Early. 
A great many people plant their gardens 
loo early. A few warm days always cause 
people to think they had better plant many 
v egetables that would do better if planted 
two or three weeks later. At the South 
gardens may be planted in .March and 
April, but at the North but low things 
should be planted ltofoio May. Lettuce, 
onions, beets and peas are the lirst to go 
in. to be followed in two or three weeks 
with sweet corn, beans, melons, Ac. In 
die States extending from Delaware to 
Maine, not a hill of corn, beans or melons 
should be planted before May 1.1th, and in 
'■old Springs it would lie better to plant 
such things about May goth 
Fall Bearing Raspberries. 
1 he Catawissa and Ohio Everbearing 
produce fruit in the Fall instead of in the 
Spring. The canes must he cut down 
close to the ground either in December, 
alter the crop of fruit is gone, or early in 
the Spi ing, and the new canes that shoot 
up rapidly bear the fruit in October, con- 
tinuing till killed by frost. The Catawissa 
produces a reddish berry, and the Ohio 
berries are like black caps. These varie- 
ties are valuable to every family having a 
garden. 
Brownell’s Eureka, is a potato that will 
please the producer, the salesman, the 
cook and the eater. It is enormously pro- lific, white in skin and liesh, smooth sur- 
Jace, and having a line, dry and delicious flesh [Country Gentleman. 
Treatment 3Tof the Soil. 
lho soil is the larmcr's bank. IT he 
would keep his account-, good and have 
his drafts honored, ho must take care that 
his tanning operations do not impoverish 
his land, for that will inevitably impover- 
ish him. 
I here are those accounted good tann- 
ers, because in the mam lhe\ are reason- 
ably successful iii their management, yet 
who are futile in accomplishing desired 
results. There is much working in the 
dark, and sometimes a great waste of la- 
bor. There are some things that are hard 
to be unlearned after the\ have been long 
practiced with apparently beneficial ef- 
fects, but which really had little agency 
in producing those etVeets. 
A Ininitreil y ears and more ago .Jethro 
l ull lielieveil ami taught that by sulHeient 
culture the soil would produce crops year 
alter tear, without manure, llis theory 
brought disaster upon him ultimately, hut 
there was a great lesson in his experience 
which farmers failed to apply, to wit, the 
value of tillage in aerating the soil. Oul- 
j l n ation, frequent stirring, admits the air, 
| and when it is recollected that vegetable and mineral manures are useless until de- 
I composed into their original elements, and 
[ that decomposition can only go on by the 
direct agency of the atmosphere, the im- 
portance of the knowledge is at once re- 
cognized. Organic matter possesses higli- 
| ly fertilizing properties, lint these lie dor- 
mant and useless until decomposed, and 
rendered lit for plant toed, by aeration of 
the soil to which tin's matter lias been ap- 
plied I’nlveri/e the soil and keep it mel- 
low, for then it can breathe freely, so to 
speak, and the more productive it will be 
rendered. Herein lies the benefit of re- 
peated stirring—of fall plowing, which 
insures additional pulverization by the 
action of frost, insuring liner tilth. And 
lienee. ton. tin1 benehciul ellccts ot itraiil- 
ing tlie soil, earn ing oil' stagnant water, 
and permitting the air to take its place. 
We must not lose sight ot the l'aet that 
u itIt properly aerating the soil, tiro con- 
st it in-nts remn\ oil from it must lie returned, 
and that in the use of manures it is well 
t consider not only what is desired for an 
immediate crop, hut also (lie condition in 
which the soil will he left lor succeeding 
crops. Judicious culture and proper ro- 
tations will insure good crops, and at the 
same time the land will deteriorate in fer- 
tiiit\ Western liural. 
Agricultural Items. 
Lexington Ky.. claims the champion- 
ship— twenty-one good sized living pigs 
in one lit ter. 
ihtleigh, X. ( crows over the posses- 
sion of a Cochin Chinn rooster, that weighs 
nineteen pounds and eats corn from the 
top ot a Hour barrel. 
I ‘arsley. one the best ot the Savory herbs 
is little grown in this country, its seed 
takes six weeks to sprout, and should he 
sown as soon as the frost is out of the 
ground: indeed, it lias been suggested 
that the experiment of fall sowing be 
tried 
file .Michigan farmer says the farming 
industry is a sound, healthy, strong and 
vigorous industry to-day. There is no 
over-production, no surplus stock, hut a 
fair demand. There is a better show for 
the farmer than for almost anv other pro- 
fs-ion 
< ini' feature >i the limit growing by the 
farmer-, who are mainly the limit grow- 
ers, is the neglect to thin out the crop 
when the limit is about half grown. The 
refuse taken Irom the tree at that time, 
being one or two of the smallest from a 
cluster, ami all the small and knotty ones 
on the weak twigs, etc,, are profitable 
food for all <•! t—e- of stock Mass. 
Ploughman. 
.Maple sugar i- often dark-colored and 
waxy. This is owing to the use of old, 
tainted, wooden buckets and delay in its 
manufacture. Sap changes rapidly, and 
requires rapid cunverson into sugar, or 
its delicate color and flavor will lie lost. 
Other causes sometimes a fleet the quality 
of sugar. Some soils are not favorable. 
'The ravages of worms the previous year, 
the presence of rain water and snow in 
the ,-ap, all these detract from the quali- 
ties desired [X. 1.. farmer 
fiih ngvicultimt i- iiowlioi v thorough 
mill well proportioned. Hero is :i uiiui 
whr> will raise prize strawberries, and his 
apple trees, hard by, will be full of cater- 
pillar webs. Another excels in onions, 
while his starved potato Held is buried 
with weed-. In these respects our transat- 
lantic friends do better. V"ii may start 
from Florence in Italy and walls for miles 
along the valley of the Arno, without see- 
ing a limit tree entity insects or a weed in 
a vegetable bed, or a sijuare \urd of ara- 
ble -oil without some crop on it 
Silver by the Ton. 
L'roin the Virginia i 'hruiiieh-., 
Tin* ( misolidated Virginia < 'mnpany took pos- 
session ut‘ their new Assay < diice, on tin* site of 
their former otliee at tin* mine, last Sunday. 
'I’he building is 4f>x!*.’> feet, and two stories in 
height. The melting room i> 22 1-2x49 feet, ami 
i* open to the peak of tin* roof in order to allow 
of the free ascent of smoke and fumes. To ren- 
der the room Mill more healthful, a ventilator 
will he placed ill tin* peak of the roof that will 
run its whole length, when tin* arrangement of 
the room will be perfected. 
J-a.M Sunday all the apparatus was moved 
from the Savage assay otliee, and, besides mak- 
ing this transfer, they melted 4,000 pounds of 
bullion, and had it all in the shape of bars be- 
I 
h>re live o’clock in the evening. In addition to 
| doing ali tlii- work, they made over sixty ore 
assays. 
< >n Monda\ last they melted and assayed over 
a ton of bullion, and considered it nothing more 
than a holiday. Yesterday there were melted 
’>.100 pound*, worth about $100,000. There are 
eight furnaces in the melting room, and they 
devour the crude bullion very rapidly. A “melt” 
i> now made in an hour and a half, whereas the 
usual time in ordinary offices is two hours and 
a half. The eupel room is 1S\24. and contains 
two furnaces of three muffles each. In the same 
loom is the sand bath and apparatus connected 
therewith. The weighing room is 12x15. ami 
the otliee and calculation room 12x24. In these 
two rooms the assays are weighed and all the 
necessary calculations are made. 
In the ore assay department there are two 
crucible furnaces with a capacity of twenty cru- 
cibles each. In addition there will be a scarifi- 
cation furnace, containing from twenty to 
twenty-four scarifiers. These will he used in 
making assays of very rich ores, as the method 
is more speedy than by the use of crucibles. In 
this department there will be a cupeling fur- 
nace containing two mufflers, a weighing-room 
Then* is a hall ten feet in width running 
through the melting-room and the rooms in 
which the hull ion assays are made, and m this 
hall there were on Monday piled up silver bricks 
worth #25,01)0. In a vault ten feet square, at 
one side of the hall, lay #100,000 in bricks, 
while #10,000 more stood cooling in the melting 
room; in all, #205.000 in sight at one time. 
This, with tlie #100,000 melted, moulded into 
bricks and assayed yesterday, makes a grand 
total of #425,000 stored in the office during the 
past three days. 
Besides the rooms we have mentioned on the 
ground floor there is a store-room eighteen by 
twenty, a bath-room and wash-room; also a 
large room, in which will be set up an appara- 
tus for making humid assays. All the assaying is under the superintendence of Chambers G. 
Davis, late Melter aud Iteliner at the United 
Mates Branch Mint at Denver. It is intended 
that their silver bars shall go in all parts of the world for just what they are stamped. Mr. Davis says the oilier is capable of melt- 
ing and assaying #10,000,000 per month. Once 
in each month—at the time a general clean-up 
is made at the mills—lie says be will do bigger 
work than has ever been before seen on the Pa- 
cific coast. At these times he will probably 
melt and assay in one day bullion to the value 
of #300,000. The upper story of the building 
contains the main business office of the Compa- 
ny, twenty-four by thirty foot in size; two pri- 
vate offices about fourteen by eighteen; a spa- 
cious hall, in the side of which is a strong vault 
for coin and other valuables, eight by ten, with 
one or two sleeping-rooms, bath-roomclosets, 
According to the report of the Selectmen ol 
Waldoboro, there was paid out the past year for the 
support of puupers $1,180.13; for bridges $620.8:*; 
lughwuys $1,345.35; miscellaneous $589.28; select- 
men $200; assessors $270; supervisor of schools 
$175; constable $600; auditor $500. The indebted- 
ness of the town is $29,557.41. 
Earth's Waiting. 
llY <;. WHITTIER. 
Fukissod of the sunshine, unbaptized of shower*, 
With buds scarcely swelled which would burst into 
dowers, 
We wail for thv coming, sweet wind of the South ! 
l'or the touch of thy light wings, the kiss of thy 
mouth, 
For the yearly evangel thou bearost from God — 
Resurrection and life to the graves of the sod! 
O, rose of the springtime! its light and its breath, 
firing warmth to this coldness, bring life to this 
death; 
Renew the great miracle, let us behold 
The stone from the mouth of the sepulcher rolled, 
And nature, like Lazarus, rises as of old ! 
Let our faith, which in darkness and coldness hu» 
lain, 
Revive with the warmth and the brightness again ; 
And in blooming of dower and budding of tree 
file symbols and types of our destiny see; 
file life of the springtime, the life ot tlie whole, ! And ns sun to the sleeping earth, love to the soul. 
_________ 
A Story of Russian Justice. 
It was the anniversary of Washington's 
Birthday, and 1 had accepted an invita- 
tion from the ollieers of the United States 
revenue steamer Searcher to dine with 
them and spend the evening. The cap- 
tain was also an invited guest, from whose 
lips 1 heard the details of the following 
thrilling adventure. It was after dinner, 
the table was ornamented with decanters, 
cigars abounded, and all hands assumed 
positions of ease, as Captain Katler, with 
a preliminary survey of his audience, be- 
gan as follows: 
Vou have often wondered, Stationbill, 
(the first lieutenant,) why 1 despise port- 
wine, especially the negus you brew oc- 
I rationally. Well, i’ll tell you. Twenty- 
live years ago 1 found myself in St. Peters- 
burg. 1 had been granted an extended 
leave of absence by the department, while 
an indulgent father provided the neces- 
sary funds to support Iho style and digni- 
ty I considered incumbent upon a Third 
Lull' in the Revenue Marine. 
< )ne evening m December I dropped in- 
to the magnificent gaming establishment 
known as Dromleski’s saloon. It was the 
resort of princes, noblemen, diplomats, 
and, in fact, the elite of the city congre- 
gated there. 
At the door 1 was accosted by an old 
fellow bent with age, and wrapped in rags 
which fluttered painfully in the icy wind, 
lie asked for a few coppers, and I tossed 
him a rouble, which act compelled me to 
unbutton my coat and expose partially 
the uniform 1 wore. 
1 caught, a glimpse of the mendicant’s 
eye fastened upon me. It was sharp and 
piercing as the point of a cutlass, The 
next instant 1 was mingling with the gay 
throng who crowded the spacious apart- 
ments. 
A suppressed hum of voices mingled 
with an incessant metallic clink was 
heard on all sides. The favorite game 
was rouge-et-noir, and 1 blush to acknowl- 
edge it. gentlemen, but I proceeded to 
tempt the smiles of the tickle jade. It 
was my maiden attempt. Success crown- 
ed my most reckless efforts, leaving me 
a winner of over §7,000. 
I had attracted considerable attention, 
and one gentleman in particular, 1 had 
noticed watching me. lie was attired in 
the gorgeous uniform of an Imperial Hus- 
sar; and his pale, aristocratic features, 
dark eyes, small pointed niustasche, and 
gleaming white teeth were in perfect ac- 
cord with the hussar bearskin with its 
pendant top. 
“You are a favorite of fortune,” he re- 
marked in excellent French, saluting me 
gracefully at the same time. “Allow me,” 
and handing me his card I read : “Alexis 
Daghestan, lieutenant fourth hussars.” 
We took a turn to the banquet-mom, 
w here the gay soldier related a hundred 
amusing anecdotes, characteristic of high 
life in the metropolis. Titled dignitaries 
and officers of high rank in the army were 
f reely spoken of in such terms of easy in- 
timacy that led me to suppose he oujoyed 
more than ordinary favor. In fact, he hint- 
ed that the grand duke was his patron, 
and offered to introduce me. 
Together we sallied forth into the cold, 
clear air, the lieutenant insisting upon 
accompanying me to my hotel. I freely 
confessed to being an utter stranger in the 
city, with no acquaintances; but Daghes- 
tan assured me time should not lap heavy 
on my hands, 
“lSy-the-way, the Prince Simenovskou 
entertains to-morrow evening, ’l'is a bal- 
masijue. 1 have cards, so be ready in lull 
uniform. 1 will call for you Here is 
your hotel; and now adieu.’’ 
Hentlemen, you must admit that 1 was 
favored in securing such a friend, and at 
the appointed hour 1 was ready, attired in 
the full dress uniform of my rank. 1 heard 
the clank of the lieutenant’s sabre on the 
staircase, and the next instant he appear- 
ed in a magnificent uniform, with two 
jeweled orders on his breast. 
“All ready. Lieutenant? Hood; but 1 
would not advise you to take much mon- 
ey with you, especially after having gain- 
ed tho reputation of being a heavy win- 
ner at Dromleski's.” 
“My money is all banked,” 1 replied. 
■Hood again. 15tit seriously. Lieuten- 
ant,” ami the hussar’s eyes looked into 
mine with an earnest expression, “St. 
Petersburg is very much excited just at 
present over the mysterious workings of a 
gang to whom are attributed a number of 
murders which have put the entire detect- 
ive force to their mettle. In every in- 
stance tlic victim lias been a nianof wealth, 
file Czar himself is agitated on the sub- 
ject, 1 understand. 1 merely tell you this 
my dear Lieutenant, to place you on your 
guard ; and should 1 at any time be ab- 
sent from your side, avoid all strangers.” 
Adjusting our masks, we entered the 
drosky Daghestan had in waiting, which 
soon set us down before the palace of the 
princes, which was in a blaze of light. 
The grand staircase was crowded. In the 
confusion, the lieutenant dropped his cards 
of invitation as the majordomo demanded 
them; the pressure became greater, and 
we were swept on, despite the hussar's 
struggling to the contrary. 
Such magnificence and exhibition of 
wealth 1 had never witnessed before. 1 
scarcely missed Daghestan, who had been 
summoned from my side, and in a maze 
of delight 1 wandered into the spacious 
gardens attached to the palace. The rare 
shrubs and exotics filled the air with per- 
fume, die gleam of Chinese lamps cast a 
subdued light over all, while the distant 
strain of the military band floated dream- 
ily to my ear. 
1 paused m the shadow ot a miniature 
fountain ; at the same time a lady closely 
wrapped in a silk cloak, which concealed 
her face and person, passed rapidly by me. 
A sharp low cry of pain burst from her 
lips. She staggered as if about to fall. I 
sprang forward, caught the lady in my 
arms, at the same time the cloak fell back, 
revealing a face beautiful as an angel’s, 
and a neck and shoulders that might have 
tempted an anchorite. 
The lady recovered, blushed, and gent- 
ly disengaged herself from my encircling 
arm which 1 had been in no hurry to with- 
draw. She begged me in French, to call 
her brother, then countermanded the or- 
der, saying it would be really impossible 
for me to discover an utter stranger in so 
vast an assembly. Hut she felt so ill, it 
was impossible for her to remain. I beg- 
ged to be allowed the honor to oiler my 
escort, stated that 1 was an American and 
an officer, and after some little hesitation, 
the fair-one accepted the proposition. Her 
hair, which had escaped from its fasten- 
ings, fell in wavy masses over her bare 
shoulders, streaming in wild disorder 
amid the shimmering folds of her dress. 
It was truly wonderful. 
1 assisted to arrange the warm folds of 
her wraps, obtained the number of her 
drosky, and had the pleasure of seating 
myself by her side. But to my hurry and 
excitement 1 had neglected to obtain my 
own great coat. 
My epaulets and gold lace gleamed 
painfully in the starlight; the fair lady 
murmured apologies in my ear, which 1 
endeavored in vain to answer, but my 
teeth were clicking together like a pair of 
castanets. Fortunately the huh- accorded 
me a generous portion of her thick cloak, 
or 1 should have perished. 
The ride was not over lengthy. 1 caught 
a glimpse of a dark, gloomy building, 
looming up before me. before which the 
drosky stopped. The lady threw aside 
the robes. 1 assisted her to alight; and, 
hurrying forward, the door was opened 
by a lackey in livery, who ushered us in- 
to a room elegantly furnished, amt heated 
by a glowing coal-lire. 
With her own hands the lady brewed a 
portvvine negus, notwithstanding mv re- 
monstrances which she insisted upon un- 
drinking. 
My eves looked unutterable things as 1 
raised the glass to my lips; she smiled in 
return, ami down went a portion of the 
beverage. Hut it had such a singular tin 
vor, that to save me 1 could not finish the 
contents of the glass. 
Almost instantly 1 loll a nausea at iny 
stomach, si) much so tliat 1 attempted to 
leave the room. 1 struggled to utter an 
apology, but the words rolled t'orth thiek 
and indistinct. An unconquerable drow- 
siness over-powered me. 1 leaned mv 
head back ; visions and fantasies torment- 
ed me. The lady’s figure faded from my 
misty eyes, the room appeared to revolve 
before me. and the next instant 1 relapsed 
into insensibility. 
T' e sun was streaming through the 
window when 1 unclosed my eyes. Strange, 
wild, and nameless horrors distracted me. 
Where was I ? My limbs felt cramped 
and confined. Drowsiness oppressed me 
still; again 1 slumbered, awoke, with lips 
parched and brain on tire. The misery 
and pain 1 endured at that time will never 
fade from my recollection. 
A cold tremor ran through my heart as 
1 thought of the warning Alexis had giv- 
en me, the mysterious gang and the 
strange murders they had committed. 
Could it be possible I was in their power? 
1 attempted to wipe the moisture from my 
brow, but manacles prevented me. Then 
it was, gentlemen. I began to realize, and 
vividly, too, that 1 hud been duped, lured 
to my ruin. 
Almost before 1 was aware of it two 
men, masked and well-armed, stood be- 
side my bed. 1 was still mentally confus- 
ed, but 1 feigned sleep, breathing heavily, 
as if in a deep stupor, for the purpose of 
throwing them off their guard and glean- 
ing some idea as to the nature of their 
plans and designs. 
“is he sleeping yet?’’ muttered one, 
“Klkarine must have given him a fearful 
dose. The young cub will be missed, the 
police will be incited to fresh efforts, and 
the city is getting too hot to hold us now.” 
“lie will come to by sunset, and when 
once lie signs, understand, I will take 
care that he is not found upon the prem- 
ises.” 
together they left the room, ami the 
imminent danger i was in effectually rous- 
ed my dormant energies. 
li scape was now my iirst and all-absorb- 
ing consideration. The room was desti- 
tute ol' furniture, save the rude bed 1 oc- 
cupied, one chair and a table. A single 
window admitted light, liut in was heavi- 
ly barred by iron. L tried to wrench the 
manacles from my wrists, but the scoun- 
drels had secured mo beyond the possibil- 
ity of escape. In despair 1 listened to the 
strokes of a neighboring clock, as hour 
after hour glided swiftly by. 
The gloom of night enveloped the room 
and the gleam of a candle apprised me 
that the masked stranger was about to 
visit, me a second time. In silence he ap- 
proached the bed. 
"Tou are awake at last, 1 perceive?” 
”1 am ; what is the meaning of all 
this?” 
‘•You will ascertain full soon enough, 1 
fancy, liut to begin with, sign this?” 
and he placed writing materials on the 
table. 
1 pointed to ni\ irons which he imme- 
diately removed; taking tho precaution, 
however, to cover me with the muzzle id’ 
a pistol. 
1 glanced at the paper I was to sign. It 
was a check on my banker for every dol- 
lar 1 possessed in the world. Hut 1 was 
powerless to refuse, and 1 obeyed the man- 
date. 
1 lie fellow took tlio chock, glanced at 
it keenly: 
"Is this the usual way in which you 
draw upon your banker? 
"It is." 
"And is this the precise form in which 
you sign your name ? ’’ 
J answered in the affirmative, when the 
stranger deliberately removed his mask, 
revealing to my astonished gaze the well- 
known features of Alexis Daghestan. 
"There is no occasion for further con- 
cealment between us. You have been 
cleverly duped, as many a better man has 
been before you. 1 shall draw this check 
to-morrow. If I fail, you will make the 
acquaintance of thisand he tapped his 
pistol significantly. 
"And if you succeed .' I inquired anx- 
iously. 
"Then, dead men tell no tales,” was 
the harsh and startling response, as he 
turned to replace the irons on my wrists. 
Hut, quick as a Hash of lightning a dark 
figure bounded from an obscure corner 
of the room. Daghestan fell helplessly 
across the bed from a blow dealt him by 
my unexpected ally, who secured the ras- 
cal. even to gagging, before 1 fully real- 
ized what was going on. But, judge of 
my astonishment, when i recognized my 
friend the mendicant who had accosted me 
at Dromleski’s. Ills bent form, fluttering 
rags, and trembling voice were a portion 
of his disguise, in tact, he was a detect- 
ive, and a very clever one; too. Know- 
ing that 1 was an American and a strang- 
er, he determined to watch me, thinking I 
might tempt the cupidity of the mysteri- 
ous gang. When he heard of my exploit 
at the. gaming-table he redoubled his at- 
tention. He listened to the conversation 
which passed between the supposed lieu- 
tenant and myself, attended the fete, and 
finally clung, unpreceived, to the rear of 
the drosky which conveyed the fair one 
and myself to the den of the <ran<r. 
All this lie related to mo in a rapid whis- 
per, and, as I owe my lil'e to iiis remarka- 
ble nerve and valor, 1 will propose his 
health. The brandy stands with you, 
Stationbill. You begin to perceive now 
why 1 dislike port-wine negus eh? 
(The detective’s health was duly honor- 
ed, the captain glanced at the clock, and 
continued:) 
My friend of the police-force had ellect- 
ed his entrance into the headquarters of 
the rascals bv means of a basement win- 
dow'—had groped his way through dark 
cellars ami rooms—watched the move- 
ments of the inmates until he had suc- 
ceeded in ascertaining the location of the 
room where I had been confined. Watch- 
ing his opportunity, the brave fellow had 
turned the tables, but we were not yet 
free. Two well-armed desperadoes stood 
between us and liberty. 
1 appropriated Daghestan's pistol, the 
detective had one of his own, and without 
further delay we left the room. 
e passed into a dark hall, which my 
companion rapidly threaded. A short 
stairerse we descended,which opened into 
a large room, partially lit by the shining 
light of the stars pouring through the 
frost-covered windows. A door at one 
end of the apartment was ajar, through 
which poured a strong ray ot‘ light. 'The 
murmur of voices reached my ears; the 
detective stole cautiously forward, pressed 
my hand with a significant pressure, at 
the same time drawing his pistol, an ex- 
ample followed at once. 
Glancing over the broad shoulders of 
my companion, 1 was enabled to witness 
ali that was transpiring within the apart- 
ment. It was the self-same room where I 
had swallowed the drugged wine. 
The fair decoy occupied a chair some 
distance apart from the brawny rascals 
who were sitting before the coal-fire. To 
gain the street-door, it was necessary to 
! traverse the room, but it would havo been 
I madness to have attempted it in the face 
! of those desperadoes, who fought with a 
halter around their nooks. 
The detective touched me on the arm — 
the door swung noiselessly back, enabling 
us to take deliberate aim at the un ton- 
scions scoundrels. 
i The woman suddenly glanced towards 
us, her eyes dilated with terror, but before 
the scream could burst from her lips it 
was drowned in the report of the two 
pistols. The room was tilled with smoke, 
but the detective had taken his bearings 
correctly. 
While 1 bounded forward to guard the 
two rascals writhing in mortal agony on 
the floor, he had grasped the woman tirnj- 
Jy in his arms, and, despite her etlorts to 
the contrary, she was hound hand and 
foot. 
H ell, gentlemen, what followed is soon 
told. That night, as 1 was on the point of 
retiring, the detective called upon me at 
iny apartment, lie hade me wrap up 
warm and to prepare to accompany him 
without delay. He was extremely reticent 
as to what was required ot me, hut 1 felt 
too grateful to press a subject which 1 saw 
annoyed the bravo fellow. 
Hastening down stairs, we jumped into 
a ilrosky, which started olf with the speed 
of a whirlwind. Drawing up in the shad- 
ow of a huge building, we alighted. The 
detective, taking me by the hand, led the 
way through a narrow passageway, as- 
cended a steep spiral lligiit ot stairs, 
knocked in a peculiar manner at a door, 
whispering in my ear to walk forward. 1 
obeded, the door closed behind me and 1 
found myself face to face with a tail, com- 
manding personage dressed in a semi- 
military uniform of green cloth, devoid, 
however, of all insignia of rank save a 
jeweled order which sparkled on his leit 
breast. 
lie greeted me with a pleasant smile, 
extended his hand, shaking mine cordial- 
ly, inquired my name, rank and nationali- 
ty, and concluded as follows: 
"Through you 1 have been enabled to 
break up a desperate gang of murderers 
who for some time have bade defiance to 
all law and authority. Accept this sou- 
venir as a reminder ot your adventure; 
and now you will accompany the olHeer 
in waiting, who will consummate the last 
act of this piece of villainy by a stroke of 
Russian justice.’' 
I bowed low, retreated from the pres- 
ence, and rejoined my friend, the detec- 
tive, who, in deep silence, conducted me 
from the building. I'pon reaching the 
drosky 1 found it surrounded by a mount- 
ed squad of police. On one of the seats, 
clad in a thin shirt and loose pair of pants, 
cowered a figure which I immediately 
recognized as Alexis Daghestan. 
1 eoukl scarcely repress a cry ot as ton- 
ishnient as I seated myself by his side ; hut 
a signitieant gesture from the detective, 
as he leaped into the vehicle, froze the ex- 
clamation on my lips, it was a bitter cold 
night, the mercury ranging far below 
zero, the stars shining like so many bril- 
liants in the vault overhead. Not a breath 
ot air was stirring, and the bells from the 
lvazen Cathedral were tolling the hour of 
midnight as the entire party debouched 
upon the smooth frozen surface of tin; riv- 
er Neva. 
Once 1 had attempted to wrap the half- 
frozen prisoner in a spare bearskin-robe, 
but tlit! detective prevented me; and his 
features, naturally stern in their expres- 
sion assumed a harder cast in the dim star- 
light as the order was given to halt. 
We were midway to the river where the 
tide under our leet was sweeping forward 
at a headlong rate. With business-like 
precision the guard began at once to cut a 
large hole in the ice, until the black, roll- 
ing waters were revealed. The prisoner, 
w ho had relapsed into a state of semi-in- 
sensibility. was now brought forward and 
placed on the horrid brink. Then 1 real- 
ized llie terrible nature ot the criminal’s 
punishment. I turned away sick and faint 
with honor at the same time a splash 
broke distinctly on the till air. When i 
turned towards the group the wdiite tiguro 
had disappeared. 
i ik) tauv who nail useu nor laiai ucautv | 
so successfully as a decoy I was fated to 
meet once more. It was while driving to \ 
the railway-station, for 1 was anxious, 
more than anxious, to leave lorever a 
country the. recollections of which even 
now at times cause me to start with a cry 
of horror from my sleep. 
A long train of wretched, woebegone- 
looking creatures for a few moments de- 
layed my progress. A guard of Cossacks 
accompanied the party, whom 1 immedi- 
ately recognized as exiles banished to the 
wilds of Siberia. 
Despite the rude shapeless garb which 
now formed her attire, it could not conceal 
the matchless form of her who had so near- 
ly lured me to my death. Iler wealth of 
golden hair had disappeared 'neath (he 
rude hands of the prison oflicials; but, de- 
spite the changes she had undergone, I 
felt my heart heat wildly as our eves met 
It was only for a moment, but the wo- 
man stood motionless as a statue, the stern 
word of command falling unheeded on her 
delicate ear. 
The sharp ping of a leathern thong whis- 
tled through the air, dealt by the brawny 
arm of a brutal Cossack ; the lash cut deep 
into the unfortunate woman’s llesh, who 
screamed and leaped convulsively forward, 
as she was so terribly reminded of the 
doom which had overtaken her. 
(lentlemen, do you wonder now at my 
aversion to port-wine negus? Here is the 
souvenir which I received on that memor- 
able night (placing a superb watch and 
chain on the table) and while you gentle- 
men are examining the relic, 1 will join 
you, Stationbill, in a good-night glass. 
The horticultural display at the Cen- 
tennial exhibition promises to be some- 
thing remarkably line. The horticultural 
grounds comprise forty acres. The space 
available lor outside exhibits—besides the 
walks, borders, building sites and spaces 
for ornamental gardening—is about eight 
and one-third acres. This is pretty near- 
ly all applied lor by about 120 domestic 
and foreign exhibitors. The walks are 
two miles in extent. Parterres and sunk- 
en gardens are laid oil' and planted so as 
to show leading features ot ornamental 
gardening, such as carpet-bedding ribbon 
and geometrical gardening; and lliese 
will bloom near the opening time of the 
Exhibition. About 50,000 flowering and 
ornamental varieties of plants and foliage 
will decorate the beds and represent dif- 
ferent flower-gardening methods. The 
Horticultural liuilding stands on an artifi- 
cial elevation, ornamented by artistic ter- 
races and reached by flights of marble 
steps. Its bright color3 and graceful pro- 
portions render it perhaps the most at- 
tractive of the principal live buildings oi 
the Exhibition. On the north and south 
sides of the central main hall—the ceil- 
ings ot which are brilliantly garnished 
and the floors elaborately paved—are the 
lour greenhouses, each 30x100 led. These 
and tlie main hall are heated by hot water, 
and set apart lor choice plants of com- 
merce and exotics. A remarkable speci- 
men of rhododendrons has arrived among 
the English invoices. There is also to be 
an impressive show of forest trees, orna- 
mental trees, shrubs and plants of com- 
merce. All the representative trees of 
this country will bo exhibited, from the 
California red wood and the Maine pine, 
down ; and we are promised some shrubs 
of recent introduction from China and 
Japan. Fountains, statuary, kiosks, sum- 
mer houses and other garden adornments 
will help to beautify the delightfully situ- 
ated and shaded Horticultural Grounds. 
The country storekeeper said: “Here, 
my friend, those balls of butter I bought 
of you, last week, all proved to be just 
three ounces short of a pound.” And the 
farmer innocently answered: “Well, 1 
don’t see how that could bo, for I used one 
of your pound bars of soap for a weight.” 
A Dance at Soa. 
Many years ago ! was sailing over 
the broad ocean on the Fourth of July. 
T<> please his American passengers, the 
captain — a warm-hearted Scotchman— 
dressed the ship witli flags from stem to 
stern. It was a magnificent day—there 
was not a breath of wind to lift the semi- 
transparent, golden-stained haze in the 
atmosphere—atul so the boatswain "piped 
all hands” for a holiday frolic. 
The passengers “piped”themselves, and 
rushed in a body to see the sailors act an 
original play, in which, disguised as el- 
ephants, donkeys, and other animals, they 
did inconceivably funny things. Then 
they gave a concert a hi negro-minstrels, 
with a world of natural and characteristic 
humor. And in what festive, jolly spirits 
we got, to be sure 1 One of us—a bright 
charming young fellow—invited the whole 
ship—passengers, oflieers, crew, cook, and 
powder-monkey—to a ball in the evening, 
ending in a supper at his expense, on con- 
dition that wo danced to the ligures as he 
catteu mem out. \\e were reaoy at that 
moment to promise to dance on onr lieads 
to anything, and looked on at a distance 
with delightful anticipation, wliile he gave 
some mysterious instructions to an old 
suit, which included some writing on his 
part and much giggling on tlie part of the 
tar, who walked off presently, looking as 
tickled as t little boy with a new knife. 
After tea the deck was cleared for ac- 
tion. The full moon “rode through the 
heavens without saddle or bridle,-’ as a 
“horsy" passenger remarked. 1 he cap- 
tain's “finely-chiseled eye winked serene- 
ly at the subversion of law and order,” as 
an amateur sculptor observed. The little 
stumpy sailor who owned a dilapidated 
fiddle and was to do the music, brought 
out his Cremona, which whined and 
squealed to perfection as lie tried his hand 
at the good old tunes of “Mimic Musk, 
“Life let us Cherish,” and “The I fashing 
White Sergeant,” and soon after the danc- 
ing began. 
J5ut the ligures! Instead of “right-and- 
left," etc., which figure commences a co- 
tillon, our host, taught by the old tar, 
yelled out this nautical paraphrase: 
“Haul upon your starboard tack, and 
let the other craft pass, then bear up and 
get your head upon the other tack; regain 
your berth on the port-tack; back and liil 
with your partner; boxhaul, and wear 
round twice against the sun in company 
witli tli-'* c-pp'jcjfp tlioii your i-wi 
afterward boxhaul, and bring her round 
to place 
As we danced with the sailors, they kept 
us “to our bearings," >ml we waited, ’mid 
shouts of laughter, for the next figure, 
which everybody knows in the vernacular 
as “forward two.” 
“Shoot ahead about two fathoms until 
you nearly come stem on with the other 
craft under way, then make stern board to 
your berth; side out lor a bend, first to 
starboard, then to port; make sail and 
pass the opposite craft, ami get your head 
round on the other tack; another side out 
to starboard and port; then make all sail 
to regain your berth ; wear round, hack 
and fill, and boxhau! your partner !" 
After this came “right hand across,'' 
which the old tar translated into “Heave 
ahead and pass the adversary yard-arm to 
yard-arm,” giving the whole figure with 
such droll directions that we were aching 
with laughter, ending with. “Regain your 
berth by the best means possible, ami let 
go the anchor.” 
'Hie rest of the cotillon, given with 
sailing orders, was .so riotously funny that 
the jig which ended it was according to 
every one's whim, although the pharaphra- 
ses was as good as it could be—commenc- 
ing with, “Wear round to starboard, pass- 
ing under your partner’s bows, and hglit 
the catheads of all the crafts;” and ending 
with, “Boxhuul the whole squadron in 
the circular order of sailing.” 
If to laugh is to grow fat, our individual 
tonnage, that jolly Fourth of July in the 
middle of the ocean, ought to have been 
prodigiously increased. The sailors gi ci t- 
ed every figure with uproarious cheers 
and a “Yo-heavo-oh ! while we laughed 
till we could not gasp. [“Aunt Fanny 
in Appleton’s Journal. 
Avalanche in Utah. 
iiptiir, l\ T (.'or. Stilt Luke irihunt' 
1 lie snow-slide which occurred here the 
14th inst. was the most fatal disaster u hit h 
hits ever occurred in this district. There 
is an unusual amount oi snow here this 
year; but snow-slides have been of such 
rare occurrence—there having been only 
one heretofore attended with loss of life, 
and that three years ago—that this one 
was entirely unexpected and created gen- 
eral excitement. 
The snow started near the summit of 
the mountain, a quarter of a mile above 
the l’oormau mine. Coming down with 
great velocity and gathering strength 
with its increased momentum, it carried 
all before it. the houses at the Poorman 
mine ottering no impediment to its course. 
The buildings were almost totally demol- 
ished and carried in fragments over the 
clifi' and lar down the gulch. The miners 
lost were William Higgins, foreman, and 
Thomas Lynch and .lames Iligginson, 
miners. John Toole, a miner, and the 
cook, a Chinaman, were the only other 
persons in the house at the time. Toole, 
though tossed about and carried some dis- 
tance, sustained no injuries other than a 
few bruises, while the Chinaman's escape 
is attributed to the fact that he was stoop- 
ing down at the time to light the lire, and 
the snow and wreck passed over him. 
These bewildered and horror stricken 
survivors, but halt clad, brought the tid- 
ings through the deep and treacherous 
snow to the Gray Rook mine, and the 
alarm was given. Though a heavy storm 
of wind and snow was raging, the cold 
intense and the danger of more slides 
imminent, the whole force ol the Gray 
Rock mine. MeCullen, Rath and Antelope 
mines, under .John T amice. the foreman, 
turned out with shovels t) the rescue. 
Messengers were sent to Ophir, to the 
Miner’s Delight mine, and to the mines of 
Lion hill, and a force of over a hundred 
and fifty men before noon was on the 
ground. The body ol Iligginson was 
found on the floor of the boarding house, 
dreadfully bruised and mangled. Lynch 
was carried several hundred yards down 
the gulch where his body was dug out, 
also in a mangled condition. The great- 
est ettorts were mane ny till nanus muter 
tho direction of Marcus Daley and others 
to iind tlie body of Higgins. 
The three brothers of Iligginson and the 
brother of Higgins were at the scene, and 
though nearly wild with grief, were un- 
tiling in their exertions. 
This morning work was resumed by a 
large force, but at nightfall the search 
was still unsuccessful. 
Thomas Lynch leaves a wife and child, 
whose grief is pitiable to behold. James 
Iligginson, a wife and two children at 
Santaquin, Utah county, where his re- 
mains have been taken. 
The three men who met their death in 
this appalling manner were highly es- 
teemed here and had many friends. Their 
loss is deeply felt, and there is much sym- 
pathy for the bereaved families. 
The body of Lynch will be taken to Salt 
Lake for burial. 
Wm. II igginson, whose body is not yet 
found, was long a resident of this district, 
and was esteemed by all who knew him. 
His brother and friends will spare no ex- 
ertion to find his remains, llis home was 
in St. Johns, Newfoundland, where his 
parents reside. 
He was taken sick in the night, and in 
her youthful ignorance sho made two 
mustard plasters and put one in front and 
one behind, and then with horrid sarcasm 
she asked him how he felt. But ho was a 
well-bred man, and merely said that he 
realized with a tenderness ho had never 
known before the true position of a sand- 
wich in the community. 
A Train Through a Bridge. 
The Baltimore special of the Chicago 
Times gives these additional details of the 
| terrible railroad wreck on the Baltimore 
ifc Ohio lino near there: Last night about ! 11 o’clock a horrible railroad accident, re- 
j suiting in the death of 11 persolis and the 
j maiming of several more, occurred on the 
Harper's Ferry branch of the Baltimore A; 
! Ohio railroad, about sixty miles from tnis 
; city. A way-frieght with a passenger car 
j attached was on its way north, and when 
I crossing the bridge over the Shenandoah ! valley, at a narrow passage, the bridge 
] gave way. the whole traiu rushing into 
the river below. The bridge was a wood- 
i en structure, built since the war, and which 
j the company had intended to replace with 
| an iron one during this spring. The fol- lowing is a 
LIST OF Tilt KILLED AND WOUNDED : 
Killed—F. Donovan, engineer, Sandy 
Hook, \V. Chapman and F. Jefferson, 
brakemen, Winchester; \\ A. Wrightman 
Edinburgh; C L. Noel and K. F. Ham- 
mond, Mount Jackson; H. L Wood, Alex- 
andria, Yt.; C 11 Hodgson, Berkelev 
Springs, a member of the West Virginia 
legislature; J. A. Baldwin, Baltimore; 
William Cans, Winchester, Vt, ; A C. 
Bowers, Baltimore. The wounded, as 
lur as learned, are J. Seloert, New Mark- 
et; J. llotin, Woodstock; M. Bled, Mount 
Jackson; II. C. Baker, Baltimore; Ber- 
nard Hughes, Wisconsin .1 Bussell and 
T Cummiug. 
PHYSICIANS AN'l* Nl 1,‘SKS IP;UE Sl'MMoNKU 
to the scene of the accident by the author- 
ities of the company, and did everything in their power to relievo the suffering, 
such an accident lias not occurred on the 
Baltimore A Ohio for some ime, and the 
greatest excitement prevails in the city. 
The lists of the dead and wounded are 
posted from the newspaper offices, and 
friends of the unfortunates are gathered 
in crowds about them. Those living in the 
city were ail of them drummers for large 
houses, on their way home. The scene of 
tlic accident has been visited by crowds 
to-day. A number of the ears had tele- 
scoped in the disaster, and were piled up 
together at the bottom of the valley. The 
bodies of those living here were brought 
to Camden station this morning. The 
others were taken to Winchester, Vt., to 
await, the arrival of friends. The so-call- 
ed bridge was a trestle-work over a branch 
of tin Shenandoah river, where the stream 
was through a deep ratine, the structure 
being l.'IJ feet ill height and about goo 
teet long It is said that it was condemn- 
ed about two years since, and at tlic time 
of the accident was undergoing repairs. 
The location was about ti.'i miles south of 
Harper's Kerry. When the accident oc- 
curred the passengers were all asleep. 
Mr. Henry (.'.Baker, the only Baltimorean 
wiio escaped with his life, was a brother 
of William Baker, and City Councilman 
from tlic Kifteonili and Sixteenth Wards 
of this city, lie was brought to the city, 
arriving at lOHUto night. He says the 
first sensations were those of a horrible 
nightmare ; the sensation of falling, awak- 
ing from a deep sleep, seemed as hours to 
him. Then a terrible shock, and a long 
period of unconsciousness; then 
AVVARINli lo 1HI. m:i:ii;t.i: in: AI .It Y 
with m broken thigh and :i dislocated 
shoulder. l>r ( trier, of Washington, 
was detailed by tlie railroad company to 
accompany the remains to Baltimore. As 
soon as the information was received that 
the bodies of Mr. i’.aldwin and Boyer, ot 
this city, were to be brought on, crowds 
of curiosity-seekers and relations of the 
deceased llocked to the depot, and when 
the train arrived the crowd was so groat 
and excitement so intense that it was 
with difficulty that the injured man could 
bo removed from the train. The bodies 
of Baldwin and Boyer were taken charge 
of hy their friends, and removed to their 
1 ite residences. Mr. Baker was remov- 
ed to his home, No. iff's Barre street, and 
attended bv two physicians, who were 
retained by the family; also by the com- 
pany's physician, Mr. ClUggett, >f this 
city. 1 Im eager populace thronged the 
street within a square of the residence ot 
the injured man, and many gained access 
to the house, which had to lie cleared by 
the police. At the house the scene was 
| most impressive. The family, who had 
j only a partial knowledge of the injuries, j were affected to tears, and the agony of 
I the in jured man became so great that the 
physicians ordered their removal. 
11 Itil.lT I.NUIiiX VTIOX 1*1!EVAJf.tJ 
among members of the press at the gin- 
gerly manner in which the account of the 
accident was dealt out to them by the 
railroad officials. When the information 
readied the reporters they repaired to 
Camden station and, greatly to their sur- 
prise. found what they called the facts of 
the ease, prepared in manifold form, for 
each of the city papers; but it was itnpos- 
| sible to procure anv particulars, and when 
tin; tram bearing' the dead and wounded 
arrived, an otlieial authorized a police of 
lieer to allow no reporters to enter the ear 
containing Mr. linker, the injured man. 
The news ot the accident caused intense 
excitement throughout the city, and free 
expressions, not very complimentary to 
the company, were indulged in by a great 
number of the citizens. A prominent 
minister stated to-day that he had travel 
ed over this piece of the road, and it was 
always with great misgivings mat lie- 
crossed the bri Ige. There was is ears 
in the train, of which all but the last wore 
loaded with stock. All of the ears fell 
through the work, a distance of ten feet. 
The stock was all killed. All their bodies 
lay in heaps at tin- bottom of the ravine. 
The conductor, \Y. C. ltusscl, w as among 
those instantly killed. 
The Ceuteunial Fiend. 
.Boston Commercial Bulletin.' 
It was only halt' an hour before the paper 
went to press, but he walked unerringly into 
the editor's private room ami. dropping Ins hat 
over the warning placard of‘ Busy 1 >:iy—Short 
( all>,M seated himself with easy bar-room po- 
liteness on the table with the exchanges. lie 
was dressed in an l ister and a soiled rutiled 
shirt, wore an amethyst about the size of a hock 
glass on bis third linger and duster pin in Ids 
bosom. He took a *‘seven-for-H-«juurter cigar 
from bis mouth and, placing it on the editor's 
inkstand, remarked eonlidentially : 
“l am going to spend some time this year"— 
The editor clutched his pen like a dagger, and 
pawing after the few hairs on the top of his 
head, said— 
—“in riiilauelpliia — 
TIu? youug man spat gracefully over hi* left 
shoulder oil the new carpet and responded : 
“Yes, I’ve done a little writiu’ in my day, 
and bein’ disengaged this summer, should like 
to send a tirst-class journal like yours”— 
The editor fell hack in liis chair and gasped— 
“sonic letters about the Centennial.” 
The interviewer nodded, and kicked his Xo. 
Us pensively against the veneered panels of the 
desk. 
“Would you like to he packed in ice until 
your friends call for you?” said the editor gloom- 
ily, “or shall we forward your remains in an 
air tight casket?” 
Then gazing sorrowfully at the young man 
lie put his mouth to a speaking tube ami asked : 
“Are any of the pressmen at hand?” 
Promptly wafted through the tin tube came 
the rcplv— 
‘Tied Mike mid Big Dull, «,r.” 
The would he correspondent started up 
aghast, put his hut on, wrong side in front, and 
buttoned the third button of his eoat into the 
second button-hole; hut Ihe newspaper mull, 
taking no more notice of him than he would of 
a dead head advertisement, breathed through 
the tube— 
‘■Give ’em a quarter apiece and let them come 
here. TV-11 them there is another one of those 
Philadelphia 1'cntcnniul fellows here, and then 
pull in a district telegraph hoy and send lorn 
hearse.” 
Before the last words were in the speaking- 
tube the tails of all Ulster eoat sailed out of the 
private office, and a nervous voting man, after 
trying the door of the eoat room and diving into 
the coal closet, reached the counting-room'door, 
looked over liis shoulder at two brawny Milesi- 
ans who had just descended from some upper 
region, missed his footing tor a dozen stairs, ac- 
cented liis descent with a heavy hump on the 
first landing, and reached the street as the edi- 
tor wrote the last word of an article on ‘‘the 
business outlook,” and calmly seut it whirring 
up in the box to the composition-room. 
I New York Bay Freebooters Come 
to Grief. 
i he pirates who have, for a long time, 
plied their nefarious vocation in New 
\ ork bay and vicinity, have at last got into the hands ot the uilicers of the law. 
liie Sun ol \\ ednesduy says: Captain Wil- liams ot the Oak street police, has cap- 
tured three ol' the pirates who had robbed 
live schooners in the bay on Saturday 
morning, and they are in the Tombs 
awaiting trial. The arrests were bril- 
liantly achieved, and followed one another 
so rapidly that it is thought no oue of the 
desperadoes can escape. The first tiling 
that attracted Captain William’s eye, on 
opening the Sun on Sundav morning, was 
the account of the piratical exploits of a 
gang of robbers in the harbor on the pre- 
ceding morning. The fact instantly Hashed 
into ids mind that several well known 
river thieves had been seen in the liquor 
saloons of his precinct on Saturday sus- 
piciously Hush with money, and that they 
i were known to have disposed of clothing 
and other articles corresponding to what 
had been stolen from the schooners. That 
was suliicient clew, and immediately Capt 
Williams set to work. The river thieves 
who had been so free with their money on 
Saturday were John Lowery, Charlie My- 
ers, alias Jim Ward, alias Waddy, and 
Matty Kyan. Ilyan is a common thief, 
who is supposed to have been chosen by 
Till. LEADERS OF THE. GANG, 
who wanted help, as a man who could be 
trusted by them, although not one of their 
regular pals. The others belonging to tile 
notorious gang of robbers and murderers 
who formerly had its headquarters at 
Janies slip and Water street, known as 
Slaughter House l’uiut. Saul and liowlitt. 
who were hanged on Bedloe's Island some 
years ago for piracy and murder commit- 
ted on board a schooner anchored off Stat- 
on island, were members ot the same 
desperate ping, and Lowery was one ol 
their partners. Waddy ha I served a term 
of ten years in state's prison tor burglary 
in l'ordhain lie lias been out of prison 
only about six months. Lowery has served 
two terms in state's prison—one for rob- 
bery. and the other for piracy. He was a 
pal of •1'atsey" Conroy and Larry GrifTm, 
the masked burglars of Cat-skill, who 
were sent to state's prison some time ago 
ltyan has been three years in state’s prison 
for stabbing a man. 
AltlU.STINo 1 111. Ml V 
Know ing tiie desperate character of tin- 
men he sought, especially Lowerv and 
Waddy, who, he says, are two of the 
worst criminals in New York, Capt Wil- 
liams felt sure that he was on the right 
track. The search began on .Sunday morn- 
ing, and at half past two o'clock in the 
afternoon Waddy was found at No. y Eliz- 
abetli street, in .John Robinson’s liquor 
saloon, and was arrested by Captain \\ il- 
liams and Officers Musgravo and Ken- 
nelly. Three hours later Lowery was ar- 
rested at No. If. Batavia street, where lie 
was with liis mistress, and at 7 o’clock 
Ryan was captured in a liquor saloon at 
No. yy James street The men made no 
resistance w hen arrested, hut appeared to 
lie much disconcerncd. They were taken 
to the Oak street police station and eon- 
fronted with some of the ollioers and 
crews of the schooners that had been rob- 
bed. In order to secure their identification 
beyond a doubt. Captain Williams masked 
their faces with a handkerchief in tlm 
manner in which the pirates had been 
masked W lieu this was done the prison- 
ers showed considerable trepidation, and 
trembled, apparently from fear of being 
discovered. Captain Benjamin Wood, of 
the schooner Highlands, identilied Lowery 
as the man who had awed him with a 
pistol while the robbery was going on in 
bis vessel. He also identified a large, 
rusty, tive-eliamhered Colt revolver found 
on Lowery as the weapon whose muzzle, 
staring him in the lace, had frightened 
him into submission ( aptniu Wood also 
identified Lowery as the man who had 
taken the light from the rigging of the 
Highlands and bronchi it into tiie cabin 
to enable the pirate see to do their 
work. 
IDENTIFICATION MADE (TUT.UN. 
Alfred Wilson, tlie steward of the sell. 
Samuel Wood, positively identified Wad 
dy, or Mvers, w ho was aho identified by 
(.'apt. llooye of the schooner Chamberlain 
as the man who h d stolen his coat. This 
was found in possession of Cornelius Alack, 
a “tailor,” of ;i'J Baxter street, to whom 
Waddy had sold it on Saturday, and who 
was locked up on suspicion of being an 
accomplice of the pirates. W iddv lias 
scars and a large well on his neck which 
served to identify him. and the ends of his 
long blonde moustache hung below the 
handkerchief used as a mask just as they 
are alleged to have done on the night of 
the rubbery .John Boouanda, the first 
officer of the schooner Samuel Wood, 
identified Ry an as the man who climbed 
into his bunk and searched it Captain 
Charles 1). Alley of the schooner Ceres, 
also identified Ryan as one of the pirates 
who boarded his vessel two weeks ago 
Besides the coat belonging to Capt. Booye, 
tiie overcoat stolen from Capt. l'arby, and 
a pair of pantaloons belonging to the mate 
of the schooner Alethea were found, traced 
to the prisoners, and identified by the own- 
ers. The boat used bv the pirates was al- 
so hunted up. it is an ordinary working 
skill', l'J feet long, and Capt Williams 
says it would not seat comfortably more 
than six men. lie feels confident tnat there 
were not more than live robbers in it, lie- 
sides the boatman, and that no other boat 
was used. It was hired by tho pirates at 
about A M. on Saturday, at pier I 
North river. They pretended that they 
wished to visit Comnuinipaw on business, 
but after getting out into the bay far 
enough to be in no danger irom an outcry 
they coerced the boatman by threats into 
becoming their un» ding accomplice. 
w Ai>m 's condi r. 
Waddy is believed to be ihe man who 
appeared to be the leader ot the pirates, 
and who was called by them “(Tplain 
Jim." Ills eomluet on the sehooners is de- 
scribed as particularly atrocious, lie re- 
peatedly struck the captain of the Alethea 
without provocation, and wanted to kill 
him. lie also threatened to kill the keep- 
er of the powder boat Sally anti Sophy, 
but was prevented from doing so, the 
keeper said, by a "nice little fellow 
This merciful pirate is supposed to have 
been ltyan, who is rather small and trim- 
ly built, ami only 21! years old. Waddy is 
.'id years old, and of Irish parentage, which 
corresponds with the assertion of the pow- 
der boat keeper, made to the detectives, 
that the man talked like an Irishman 
Waddy left his overcoat in the cabin of tin 
Alethea, when the approach of daylight 
caused him and his companions to beat a 
hasty retreat. C’apt. Williams is confident 
ol being able to capture the other mem 
belts of the gang very soon. His detectives 
were on their track yesterday, but up to a 
late hour last night they had made no ar- 
rests. The prisoners will have an examin- 
ation in the Tombs at 1‘. M. to-day 
River thieves on Saturday morning board- 
ed the sloop Thomas Adams, belonging to 
Mr. Fitch, of Kingston, which w as laid up 
for the winter at Mott Mavou, and finding 
it unguarded, broke open the cabin door 
and carried away cordage and other prop- 
erty to the value of $16l>. It is thought 
possible that the thieves may have been 
connected with the piratical gang that at- 
tacked the schooners in the bay on the 
same night. 
Chimneys require conscientious workman- 
ship. Every joint should be carefully tilled in 
with mortar, and the inside smoothly plastered 
It sometimes seems as though no amount ol 
caution and warning would he sutlieient to pre- 
vent the most criminal carelessness oil the part 
of workmen; and, in some eases, the superin- 
tendent of a building is grossly remiss in his 
duty. Several years ago a wealthy gentleman 
of Brooklyn built a tine and costly mansion, 
and having a wholesome and sensible fear of 
tire, he spent much time in guarding against 
this ever-present source of danger. He watched 
the construction of the chimneys from bottom 
to top, and then, after superintending the plac- 
ing of the heating apparatus, he felt compara- 
tively safe; and yet the insurance companies 
were called upon.'ere long. 10 pay a loss of $30,- 
000. Thu hearth bricks were laidou the joists, 
and they persisted in getting hot, and wood 
will burn when exposed to tire; and a tire un- 
der a floor is a dangerous fire. Thus, in spite 
of all his precautions, our timid gentleman was 
burned out. We have known instances in Chi- 
cago where the builder and mason, between 
them, succeeded in running joists clear through 
into the chimney. When such houses burn, as 
they must, the newspapers sav the tire was 
caused by a defective flue; and nothing is said 
of the criminal carelessness of those who made 
the flue. [American Builder. 
Uncle Sam at the Centennial. 
[Corrc-pondoncc I'.oston Advertiser.1 
Washington, 1). C., AprillWo. 
A very good idea of what the govern- 
ment exhibition at Philadelphia will be is 
given by Colonel Lyford in bis communi- 
cation to the President on the necessity of 
an additional appropriation. Ifcginning 
with the War department, the colonel says 
tiie engineer bureau will exhibit maps, 
charts and photographs of the principal 
achievements of the engineer corps of the 
army in the prosecution of the great sys- 
tem of river and harbor improvements of 
tiie country, ft will exhibit models of 
some of such works, and display engineer- 
ing machinery and appliances in general; 
it will show samples of building-stones, 
concretes and woods; specimens of pon- 
toon bridges and pontoon wagon-trains; 
siege and mining tools; reconnaissance 
instruments; field photographic outfits: 
models of lighthouse and foundation; of 
movable dam ; of snag boat; of dredging 
boat: specimens of fossil trees, and other 
miscellaneous fossils; reports, maps, Ac. 
i lie mecnamcal arts appertaining to 
tho science of war will be amply illustrat- 
ed. in each class of war materials per- 
taining to the bureau, not only will the 
ultimate perfection reached in this coun- 
t y be shown, but there will also be ex- 
hibited, so far as available means will 
permit, specimens illustrating the succes- 
sive stages of development through which 
such materials have passed in arriving at 
their present respectit e slates of efficiency. 
This, in particular, will be observed in re- 
spect to the arming and equipping of the 
individual soldier,—the various stages, 
front the early days ot the republic to the 
present time, being typified by lay figures 
"f soldi' s in their correct uniforms, arms 
ami equipments. With the assistance of 
the quartermaster's department, these fig- 
ures will be prepared so as to show the 
individual soldier of about the following 
eras, vi. lievolutionary, 1770 to lbOo; 
w ar of 1812, 1812 to 1820; Mexican war, 
Ibi.i'1 to 180U; war of the rebellion, 1856 to 
iSi'.': present period, 13/o. As comple- 
mentary to the exhibition of the individ- 
ual soldier of the present period, armed 
with the modern weapon of war, tliere 
wiii tie shown as complete a set of gun- 
making machinery m operation as the 
available duplicate machines nt the na- 
tional armory at Springtield will permit, 
ami also a collection of small arms, show- 
ing the improvements from ante-revolu- 
tionary times to the present. A complete 
set of metallic-cartridge machinery, com- 
prising machines in operation making the 
present adopted service cartridges, will be 
exhibited. 
As a connecting link between the man- 
ufacture of cartridges and tire-anns. a 
portion of the exhibition will be devoted 
to that most important operation in bal- 
listics, the determination of the initial vo- 
locity of projectiles, and the power pres- 
sure in the bore of the gun at the moment 
of discharge. It is the intention to have 
these machines operated simultaneously 
by the discharge of a ride placed in the 
improved 1-Tankford arsenal fixed rest, 
and 1 ire* 1 through an iron tube against a 
solid bulkhead or embankment. To avoid 
the annoyance of the discharge of firearms 
within the main exhibition building, tins 
part of the ordnance display will be con- 
ducted in a laboratory building erected 
near this section of the War department 
exhibit. One of the most interesting feat- 
ures of this department will be a working 
model of the llitcheock forge, on the scale 
of one inch to the foot. This will be so 
arranged as to be operated from the boiler 
uf the steam engine, and will actually 
construct at stated times miniature guns, 
built up from iron sections, jointed hv 
means of wax or other plastic material. 
in tlie exhibition of heavy guns tliere 
will bean s-ineh siege howitzer, 13-inch 
sea-coast mortar, and a t-.vineh siege ri- 
de, and the lield-pieces will bo a light 
twelve-pounder, a 3-inch wrought-iron 
breech-loading Sutcliffe ride, and a 3-inch 
Rodman. In the matter of heavy'ord- 
nance, being in a state of transition be- 
tween the recent east-iron smooth-bore 
ivpe anu ini' present oroeen-ioauing anil 
muzzle-loading rifies of homogenous or 
composite construction, it will be difficult 
to make a display worthy of our rank in 
other classes of war material. However, 
it is designed to show the 20-inch Hodman 
smooth-bore gun as the present limit of 
the series of improvements in smooth-bore 
gun construction just concluded, and suc- 
reeded by the general introduction of 
heavy rilled guns. This will be mounted 
in the <•] en air, upon its proper carriage, 
provided with a hydraulic butler to take 
up its recoil without injury to the car- 
riage, the pintle, or platform. This gun 
being of such weight, over 100,Out1 pounds, 
the difficulty of successfully and rapidly 
manoeuvring it by manual power will be 
seen, so that the device for handling this 
and other heavy gun-constructions submit- 
ted by Lieutenant-Colonel J. (_>. Benton, 
ordnance department, will be applied, it 
is intended to have the gun worked at 
--tated intervals by the detachment of sol- 
diers connected with the exhibition, to 
show the facility with which it can be 
loaded and manoeuvred. A pile of go-inch 
shot near by will present an imposing 
feature. Lite temporary platform will be 
constructed substantially as the woollen 
platform used fur the experimental firing 
at bandy llook, with possibly an extra 
cross-layer of balks beneath it, tilled in 
with rammed sand or concrete. Xo further 
representation of smooth-bore guns will 
be made, lit -, our largest one. being snP 
licient a an illustration of the Hodman 
system. 
i lie line Collection ol' models of field, 
•iege nnd sen-coast artillery now in the 
ordinance olliee lnuscnm can lie transferred 
bodily. These contain many ancient and 
obsolete types, which can then he easily 
compared by the curious. The museum 
it the W est 1’oint Military Academy will 
also be drawn upon. It is intended to 
show the development of the Gatling gun 
from the crude and clumsy devices of the 
same nature originating previous to 1805. 
The Gatling gun will be mounted upon 
the service-carriage, of which about fifty 
have recently been made. It will have a 
good supply of blank cartridges. All can- 
nons will have a complete equipment of 
sights, sponges, rammers and staves, gun- 
ner's equipments, etc. There will be com- 
plete sets ol' shot, shell, case-carcasses, 
grenades lor the various calibres now or 
lately in use in the service. It will help 
the effect very much to have the eye begin 
at the three-pounder and six-pounder shot 
of the revolutionary war and run along 
the vista terminated by the recent 20 inch 
round shot or the 000-pound 12-inch rille 
projectile. Where necessary for illustra- 
tion, the shots, and especially the shell 
and ease, will be out open (or examina- 
tion. There will be exhibited a historical 
sequence ol the means employed for tiring 
a cannon, as follows: 'The linstock and 
priming-horn ; the linstock with priming- 
tube : the common-lock, various models; 
tlie lrlction-primer of various sizes, and 
the new cannon-primer. 
ine medical department exhibition will 
be made in a post-hospital for twenty-l’our 
beds, one win" of which will be fitted up 
with beds, bedding and other furniture as 
for actual service. In the remainder of 
the building, and in the sheds and hospital 
tents contiguous thereto, will be exhibited 
a complete series ol' the medical supplies 
used in the army, including medicines, 
medical and surgical instruments, hospi- 
tal stores, hospital clothing and furniture 
meteorological instruments, &c.; a full 
set of the various blank forms and record- 
books used for official purposes by the 
medical department; a full set of the pub- 
lications of the surgeon-general’s oflice; 
selected medical, surgical, anatomical and 
microscopical specimens, photographs of 
specimens, and rare books from the army 
medical museum and the library of the 
surgeon-general’s oflice; models of bar- 
racK-hospitals; railroad cars for transpor- 
tation of sick and wounded ; hospital steam 
boats and steamships, and a selection of 
full-sized ambulances and medicine wagon. 
It has been determined to fit up in the 
building an oflice with general outfit of 
furniture and station supply of standard 
B gnal-instruments, with printing and lith- 
ographing presses in operition. There 
will be also shown a full telegraphic train 
of nine wagons, with outfit complete; tel- 
egraphic tower; international and caution- 
ary signal-outfit complete; with full as- 
sortment of barometers, thermometers, 
anemometers, anemograps, anemoscropes 
thermographs, barographs, meteorograph 
cathetometers, etc. 
Inaugural Address of Mayor Young 
of Ellsworth. 
Gentlemen of the Hoard of Aldermen and Common 
Council:— 
Seven years hsive passed since Ellsworth assumed 
the form of a City Government. It is a matter of 
grave doubt whether our condition has been bet 
tered by tlie change. During all these seven years both branches of the City Government have had a 
large Republican working majority, and our city 
affairs have usually been administered upon strict 
party principles, to say nothing of partisanship and 
unparliamentary rulings to hold the balance ot pow- 
er. J-'or tlie tir.st time since the formation of the 
< itv (iovernment the opj osition have full control of 
the city. Relying on your sound sense and business 
capacity, I trust tin* change will be of no disadvan- 
tage to our fellow-citizens. The Ellsworth organ 
styles this (‘lection a dire political calamity: but I 
believe we shall be aide to justify the confidence in 
our ability, so heartily expressed by our voters last 
Monday. 
FINANCES. 
The Revised Statutes of Maine require that the 
municipal officers of any town or city shall, on or 
before the morning of the annual meeting in each 
year, make a full report of their financial transac- 
tions. Not having been able to obtain such a re- 
port as I understand to be required by said Statutes, 1 offer such as 1 have, which is us follows 
The funded debt of our city amounts to $.34,SOO 
In addition to this funded debt we have a 
floating debt of 25,193 
Milking our total debt $79,993 
There are, probably, other debts tor which orders 
have not been drawn, how much, I am unable to 
'ay. To offset this debt I tind between fourteen and 
tifteen thousand dollars ol uncollected taxes. What 
our other assets amount to 1 am unable to state at 
this time; but will, as soon as our city accounts can 
be audited, make a full statement and lay it before 
the citizens oi Ellsworth, and it shall be done at an 
early day. 
DEPARTMENT EXPENSES. 
It has been the custom of rnv predecessors to take 
up ueh department separately, and offer lengthy 
suggestions and recommendations. These recom- 
mendations have usually been very good, have 
sounded well and helped to make a longthv inau- 
gural. 
Gentlemen of the City Government, all I propose 
to «>if< r at this time, on these various subjects, is, 
that I believe it to be poor policy, while we have so 
heavy a debt hanging over us, to make appropria- 
tions insufficient to run the City Government credit- 
ably and economically. 1 or the two past years, we 
know that the appropriations haie not been suffi- 
cient to meet our expenses, and consequently our 
debt, already heavy, bus been largely increased. I 
believe this to be bad management, and while we 
control the affairs of this city, 1 say, ‘let us pay as 
we go," and I am ready to meet vou in Common 
Council and take up each department, and with vou 
act thereon for the best interests of our city. Ln- 
doubteJly, owing to shrinkage in the value of prop- 
erty, together with the bad condition of our roads 
ami sidewalks, our taxes must necessarily be iu- 
I.AW AND OR DEE 
I Lciicve in the faithful and impartial enforcement 
of t lie city ordinances, and that protection to citizens 
and property should always be afforded, and I pledge 
my be.-t efforts to enforce the laws and maintain 
good order. A little more than two years ago the 
.Sheriff of the county, the City Marshal and myself impartially and faithfully enforced the liquor law. 
We expected the co-operation of the clergy, profes. 
sors of religion and prolessors of temperance, but, 
us the September election approached, they thought 
more of their party than they did of temperance, and 
those occupying high place- were heard to say that 
they had rather rum should run down our streets 
than the law should be enforced by Democratic oili- 
i;ii -. The Sheriff enforcement act makes it impera- 
tive on the Sheriff to enforce the liquor law, and pro- 
vide- s 5 per day and expenses for his sen ices. The 
present Sheriff being a Republican has the sympathy 
and co-operation of those referred to, ami, as (joil 
know-, I would not be a stumbling block in the 
Sheriff's way, in the enforcement of law, I must 
move cautiously lest I drive this, support from him. 
1’hi.s liquor law is enforced throughout the State in 
the interest of the Republican party. Wherever vou 
lind a Democratic innholder or saloon keeper who 
deal- in the “ardent” lie is speedily converted to Re- 
publicanism or “down comes his house.” 
It is currently reported and honestly believed that 
«»ur County Attorneys nol pros and quash liquor in 
dictment- to increase the Republican vote. These 
are hard savings, bur never:hides- are true. 11k 
J einp< ranee League, Reform Club and St. Joseph's 
1 >tal Abstinence Society June done a noble work in 
our city, and I wish them (iod -pi ed. 
1 make these suggestions for your consideration 
and shall be happy to cooperate with you in all 
measures which your good judgment may approve 
lor the benefit and prosperity of our city. 
Gentlemen—In conclusion, having been elected to 
these responsible positions by so large a majority of 
the votes of our fellow-citizens, let us r-pav this 
confidence by a careful attention to their interests 
and u prompt attendance at our regular meetings, 
at the end of the year we shall have the satisfac- 
tion of know ing that We have done our duty honest- 
ly and fearlessly; although we may not find “a bed 
Congress. 
In the ."mate, cn Tuesday, the impeachment 
managers on the purl of the House appeared at 
the bar of the Senate and the articles of im- 
peachment were read by chairman Lord. The 
President announced that the .Senate would take 
proper order on the subject and duly inform the 
House. 'Lite managers then retired. The House 
passed a bill to provide that no person shall lie 
prosecuted for any off'em-e except against the 
internal revenue unless indicted within three 
years after such offence; also a resolution di- 
recting the Speaker to accept an invitation to be 
present at tin* unveiling of the statue of Lincoln 
on April 14th. A bill was reported to restore 
to the Japanese government the, Japanese in- 
demnity fund, including all interest and accu- 
mulation therefrom, but reserving #125,000 
claimed by the officers and mm of the navy, 
until Congress shall otherwise direct. 
.u in*' •"I'naic wc»mes<ia\ i.mei .nisueo w aite 
administered the oath t*> the Senators on the 
| impeachment ease of AV. AV. Belknap. It whs ! ordered tiiat a siimnions be issued to \V. 
Belknap, returnable on April 17th at 1 o’clock. 
The >enate sitting as a court >1 impeachment 
then adjourned until that time. The bill to fix 
the rate of postage on third class matter was 
then taken up. Mr. Hamlin addressed the Sen- 
ate in favor of the bill. The House directed tin 
Secretary of the Treasury to furnish an itemized 
account of the expenditure of the $J()(),ono ap- 
propriated for light and fuel for the year ending 
June Jo, ls7G. A bill lo regulate the winding 
up of insolvent national hanks was passed. In 
committee of the whole the bill to transfer the 
Indian bureau from the Interior to the AVar de- 
partment was considered. 
On Thursday, the Senate indelinitelv post- 
poned the bill to abolish capital punishment, 
and passed the bill to amend the Revised Stat- 
utes in regard to limitations in prosecution for 
crime. Consideration of the bill fixing the rates 
of postage on third class matter was then re- 
sumed. The House pissed the Senate bill lix- 
ing the salary of the President at $25,000; also 
a bill exempting masters of vessels engaged in 
trade between the l nited States and British 
North America, AVe-r Indies or Mexico, and 
masters of vesxds of less than 75 tons trading 
between Atlantic and Pacilic ports from the 
necessity of shipping their crews or procuring 
their shipping articles to he .signed before a 
shipping commissioner. In committee of the 
whole the legislative appropriation bill was 
considered. 
The House Friday passed some forty private 
hills a majority providing pensions lor there- 
of of individua >. The sub-committee on naval 
affairs were instructed to investigate the alleged 
frauds at the League Island navv yard. In 
committee of the whole on the private calendar 
a bill was passed for the payment of certain 
war claims, applying to over 200 individuals in 
loyal states and aggregating $112,000. 
In the Senate Monday, the bill for the issue of 
silver coin was taken up, and after discussion 
was amended and passed. As passed it pro- 
vides simply for the substitution of silver tokens 
for the fractional currency now in use. The 
House passed the appropriation bill for rivers 
and harbors. The appropriation for this pur- 
pose is s?'7,bi2.sJ0. Air. Banks then spoke in 
favor of the bill to carry into effect the Hawai- 
ian treaty. 
•iud*r«- Ilule of Foxcraft, lias in hi- po--u 3 ion a 
surgeon’s -aw that did service ai Hunker Hill. It i- 
going to the Centennial. 
I he World says that the present price of ice to 
families in New York i- Go cents p»r h*o pounds, and 
thinks that it may possibly go up si per hundred 
pounds during the summer. 
1>. M. Stewart, Michael Hurley and .lames M. Hon 
-> v. »d J.llsworth, were before Commissioner Ham- 
lin last Saturday morning, charged with selling in- 
toxicating liquor- without st license, lion. <«. s. 
I’eters appeared for the defendants. The healing 
was continued until next Friday and Saturday. 
There has heeu a \erv severe freshet at Warren 
during the past week. Tin* foundations of the w est- 
ern end of the bridge were so far undermined that it 
settled some, and it was thought necessary to close 
it to travel. 1 his has been secured so that’it is now- 
believed to be safe, and it has been opened. 
Josiah Harding, a much esteemed citizen of Hock- 
port, aged about fin years, was instanth killed at 
that place, by being crushed between a building that 
was being moved across a bridge and the rail of the 
bridge, and hurled to the rocks beneath, a distance 
of tw enty feet. He leaves a wife and large famil y. 
There isn’t much to wonder at that the gas, fuel 
and water appropriation ran out. The gas bill for 
the Huston post-office building for the month of 
March was eleven thousand dollars. The Herald 
office, with 150 men employed, and burning gas all 
night, only pays about six hundred dollars a month. 
Spring has a sentiment which comes before the 
violets and anemones. In the leafless Wildwood 
maple sugar is bubbling and boiling, while rural 
maidens in gingham aprons—we mean that down in 
the Greenwich-street cellars men are making maple 
sugar out of dirty molasses and brown sugar. 1 \ 
Y. Herald. 6 1 
The Norwich Bulletin tells of a gentleman w ho on 
Saturday saw a neatly wrapped package lying on the 
sidewalk, but was too sharp to pick it up, and merely- 
smiled at the harmless sell andpassedon. When he 
saw a bootblack stop and undo it and take out a box 
of tine cigars that some one had dropped, the world 
seemed to be all slipping away from him. 
Mrs. Jane Reynolds, of Brookly n, Identified a dead 
body as the corpse of her husband, who had been 
some time missing, and took it to New Haven where 
it was buried. A few days later, to Mrs. Reynolds’ 
astonishment, if not joy, her husband put in an 
appearance at the domestic hearthstone, hale and 
hearty. He had been on a trip to the Adirondack*. 
A shrewd Maine politician hired a New Hamp- shire voter for $0 to cross the line and saw a cord of 
wood for him on election day. The voter thought he could see as far into a millstone as ids shreyvd em- 
ployer, and great was the latter’s chagrin yvhen he 
found that his wood-sawvt had paired off with sin 
opposition neighbor before turning his back on New 
Hampshire. 
On Monday afternoon last a young man named 
Dexter met with terrible and fatal injuries by being 
caughi and drawn between the cog wheels at the 
bark mill in the tannery of L.O. Farnham at Dover. 
He was oiling the macfiincry, yvhen his clothing be 
came entangled between the wheels and lie was 
drawn in. His right arm and under jaw were brok- 
en and his side terribly lacerated. He died the fol- 
lowing morning. 
Bradley N. Cummings, a prominent commission 
merchant in Boston, committed suicide by drown- 
ing in a pool of water near the junction of West 
Newton street and Huntington avenue, on Tuesday 
morning. He was 04 years old, highly esteemed In private life and olten in responsible public positions. 
Derangement In business occasioned derangement 
of mind, and hence his sad end. 
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The Court to the Rescue* 
The Supreme Court of the United States 
lias recently decided a question which, in 
tin excitement and noise over the corrup- 
tions at the capital, ha= not attracted the 
public attention which its importance de- 
mands. This decision refers to the inter- 
pretation of the fifteenth amendment to 
the constitution, which Congress claimed 
gave the l ight of suffrage to all citizens, 
irrespective of race, color or previous con- 
dition of servitude. The question came 
before the court in the shape of appeals 
from what is known as the Grant Parish 
case, in Louisiana, and a similar one in 
Kentucky. The decision was delivered 
by Chief Justice \V aite, in these words— 
Th»- government of the United State? i? one of del- 
• gated powers alone. Its authority is defined and 
limited bv the constitution; all powers not granted 
to is by that instrument are reserved to the States 
or the people. No rights can be acquired under the constitution or Jaws of the United States except >uch as tlie government of the United States has 
tb. authority to grant or secure. All that cannot be 
mi granted or secured are left under the protection of 
the State". 
111is is an explicit interpretation by the 
court of the legislation permitted by the 
fifteenth amendment, it first decides that 
the amendment, In and of itself, does not 
make any one a voter. The forbidding of 
pieference to one citizen over another, on 
account of race, color or previous condi- 
tion of servitude, is the utmost scope of 
its powers Before the adoption of the 
amendment, the states had that right— 
now they have not. A new constitutional 
right is established, which Congress has 
the right to enforce by appropriate legis- 
lation. 
In the act now passed upon, the Court 
dials nothing to betray an intent to con- 
fine its provisions to the terms of the 
fifteenth Amendment. Its language does 
not limit its operation to unlawful discrim- 
ination on account of race, color or pre- 
vious condition, lint is broad enough to 
provide lor the punishment of those who 
unlawfully interfere to prevent the exer- 
cise of the elective franchise, without any 
regard to such discrimination. The Court, 
therefore, was called on to decide wheth- 
er a penal statute enacted bv Congress 
with its limited powers, providing in gen- 
eral language for the punishment of wrong 
acts without as well as within its Consti- 
tutional jurisdiction, can be judicially con- 
strued so as to make it operate only on 
what Congress may rightfully prohibit 
and punish. 
Ami liie answer to the question is this: 
1 hat it would be dangerous for Congress 
to set a net largo enough to catch all pos- 
sible offenders, and then leave it to the 
Court to step inside and say who could be 
rightfully detained and who set at large, 
't his would obviously substitute the judi- 
cial for the legislative department of the 
Government. As the dieision asserts with 
perfect clearness, the Courts enforce the 
legislative will when ascertained to be 
within the Constitutional grant of power. 
Congress is conceded to be supremo with- 
in its legitimate sphere, and to be beyond 
the control of the Courts; but when it 
steps out of its sphere and attempts to do 
what is beyond its reach, the Courts have 
the authority to annul its encroachments 
upon the reserved power of the States and 
the people. The Court is asked in the 
present case to make a new law instead of 
enforcing an old one, which is no part of 
its duty. 
This decision sweeps away the last hope 
ol tlie Republican party for carrying any 
one state in the South lor their Presiden- 
tial nominee. There never lias been a day 
since the passage of the reconstruction 
measures that any Southern state, with 
possibly the exception of Mississippi and 
South Carolina, would have voted to sus- 
tain the Republican party, had its people 
been left free to east their ballots as they 
pleased. This they were not allowed to 
do, lor deputy United States marshals 
rode over the country, and, under threats 
of arrest and imprisonment, deterred the 
men of substance and of property from 
going to the polls. II they attempted to 
exercise the rights of freemen, they risk- 
ed their liberty and took their chances of 
imprisonment. Jn order to harass them 
and make their arrests more painful, they 
were taken hundreds of miles from their 
homes and incarcerated in prisons located 
among strangers. This was done to make 
the giving of bail ditlicult, if not impossi- 
ble, lor the object of these petty officers 
was not to insure the appearance of their 
victims for trial but to punish them before 
they were tried. 
1 he law which made these things pos- 
sible is now, thanks to an independent 
judiciary, shorn of its power for evil. 
Another illegal and oppressive prop for 
the perpetuation of the Republican party 
in power, is knocked away. Time and 
patience and effort are doing their work, 
and right in the end must prevail. 
The Bangor Whig don't fancy the jokes 
that appear in the Journal. Of course it is 
a source of great mortification that such 
should be the ease. But Shakspeare (the 
Whig is fond of appealing to Shakspeare) 
says— 
A jest’s prosperity lies in the ear ol him that nears it, never in the tongue Of him that makes it. 
The editor of the Whig has a great ear, 
a wonderful ear—but it needs paring 
down in order to understand some things, 
if the great poet be correct. 
Ellsworth Affairs. 
As there is considerable interest felt in 
the recent Ellsworth election, we publish 
to-day the inaugural address of Mayor 
Young. We do so for two reasons—first 
that our readers may have a glimpse of 
the affairs of that city, as set forth by its 
chief magistrate ; second, that having read 
the doeumeut, they may judge whether 
the American is correct in its statement 
that “Mayor Young has addressed himself 
to the passions and prejudicics of his par- 
ty, in a petty, demagogical and undigni- 
fied manner, and sunk the honorable office 
of Mayor of Ellsworth into the mire ot dis- 
respectful attack and bitter partisanship." 
It will be borne in mind that Mr. Young 
is on his second term, having served in 
the same olliec a few years ago, and that 
the recollection of his administration is 
fresh in the minds of the people of that lo- 
eality. They therefore know the man, and 
made their choice deliberately. If he is 
as objectionable as the Republican paper 
of the locality represents, what must be 
the character of the men over whom he 
was elected by such a large majority—the 
ticket that the American supported? It 
must of course follow that there exists a 
deep popular disgust with the men who 
had controlled the affairs of the city, and 
a determination to make a change; that 
there were wrongs in some or ail of tlie 
departments, which needed righting, and 
that the voters of the city looked upon the 
Democratic candidate as the man to do it 
Such was the opinion of 500 voters out of 
y2T who recorded an expression at the 
polls. Really, the shafts aimed at Mr. 
Young by the American seems to reoound 
and wound that paper and its friends. 
We are willing to concede that the mes- 
sage is not written with the guarded care 
and smoothness of a practiced essayist, 
who recognizes the usefulness of Talley- 
rand’s motto that words were made to 
conceal thoughts, not to express them. 
But there are wholesome truths, though 
ruggedly expressed, in this document, 
which the people of Ellsworth understand 
and appreciate 
The Mouth of the Mississippi. 
The attempt, to get a better depth of 
water at the mouth of the Mississippi by 
the construction of jetties or piers which 
deepen the water by confining the current 
to narrower bounds, appears to be a suc- 
cess. It is a matter of great interest to 
Maine, which furnishes a large part of 
the tonnage that enters the river from the 
sea, and the success of the plan will send 
many thousands of dollars into our state. 
When once the month of the Mississippi 
isopen, and satisfactory assurance given 
that it will be kept open, the produce 
transportation of the West and Northwest 
is certain to undergo a complete revolu- 
tion. For the last twelve or fifteen years 
the river, except for mere local trade 
and travel, might as well have been dried 
up. The barrier of mud and sand, which 
by the aid of the jetties is nmv being rap- 
idly washed away by the stream itself, 
has laid an effectual embargo upon the 
commerce of what nature intended to be a 
great continental artery and national high- 
way. The enormous grain product of the 
Ohio. .Mississippi, and .Missouri valleys, 
instead of seeking a cheap and easy transit 
to foreign markets by way of the river 
and the gulf, has been compelled to reach 
the Atlantic coast by railway and canal— 
a tedious and expensive route, whose use 
can only be justified by imperative necess- 
ity. The moment the Mississippi can run 
uuvoxed and unobstructed to the sea, that 
moment the laws of trade—suspended 
during the embargo—will assort their su- 
premacy and workout their logical and 
inevitable results, instead id having one 
or two distributing depots on the shores 
of tlie Northern lakes, each city, town and 
village on the banks of the three principal 
rivers will become the depot of the mater- 
ial raised in its vicinity, or brought front 
the interior. Instead of going north and 
east, this material will go south ; instead 
of going by cars and canal boats, it will 
go by steamers and barges: instead of 
two or three changes there will be but 
one—from the steamer or barge to the 
ship at New Orleans. Therefore every 
inch of mud and sand which the jetty cur- 
rent is sweeping away to be replaced no 
more brings us just so much nearer the 
day when the Mississippi and its tributa- 
ries will resume their legitimate functions 
and draw their legitimate revenue. And 
the dawn of that day will be the dawn of 
a new era to half a continent. 
General Custer, who was before tire 
Clymer committee recently, explained 
satisfactorily why army ollieers like him- 
self who knew of Beiknap’s corruption did 
not expose him. lie called attention to 
an order of the War Department dated 
March lb, 18711, which, it not especially 
designed to shut the mouths of all ollieers 
with regard to the thrifty Secretary’s 
huckstering of sutlerships and other crook- 
ed operations, was certainly well adapted 
to that purpose. This order prohibited 
ollieers from suggesting or recommend- 
ing action of any kind to members of Con- 
gress, and required that all petitions to 
Congress by officers should be forwarded 
through the Secretary of War. It further 
required every officer visiting Washington 
during a session of Congress to register 
his name at the Adjutant General’s office 
upon his arrival, anil address to the Adju- 
tant General a letter stating fully the pur- 
pose and proposed length of his visit, add- 
ing the significant injunction that he 
shoulu attend strictly and solely to the 
business thus reported. No order could 
have been more cunningly framed to pre- 
vent honorable and high-minded officers 
who would not willingly wink at bribery 
and fraud, even on the part of their su- 
periors, from reportings to members of 
Congress any of the rascalities of a cor- 
rupt administration. General Custer blunt- 
ly testified that if officers had petitioned 
Congress for a redress of the post-trader- 
ship abuses their petition would have been 
pigeon-holed, and probably the officers 
would have been pigeon-holed too. It re- 
quired courage to speak thus plainly, even 
with Belknap in disgrace, for Grant, who 
has sustained his dishonest Secretary all 
these years, is still Commander-in-Chief 
of the army. But Custer is a brave man. 
—The Committee are going at the in- 
vestigation of the corruptions of the Navy 
Department in earnest. Over fifty wit- 
nesses have been summoned, and there is 
an evident intention to get to the bottom 
of transactions. The Committee will sit 
with closed doors. 
—Our friends at Dover are anxious 
about some silver platers that set up their 
little battery in that bailiwick and plated 
things for the good people. Bills to the 
amount of $300 serve to keep their mem- 
ory green since their quiet departure. 
The Block Hills Fraud. 
A letter to the New York Times says that 
the reports of profitable gold-digging in 
the Black lulls is a fraud. It seems that 
one man at least who has been induced to 
leave homo in pursuit of a humbug has 
had the boldness to defy ridicule and tell 
the truth. To hundreds who have left a 
small certainty for a glittering false hope 
this will be a fearful blow. To those who 
have expended their all in an outlit and 
borrowed from those who could ill afford 
to lend, the disappointment will be crush- 
ing. How far the statement is true which 
declares the gold excitement to be built 
upon a stupendous system of lying and 
cheating remains to be seen, but it is cer- 
tainly made with such an attempt at cir- 
cumstantial exactness as to demand from 
every respectable journal in the land at 
least the publication of a warning. 
The correspondent asserts that Chey- 
enne. Omaha, Sioux City, Yankton and 
other frontier towns are responsible for 
the delusion, by which they have richly 
profited, in the sale of everything pertain- 
ing to tin? outfit of a miner, from an ox- 
team to a frying-pan. While each town 
lias been perfectly willing to pay a cut- 
throat game against the others to secure 
the popularity of a jumping-oil' place, all 
have kept up the hurrah cry of “gold in 
the hills According to this statement 
everybody was in it—editors and whiskey- 
sellers, clothing men ami wagon-makers, 
mule men and hash-jumpers, railroad and 
steamboat companies— all uniting to swear 
that the 111 irk hills is a second edition of 
California forty-nine, and tnat the nearest 
road to big nuggets anil a fortune ,'s thro’ 
Omaha, or Sioux City, nr somewhere else, 
as the case may he The excitement can 
scarcely be stopped now. It is too late to 
convince the moving thousands, even if 
there wen- not an ounce of the auriferons 
in the Sioux lands. The only safety for 
those who are already in and have badly 
burnt their lingers is to lure others into 
the same fire-trap. First on the ground 
they have all the advantages, and in the 
troubles of those who come after them can 
alone see the hope of getting a part ot 
their own losses back again. 
A H«m>i:on Slir.T". Tin-address of Monroe Young 
iu his capacity of Mayor, is precisely what might 
have been expected from such a source, it is a vul- 
gar partisan tirade, unredeemed by a spaikle of 
good sense and utterly disgraceful to the position in 
which its author Inis been placed. [Bangor Whig. 
Mayor Young lias not had those great 
advantages of a polished education which 
permit the valiant Captain of the Whig to 
shine so conspicuously—but bis hat covers 
more brains and energy and capacity than 
conm lx* l-xiinl in an acre ol tellows like 
that editor. The Whig's allusion to the 
Mayor reminds us of Hotspurs account of 
the fop after a light like that at Ellsworth. 
We copy it below, partly because it de- 
scribes the class of prudish fools to which 
the editor belongs, and partly because the 
Whig is fond of Shakspeare: 
I remember, when the tight was done, 
When I was drv with rage, and extreme toil, 
breathless and faint, leaning upon mv sword, 
Came there a certain lord, neat, trimly dress’d, 
Fresh a bridegroom; and bis chin, new reap’d, 
shew'd like a stubble-land at harvest-home; 
11* was perfumed like a milliner; 
And ’twixt his finger and his thumb he held 
A pouncet-box, which ever and anon 
He gave his nose, and took’t away again ,- 
Who. therewith angrv, when it next came there, 
Took it in snutf:— and still he smil’d and talk’d. 
And, as the soldiers bore dead bodies by, 
He call’d them—untaught knaves, unmannerly, 
To bring a slovenly unhandsome cor>e 
betwixt the wind and his nobility. 
1 he bangor Whig replies to the Republican Jour- 
nal’s attack' and small witticisms, and administers 
a castigation so severe that it will not, probably, 
need to be repeated. [Frog. Age. 
•So far as our object i-- concerned it certainly will 
not need to be repeated, a- the paper referred to has 
hastened to abundantly confirm our estimate of its 
character by a resort t > personal blackguardism in 
which no re-pectabl* louri.al can 'eek to compete 
with It. W big. 
It will occur to most readers that the 
extract which we last week made from 
the \\ hig contains little else than personal 
blackguardism. We are sorry that the 
Captain lias got a mortal hurt so early in 
tiie fight. 110 niggostioris remind us of 
the remarks of Mercutio, in ono of Shak- 
speare’s plays. That swordsman in a little 
street affair with Tybalt, got hurt, and to 
some one who said his wound was neither 
deep nor wide, replied— 
Tis not so deep a< a w ll, l.or so wide us a 
church door; but ’tis enough; ’twill serve. 
Being fond of Shakspeare, the Captain 
will appreciate this illustration. 
Looking at the cut oi the Journal we think the 
Kilsworth wags have been playing a joke upon our 
neighbor. Instead of returning the rooster, they 
sent him a Shanghai hen with false spurs. A rooster does he call that fowl1 It has no more comb than a 
woman has a beard. [Prog. Age. 
We are compelled to state that the de- 
partment of ornithology in the Age is bad- 
ly conducted. The editor needs to he in- 
formed that when the gamecock is trained 
lor battle, he is trimmed of plumage and 
everything that can lie dispensed with, 
even to comb ami wattles—just as a boxer 
lias his hair cut short and is stripped to 
the waist. Then he is ready (or business. 
•Such a bird is ours, and we pity the ordi- 
nary fowl that meets him in battle array. 
As we have before said, J. T. when it 
means .fudge ol Probate, belongs to our 
neighbor, but not when it stamp for Judge 
of Poultry. 
It is a great pity that (..'apt Boutelle, of 
the Bangor Whig, has declined to further 
enlighten the public by his rich and varied 
commentaries upon the great poet. The 
world of letters was listening with admir- 
ing attention, when suddenly lie struts his 
mouth and disappears Me seem- to tie, 
as Shakspeare says— 
A poor player, 
riiat struts amt frets his hum upon the .1 ur. 
Ami then is Jieurii no more. It is u tab- 
loid by an Mint, foil of sound and lurv. 
.Signifying nothing. 
William of Avon liits most of tho eases 
in this world. Who would have thought 
that lie could, two hundred years ago, so 
accurately have described the editor of tiie 
Whig? 
The Indianapolis Sentinel tells ,i hard 
story about lilaine. It is to the ell’ect that 
he wrongfully received $04,000 of the 
kinds ot the Union Pacific Railway, and 
that inquiry was suppressed by Blaine's 
friends, because he would be involved. Mr. 
Harrison, a director who knew about it, 
says lie will tell the story if brought be- 
fore a Committee of Congress. On the 
other hand, E. A. Rollins, who is Treas- 
urer ol the Company, and it is claimed 
knew of the transaction, publishes a letter 
in which he says no money was ever paid 
out in which Mr. Blaine was in any man- 
ner interested. So we await further de- 
velopments. 
Capt. Hugh Ross of Bangor is negotiat- 
ing tor a large steamer to run direct from 
Bangor to the Centennial. Appearances 
indicate that the great bulk of coast travel 
to Philadelphia will avoid railroads and 
take to the cheaper and more comfortable 
conveyance of steamers. There will be a 
good deal of difference between arriving 
there with the cinders, dust and fatigue of 
railroads, or fresh and vigorous from a two 
days’ sail on a steamer, in summer time. 
We should vote for the water, most de- 
cidedly. 
— In our lending article yesterday the wont "im 
potent” was printed “important." [Bangor Whig. 
Hardly worth correcting. In the Whig 
they are terms synonymous. 
Letter from Boston. 
[FROM AN* OCCASION*.'I. COJUtESrOXDEXT.j 
Boston, April 10. 
We are well aware it is presumptuous to plat e 
before the appreciative readers of the .Journal, 
a dish of Boston cooking, when the appetizing 
Washington correspondent is served at each 
weekly repast; but truth to tell, we had an 
earnest desire to see how staid old ‘•Hub" gos- 
sip would look beside the overvvhehnning hap- 
penings of the Capitol. Tame enough, no 
doubt, if it were our intention to compare ras- 
cality; but, thanks to the great love for one an- 
other, the stars of that order are ail watching 
tremblingly over the death bed of their eight 
years old darling; hence with the exception of 
a starving reporter having of late announced 
Butler at the Tremont House, Boston is jog- 
ging along with no greater viper tugging at its 
vitals, than “Hard Times." 
The radiant beams of Old Sol, and the glori- 
ous Connecticut returns, have thawed out every 
department of trade, from the line standard 
houses up town, to the second hand pantaloon 
man at the north end. If tiie crowd daily seen 
around the outside of the tempting display is at 
all suggestive of the goings on inside, the brave 
men who have struggled through a terrible 
winter of business ought to feel encouraged 
that their bravery has found its reward. At 
best, it is safe to believe that the late downfall 
of sister Belknap has not had the effect that 
| tight fisted lords of tiie land might desire; for 
along Tremont, Washington,and Winter streets, 
one catches from the feathered and furbelowed 
tribe sweeping the pavements, such delicate 
bits ot tulle as, “pannier back,” “close front,” 
“long ends behind,” “takes thirty-live yards,” 
and the like. Kven the proverbial “he.” which 
is said to be the chief note in the broken score 
of gossip, heard where the dear creatures con- 
gregate, is completely drowned in the tide of 
spring fashion. With that last fascinating word 
comes the desire to warm the frozen ideas of 
dear old Maine on that subject; although it is 
possible many of the good people will scramble 
over live feet snow banks, In order to transfer 
the welcome newspaper to their cheery fireside. 
Be it known first, though reckless extrava- 
gance is the curse of the land, that there is not 
one single ray of economy to he se» u peeping 
through the masses of finery, which French 
and American modistes have tumbled out for 
our delectation. Millinery openings came first, 
and such a rising of cream to the surface was 
never before known. To be odd is no longer 
genteel. No lady will dare subject herself to 
the ridicule of the public, the coining season, 
by appearing in anything but a cream colored 
bonnet, cream_\ crape flouting around the crown, 
cream feathers dancing on top, and a cream lace 
veil drawn closely over the head. The bonnet, 
understand, ha* no connection whatever with 
that portion of tin- body. It will arrive at the 
owners destination just three minutes late dur- 
ing the summer, owing to having started so far 
behind. One of these cream “pokes,” as they 
arc beaiitifull} christened, held a conspicuous 
place in the window of the l'aris firm on Temple 
place, (over which we have all gone mad) and 
bore upon it* sweet simplicity the keen arrow 
800.00. It is still there, so i* that amount to 
our credit in the West Bo-don Savings Bank. 
The next trail of the serpent is seen in the 
elaborate suits, which are no longer grave, sen 
sible and within the reach of all. Not a bit of 
it. Didn’t our very best friend, one who would 
grasp the ruby wine cup from our uplifted hand 
and dash it t<* the ground, scratched the left eye 
out of the monster who would dare defame our 
irreproachable reputation, pay for ice creams 
or the opera tickets, steal her beautiful arm 
around our copious waist and whisper softly in 
our listening ear—“Come deary, go halves with 
ine on a piece of velvet for an underskirt and 
sleeves to wear with our summer over dresses, 
for by taking the whole, it will cost only •'•<45 
each.” it was too much. We answered in 
those touching words, “Where e’er thou guest, 
I will go,—whatsoever thou buyest, I will buy.” 
Over those velvet underskirts we -hall tloat our 
cream colored bunting pull back and jacket: a 
black foulard, piped with white, and a black 
silk for bad weather. Such is the depraved state 
of female paraphernalia at the present time. 
Boots are cut in slashes across the front, to 
display the embroidered silk stocking which 
must in every ease match the suit. The clocks, 
mentioned as a great safe-guard by Our George 
a few months since, have run down, hence the 
time to stop is entirely optional with the wear- 
er, save in rare eases, when the calves arc said 
to dictate the display. Hair is to be worn in an 
extremely novel style, and she who has the 
most hair will have the most style. The com- 
plete amount on the eapillaeeous top-knot of 
the human form divine, is to be combed over to 
the front and cut evenly around just an incli 
and five eighths above the eyes. A large comb 
will preside at the rear. Small boys who have 
defied the entreaties of home influence, and the 
tine toothjeomb, are happy, as the characteristic 
crop of the Ragged Dick order is the thing most 
coveted. But there must be an eml to these 
bewitching pen sketches, though a more skillful 
quill could scratch indefinitely among feminine 
and masculine temptations, in the matter .if 
what to wear, and how to wear it, 
Every body is talking Centennial. Belknap, 
Beecher, and Blaine's blarney are for a time for- 
gotten, and the cost of a trip to the great show 
is top of the heap of trouble on the old and 
young man’s mind. He of the bachelor faith is 
radiant; lor cheap transportation and rigid 
economy while there, allow him to see his way 
clear. Alas I for married individuals. Any bus- 
iness which calls them west this Centennial 
year, will be suspected by the other half, who 
must stay at home on account of hard times; 
and the chances are, when the confiding little 
Centennial damsel Is hanging the most tenderly 
on his supposed unincumbered arm, she of lit- 
tle faith will appear and dispel the bright illu- 
sion, by testing tlie genuineness ot the tloating 
curls of the deluded fair one, by \ igorous pull- 
ing. Was it thus one hundred years ago? 
One of the events of the past week has been 
the exhibition of paintings, and designs in ar- 
chitecture, which are to represent the talent of 
Massachusetts in the great Art Gallery at Phil- 
adelphia. Well may the state be proud of tfie 
collection, for each and every contribution is 
suggestive of the immeu-r advance In art cul- 
ture. 
Boston lias been lavish in her Interest in < Vn- 
tennial work, despite the several nauseating 
doses site has been obliged to take already ill 
that hue herself. The confiding newspapers 
have announced the programme of the opening 
ceremonies, prominent in which is the Presi- 
dent’s speech. No doubt the beautiful brevity 
will be expressed in these touching words: Let 
her open.” \V ell, here we have been galivant- 
ingolT to the Centennial, when our only thought 
was to give Boston a little shaking up. There- 
fore we will follow the example of Mark Twain 
in his Mediaeval Itomance, and leave the com- 
plicated mixture where it is. If our welcome 
is more than simply “come in," it is possible 
sometime in the uncertain future we may again 
lake up the broken thread of our discourse. 
lti'iiv. 
—A, T. Stewart, the wealthy dry goods 
dealer of New York, died suddenly on 
Monday of inflammation of the bowels, 
lie was born in Belfast, Ireland, in 1803. 
Industry, integrity, a careful attention to 
the wants ol customers, and a thorough 
knowledge of men, were the secrets of 
his success. 1 f is fortune amounts to fifty 
millions. 
—Things are looking badly lor Babcock 
again. The committee have got testimony 
from Whiteley, Chief of the Secret Service, 
that Bah. was concerned in the safe bur- 
glary, by which a safe was forced and im- 
portant papers taken, because they would 
implicate Babcock and his friends. The 
way of the transgressor is hard. 
War over the Congressional nonination 
in the Fourth District has already begun. 
The friends of Plaisted begin to talk of 
ignoring the agreement that Aroostook 
should next have hor turn, and there is 
trouble ahead. 
—The Prog. Age is getting courageous. 
It has ceased to attack the chicken we 
loaned to Mathews, and assails the old 
warrior that headed the Connecticut elec- 
tion. But the bird is good natured, and 
won't hurt the Judge. 
Letter from Washington. 
11Correspondence of the Journal. J 
Washington, April stli, lS7t>. 
IIow strange it reads in 1 lie newspapers, all 
about (lie terrible snow-storm you have bad 
down in .Maine, and to think of you ail as sub- 
merged and salted down in four or five feet of 
tile ery.staline whiteness, which, how ever beau- 
tiful it may lie in poetrv, is quite a different 
affair in reality. Whilst here we are having a 
prevalence of that soft, faintly hazy, warmly 
sunshiny, deliciously listless atmosphere -o 
common and so peculiar to Washington, w ith 
the streets as hare and dry and clean as in mid- 
summer—the same elements that contrived to 
bury you all under such a weight of woe, send- 
ing to us a most pitiless, gullying, ransacking 
rain, that swept everything before it, and 
washed and rinsed and cleaned as thoroughly 
as a good housewife in spring time—then, for 
want of further work 1 suppose, sobbing itself 
into silence, leaving us in possession of a city 
as spick and span new in appearance as even 
the household gods of the Veneering-. Why. 
can you realize it —a few evenings since, a 
party of ladies and gentlemen, tempted by the 
smiling face of the Queen of Heaven, and the 
warm, balmy air, actually sauntered forth to 
the enjoyment of a moonlight walk, the ultimate 
point of their wanderings being the .National 
Capitol, and a glimpse at the busy legislators 
bard at work in a night session* “Think of that 
Master Brooke”— a moonlight ramble, whilst 
you are floundering around in your rive fret 
snowbanks. Then to help a’ong the summery 
illusion as inueh as possible, and at the same 
time tempt your souls into the greatest possible 
state ot dissatisfaction, and over the very tlires- 
hold of the sin of covetousness, let me tell you 
that we are nut done revelling in this deleeta- 
bleclimate.but .alsoluxuriatingon strawberries, 
green peas, spring chicken*, new heets, and 
freshly grown tomatoes and ciu umbf **. Now 
don’t all pack your eai pet-bags and «-one to 
Congress, because, berau.se— well, leallv, 1 
can’t think of any good reason why you should 
not all come to Congress if you want to: but 
the truth will out, as to the strawberries and 
green peas. Von see they are not very numer- 
ous us yet, and somewhat flavored with coin; 
and its barely possible they might not hold out 
to go round unless miraculously renewed like 
the widow’s cruse of oil, or subdivided as manv 
times as the pie in a genteel city boarding house. 
i>o you think it would be too great a strain 
upon aesthetic tastes, too much of an art’ront to 
deeply sympathetic souls, to dip from this sa- 
vors bill of fare to the opera and Norma ? Here 
we have been waiting for. In! these niaiiv 
dreary weeks, for the divine Tiliens to smile 
upon us, and to think the Druidal l'riestess 
should at last dawn upon our benighted vision.*, 
in such n sizeable, euguliing rain storm. Hut 
“notwithstanding the inclemency of the weath- 
er” as the iiroadwa\ s\v. || would say, all tin- 
world pulled on their best pair of kid gloves, 
provided themselves with opera-glasses and 
librettoes and sallied forth “in thestillv night,” 
picking their wav ainidd tin* fast pattering rain 
drops and the rippling brooks that gurgled in 
the highways and byways, to the theatre, 
where emerging from wraps and waterproofs. 
they bloomed out as transformed and bewitch- 
ing as < indcrilla and the knight- of old, and 
gayly and brightly tilling up the spacious audi- 
toruin, from the orchestra up to the verv re- 
motest corners of the uusunctified pca-uut gal- 
lery. What a richly arrayed, eagerly expect- 
ant audience it was, waiting patiently through 
all the wierd overture until the curtain rolled 
slowly i*p, revealing the peerless Casta Diva— 
the woman whose genius has bowed both con- 
tinents at her feet, and rung out their vines in 
tumultuous applause. With slow and solemn 
air she came upon the stage, as befitted the 
stately priestess of the Druids, whose oracle 
she was, to meet such an ovation as only the 
great, gifted ones of earth can ever hope to win ; 
and then with the grandeur and witchery of her 
voice swept all that vast throng into utter for- 
getfulness of the tempest raging without, of tin* 
present, its cares and its duties hack through 
the long lapse of years, t<* Briton, tin- invasion 
of the Komans, and the strange solemn rites 
of Druid worship; and with wonderful, pas- 
sionate power showed them how, when a man 
woos and betrays, a woman can iir»t li-ten, 
and love and iield. then hate and rag:-, and tor- 
give and die. 
.Mdlle. Therc-a Titiciis i- a <«<-iman by birth, 
and early gave evidence-of tin* magi'- \oi. and 
mastering genius that has since brought her 
both fortune and fame, appearing in opera 
when no more than ten years of age. and mak- 
ing her debut in leading parts whilst still m 
her teens. Her first notable triumph was in 
her native city ot Berlin, in the grand, «pieenlv 
character of Semirami—who, you remember, 
was a daughter of the gods, so divinely and re- 
gally beautiful as to control all who approached 
her. After a triumphant and successful tour 
or the continent, she crossed t«> London, where 
she has lived tor year5*, the acknowledged fa- 
vorite of royalty and the English nobility. hu- 
mor disposes of her a- the wife of M.apleson, 
the great London musical dire tor, hut the best 
informed authority says she is single, and lives 
in simple quietness with her mother and other 
members of her family in the suburb** of Lon- 
don. The same authority also delights to dwell 
on the hard,patient labor, the indomitable will, 
the untiring perseverance that has made this 
woman, with the assistance of her groat nat- 
ural talents, the very lirst ot lyric and dramatic 
artists—corroborating in thi- part of her story 
the oft-repeated tale ot how little genius really 
amounts to unless assisted by prolonged and 
arduous toil. She is a splendid, queenly look- 
ing woman of apparently about forty years of 
age, inclining now rather too much to fleshi- 
ness, perhaps, for grace, and \<-t grand, majes- 
tic and noble looking for all that. Of brunette 
complexion, with ihi k. long, lustrous black 
hair, deep, sloe black eves, thick, long, black 
lashes, strong but tine features, ami a sweet, 
gracious expression of tin* countenance, with 
; an easy, winning manner, all combined help to 
win for her the favorab’e commendation of all 
beholders. Her dreeing is elegance and sim 
plieity itself. Her singing is more- grand and 
passionate and strangely thrilling than win- 
ningly sweet, the deep, heavy, Nibrating tones 
of the lower registers of her voice being pecu- 
liarly adapted to tin* stormy -cenes and music 
of Norma, to its elements of rage and scorn and 
jealous fury, whilst the prayer or Casta Diva 
gives an opportunity of hearing the exquisitely 
modulated sweetness of her voice. It i- alone 
in the upper notes that the great prima donna 
gives signs of the unmistakable touches of time j 
and decay, showing that the days of her tri- 
umphs arc numbered and fast disappearing. 1 
How sad it seems, to think that the capricious 
public will ever turn from the worn, broken I 
voice of this glorious, gifted creature to newer ! 
and younger favorites. Lett* t, it seem- to me, i 
to die like l’arepa, whilst the sweet, bird-lik* j 
notes are longed for and regretted. 
Millie. Titiens bills adieu to New York mi 
Monthly next mid to Boston on Wednesday, 
starting for England on Saturday, the fifteenth. 
And at the same time she is returning home 
from her succession of splendid triumphs in 
this our western world, our own peerless 
Maine songstress, Annie l.ouise ( ary. who 
lias held the all eompiering sway in Europe 
this past year, will be returning to us for t 
short visit, to return to another year’s engage- 
ment at the royal theatres of St. Petersburg 
and Moscow early in the coming fall. A dis- 
tinguished German musician, a pupil of the 
great Lizts, and who is held deservedly in high 
repute in this country, says that it i- not for 
want of ability, talent or musical appreciation 
that America fails in producing many great ar- 
tists, but in lack of thoroughness, application 
and hard study—the desire for display and 
eagerness for results blocking the way eventu- 
ally to all higher attainment-. Thus it is, with 
all our lavish outlay of money, we have so few 
really great artists, and those few doubly de- 
serving of the honors heaped upon them—our 
own bright, persevering, sweet-voiced Annie 
Cary among the number. 
This invasion of Italian opera has been the 
only ripple of excitement of late along the 
smooth, quiet somberness of Lent, even Con- 
gress and politics having taken on an unusual- 
ly staid aud sober demeanor. To be sure the 
investigating committees still plod along ‘ways 
that are dark,” and amidst tricks that are 
vain,” but even these startling developments 
have ceased to excite languid Washington, 
which can only feast on tirst class sensations, 
and passes disdainfully by the small fry. And 
it has come to pass that even the most ener- 
getic newsboy, crying “Here’s your latest edi- 
I tiou. all about the investigation,” doesn’t raise 
i au eyebrow of astonishment or procure au ex- 
tra purchaser for the aforesaid extra edition. 
It only tends to show the unthankfulness of 
human nature, which is never satisfied with 
I what it )ia<, but want" more and something 
I dilVerent. 
I The long-deterred impeachment trial is now 
j set down for Monday. The senators have been 
| >worn and will >it as a high court on that day, 
tickets being is.-ued through the senators and 
representatives to all who desire to see the un- 
usual proceedings. It is expected that ex-sen- 
ator < arpeuter, w ho is retained as Belknap*- 
counsel, will a>k for further delay, and that 
the trial will not really begin until two weeks 
hence, when common report persists in declar- 
ing the Senate will decide they have no juris- 
diction in the matter. In which ease we shall 
have the uequittal of a man who has confessed 
himself guilty Nearly the >ame thing, it is 
predicted, will happen in the ease of Ottman, 
now < u trial for robbing lie* United .State** 
treasury last summer. There is a growing 
’pinion that he will he either acquitted or have 
disagreement of the jury, which amounts 
practically to the same tiling. His accomplice, 
lialleck, confessed to stealing the #47,000 and 
giving it t<* 4 Htuiun. Mich a package of money 
all in live hundred dollar bills, was found in 
ottman's possesion; but "till, as the money 
cannot bo a lent i fled as the same, and the Judge 
lui\ ing ruled out Halleck's confession for some 
technical fault, it begins to look as it he would 
get clear and retain the disputed money, whilst 
II died; h:t- been sentenced to four years im- 
prisonment. >•> ti doesn't much depend 
up-«n what i done a- upon the lawyer em- 
ployed, as to whether u person is guilty or not 
in these enlightened times, when our law-giv 
ers seem to have a wonderful faculty of mak- 
ing the worst appear the better reason 
lion. Ldvvard <> linen, <d 1 honiaMou, ha-* 
vi-ited tin* eupiPd during !he past week, intent 
upon Ini tines** connected with tin* destruction 
of one of his -ti 1 £>-» and the Geneva award 
But a- the hill making the adjustment is not 
likely to pa****, he ha- returned home. 
Percik. 
[Oil! .• .nv'.poiidclit piles a little too much 
siiow’ upon Maine. A** we write, April 11th, 
the street in front of our office, is not only 
snowless, but dry and dietv. 
Generalities. 
Shu l ifiii. -M has a population oi mail* u .'j-r\ 
according to its latest directors. 
Kleven ears left Ottawa Friday Light .. th artich 
for the Philadelphia exhibition. 
• me of the four machine- made m oriLUiv- 
1 fuuis-en has arrived in ltahiiuon 
Mr. liana's nomination ns Minister to 1 uclaie. 
hu*> linully be* n rejected hy the >euat«* 
olive Harper -a; the American Government t-. 
the >>nly one bch.mlhand on the ( entennial. 
Representative Lamar, of .Mississippi, hit-* ieco, 
cal to \\ itsliini'ion much impu ed in health. 
Henry Fi ve, a drinking ami dissolute man of Rock 
land, died m a slate of iiip.xbution la-t Saturda. 
night. 
l he French st'-a'a \ rnei bpj<- haarrit t*d at Phi! 
adelphia, bringing ,'urg' «m «lgnin* nt torthet Vn 
tcnuiul. 
Tin- M u< ■ mitral H.-nimnd < .>nip:tiiv are shortly 
toremo\« ni; 11«*i. ,-ji.ur -hops fjoin Farmington to 
Watervilh-. 
It whs Ben Hill :lui: guv a- Hu- New iiampM.lr. 
victor). (ieii. nirlieM. Hu..' N <■ uric t* »t\ «• it i. ■ 
you. You bough: it. • Po-t 
A young son of Mr. Frederick sui-m-er 01 IMiii 
lips, accidentally hopped oil all the fingers on om 
ot a younger brother’s hands recently. 
The body of it boy about twelve year- «*f age u»* 
washed ashore at Ferry Beach, Wednesday, it i• 
supposed fr >m -one \. >-el recently wrecked. 
An.us l.ihhy uf Saco, gut his mouth shocking!) 
burned by getting a mouthful of sulphuric acid from 
a bottle which he supposed contained whisk* y. 
The Keporter -ays that a saw mill in Canaan vil 
lage, owned by Ceorge Burrill, was burned to th> 
ground Wednesday ev ening lust week, together with 
all its contents. 
Mr-. A Men lb-un, ..f i.uill’ord, met with a -erioti- 
accidem in her cedar b\ falling upon a knife A -e 
vere cut in the arm lied -<> profuse!v that she wu- 
fouud insensible. 
•John Fllison, a slop carpenter, dropped dead in 
Portsmouth, while in the act of .-hoveling -now. 11 
was about •>d y ears ot age, anil lutd been in appur 
eut good health. 
Seven of the iiio-t expert engineers in the country 
are to investigate the cause of the break in the \V */ 
ce-ter resirvir. flu -timated damage by the f 
aster is now $500,000. 
A Provideuc mini while intoxicated -tuck at"' 
into his wife’s waist, but, woman .ike, she refused 
to testify against him, and In is at liberty to repeat 
the amusing performance 
The last surviving witness el the duel between 
Aaron Burr and Alexander Hamilton has just di* 
at Scipiu, hid. lie wa- one ,1.dm Ackerman, and u 
pensioner of the war of lbl- 
A young man named Share- -hot \V \\ Jil-e, 
wealthy bur bad man, lor seducing his si-ter. ,llt-e 
aho wounded Shane in return tire snam ha- -on < 
died, and Jilse cannot recover 
A Boston woman lately received $ ;,ooo tor falling 
into a coal hole which was left open on a street side 
walk, and yet the Woman'- .Journal says then- u'- 
but few profitable openings for the weaker sex 
Col. I.ben H Veil, a highly respected citizen ot 
SloovIn g tn. died la-t week, aged about v" year- 
lie had ii in trade there -me. v until a t. .. 
year-. 11 •* was a tree Ma-ou rifts three years 
Three powder mill- in tin outskirts ot *'Hlt l.Hke 
( it>. I t ill, xjilutlfil \\ •• liif- hiy ifterwoon, kiiii... 
fui• «>r thm person* and injuring some others, h>- 
aides destroying,about iCo.uoo Wurth ol property. 
I'r Alfred I.. Ha-kin-, 'superintend, nt dthe I'. 
toil Dispensary while visiting a putient Monday i»- 
over the banisters of the lift It >tor> >f t l»e house t 
the ba«eiu< ut floor, ;<j and di< I in two hours 
As the Cape Cod train on the Old Colony railron 
tvas ] ji — i 11 o Huntington 11 ♦ I o h t crossing. Oeo. 1: 
Pierce endeavored to drC s team icroas tl 
track, was -truck by the engine and instantly kill* d 
rite wife of Ceii. Uenj. i Butler died on Saturday 
morning, of can* lu the throat, at Massachusetts 
general lio-pitai wli- r. do had en taken to hav 
an operation perform'd. She wa4 ubout 55 years 
old. 
.feflVr--*n Davis will *>ail for f urope on the 1st ol 
May. 11* wiii pu-« -oim six. eight months u, 
London and n tin < untiueii* t- -m. the e.-m* 
lishimut of a direct ti ade a ith the ■: »- 01 the M ,- 
sissippl Valley. 
The ,Mortonites and h* nk!l k te-and the Den 
carat* in U ashing!,0, jm- glv ing "U mysterious hiut s 
about Blaine, whirh itidi.ate tin ir belief that tiler, 
is a powder maga/im n i- him and t heir intention 
to touch i t otf 
The Brooklyn \rgw< *ui- rhou-umls ot im 
mortal young -ouls are running wild through tlu 
jungle- of Vlr..a, without e| .the- and without a 
(m l, and et In r. S /uek chandler giving $h*uut 
whilew a-h Hal.. L 
Hie schooner 11 .1. ll«dway which went ashore 
near 1 ire Inland. i- a total wreck, Captain Thomj 
sun and live .f the crew were but. she belonged 
to W .It I Hoiwav of .Maohias, M< and had a cure 
ot -ugur from ( ‘ieufuego*. 
\ gang of tramps 111# mpted tpiurv a train in Warren count V 'i After a -♦ v • re tight the 
were beaten utV and thirfe. n o; their mtmhir cup 
tured and lodged in Jail. V nuin n*t ,.f p,r»ons w 
btttlly beaten. 
1*0!: 1 L\NI», April "■ I'm I McMatin, a Ion? 
shoreman, wa- ‘•ever* !' stabbed 111 the left breast, 
on franklin -tree:, this e\.\mg. by a Swede eiu 
ployed oil the f'.ngiish steamer, but v\ ill probably 
recover IIis assailant was drunk 
Id I» Peter- & ('•• lumber dealers, 1 .* Centrai 
wharf, Bo-ton, have etb-cted a composition with 
their creditors, paying a 1 cents to the creditor* <•: 
the firm, ami l'«» cents to the reditors of the imll 
vidual members of the linn 
The water proof man,‘who ha- been terrify in*: 
the women of Manchester, N. II., for two year* pasi. 
was captured Thursday night, and proved to be <ieu. 
Wheeler, J.d \. ur- old. Il< confessed aiul was bound 
over for trial in ? .01 His mother claims he is insane 
Joseph (ireenwood, a I retn hutari, aged do, em 
ployed a- blacksmith in l\ « > heney !k « ■« » pape 
mill, in CotDtouu * .-litre, \ M was welding a 
piece ol a-t stem, when -onie hot bora flew into ids ey» causing in-tant blindness and intense sui 
firing. 
f*»ur *h*giti*rd burglars enter* d the house of John 
Dr* w in 11 untingt*>11, (jinn, early luesday morning, 
took £•'>*■ in 11m»i»• y, want on !> destroyed furniture, 
etc., frequently threatening to kill Mr. Drew, who i- 
77 years old, and 'Caring him by Arina pistols over 
his head. 
The Portland ami Machius steamboat Co. having 
purchased the steamer H ughton,announce tluif she 
will make <me trip a week form Kockland to KIN 
worth, in connection with tin- boats from this cl tv to 
Rockland, i'lns will be a great convenience. Pori 
land Pres.-.. 
The Reading Kagle says that a Philadelphia firm is sending lithographed letters to village girls inv h 
ing them to leave home quietly ami accept a t>o-i 
tion in the Centennial. The meaning of this villaii 
tins nvitation will he apparent to people of the 
world. 
Thomas Jetferson rode on horseback to W ashing 
ton, hitched his horse to a rail fence, and walked 
over and was inaugurated; but it wouldn’t be safe 
to try that now, as while he was being sworn in urn- 
of the Cabinet officials might -teal the horse. New 
York World. 
Lieorgc W. Jones "i P. ran don, \ t., was arrested 
and lodged in jail at Rutland, on a charge of killing 
the illegitimate child <»l his unmarried daughter, a 
girl of b* years. flier* is much feeling against 
Jones, who has a bad reputation and is believed to 
br father of the child. 
A cheerful yellow butterfly made a summery at 
tempt to force the season in this office, by emerging 
from a chrysalis in some pigeon-hole, and fluttering about the cob-webbed windows with a prettv■ a flee 
tation of delight. Yprildldit with hei little hutch it 
[Portland Advertiser. 
Xt.\v IIavi.n, April Yesterday morning. \V. 
T. Fields, a post office clerk, while duck shooting of! 
ltranford shore, lost an oar and was carried out 
into the Sound. He is supposed to be lost, although 
some think an unknown schooner bound to the 
eastward picked him up. 
The Press says that Robert Hanson of rortland, 
had a narrow escape from being killed at Vassal boro, 
Friday. He attempted to get on to the rear of the 
traiu after it had started, ami was thrown with great 
force against the railing, striking on his head. Hie 
head w as badly bruised, his right arm sprained and 
his left arm bruised. But tor the aid of a gentleman 
on the platform he would have fallen beneath the 
wheels of the car 
News of the City and Connty. 
I hr reign of mud has begun. 
\r\t Friday will be (iood Friday. 
1 arrahre, who broke* jail last week, is Mill at large. 
doors standing open indicate that spring is 
(-ping along. 
\ \ndrewslia' bought the Field Mop-, on I’henix 
.w. for $.‘1,500. 
!i">H tidiers begin to overhaul their puls, lines 
.in witler proof boot-. 
'something like spring warmth pm- pervaded the 
tor a day or t\\ o past. 
I he snowdrifts under the t-me» are shrinking 
i't in the v\arm April >un 
\ great many ladi<*s in t hi city have mine to 
t recently-- ;o want new spring suits. 
•>pt. John < Ilobhius, of North port, ha* purcha^ 
lie 'i ll. Helir.v of lielfa*t. 
1 h cheery whistle of tin- -deanier lii. lnni-ml i-a 
•minder that spring hern. 
I.nlhu*ia>;ir ■iartlfin r- are forcing the -<•:».n h\ 
ycing lor parsnips with crow l»ar*;. 
take your little j u .i* to the grocery, a ml have 
k-ami maple nip for breakfast. 
>. Mj I'.ixl v ha* finished hi* lecture* in iioston 
:i Vi it 11• fiii* !l *• reeejs f*«l > 1 500 for the course. 
■ i.j to ih■ hard tinn-' Ha re will not he many 
bui!11 in* erected in tfii-i <ri 1 y the coming year. 
< :t' •[!•■( Inn,* ha- opened a dental office at 
k- i• .1 -hurt time 1 »r i». i mti excellent op. 
t > Ilnlav vs ill!.. 1 a-ter. t tie end id’ tile Lenten 
it SS hieh time :i it r*;t many egg.* will he sac- 
■ *'v i- uni-dung la-t Here Mini there the 
‘i ‘l-iit ’■•-title- t*» tlit 1. parted r< igu of 
t ■ 1:1 >' lie week i>01i*t hUUlllillte yourself tOO 
'■ I'-.i-i. it tHk Jiltle-one thiii;* to sustain 
t"at'ii!|• li. j, .n,,u ,\te. will i.e the first to 
:ti .• 'h •■itjiilv iir.liiii.i ,i .-tack of dandelion 
en> 
i. }i ha-< ha- l.cen appointed postmaster at 
.:i t oriii’. ati.i An tin Wentworth at Centre 
ntvilJe. 
I Mliitllii 111 g'ltli te 1 *11 Iti. le iph lit til look 
his ice bilsinei with a vi. w to Increase tin- -ale 
nt •ommodity. 
■ this Time T he mail ..1 the house begin- to 
tr a- l.i hunts lip the b: i.ginc bottle to take 
ei,T otf from his cou!.. 
i| .. tucks in 
l.' ute It; e-itlni ■ oil. lei s hoVY -oOll tlie 
pa nic Vv ill turn up. 
er ii. a : .tr ol ice itbov e the lower 
;t r* : .c. --eb. w lit in o t" h.ati at the 
1 .at Wit h pa urn -'.one 
11 All I e u! ru-ion.ill v ha- a job of 
'--•l- from Hhieltiue \ liick- 
.ai l, 1 -a the « u-t stJ, 
U Jiu-r li.'e four 1 essel- in in* dock, that 
c i oil ions of new keel- put in. the etlbets 
i.e. 1, a-1). ife ill recent gales 
-h" iciorv -i- impended operations for a 
e-.-oiMit ot stock will be taken, and The 
!• Mart up when the summer orders arrive, 
i-ge en under it:. View street 1- lulling 
hardly sate ibr travel. It i> a poorly built 
.! something v. v like a -windle on tlie 
iinjue-t commi-sion adjourned iu-t week 
;i call by the Mayor. They will probably 
.'MM the- 'as* part ol this week and make a 
:.id report 
:>•!•<• Iiou-'•? along tin- wham- are being 
>f hay, amljbut little comes in owing to the 
avlling The price of hay ranges from s.s to 
on are disposal to lind fault with the weather, 
'•iiil." r that lust year the thick ribbed ice hung in 
>av Li:>ti 1 April Fib, and we all gave thanks 
.'•n it U ft 
haw a stirgeoiiknite ot small size with which 
H •:. Monroe once performed operations. It 
"i. our table lor the bloodies.- use of sharp- 
Koi\>;1\< hi- pa-sage to Do.-ton last week 
a very rough one. lit left her* on Tuesday, and 
••'i at Boston i hursday night, lie says the Ice 
'I.- ii-er i- gone as far u- llampden. 
Bros, are getting the material together to 
wliarf from their ice houses on the east side 
-‘if rh er. It will be a permanent one, with an ire 
liom the building to the end ol the pier, 
three masted schooners Fred A. Curb- and 
,.ika ot Bellas!, both arrived in Havre, France, 
me same day, April Oth. They were both from 
v i ile an*: -ailed within a few days of each other. 
'.last is getting to he rather a dry place fora 
.. r to get u drink. Fast week a fellow wan- 
1 about in search of spiritual comfort, and as a 
re-ort pr.-enud himself ->1 tin delivery of the 
: otlice. 
It-lfast military company is about to reorgan- 
.o. ■: put tin niselve- in condition, with a view to 
to tin cent< nuiul. <api. Fogler and Fleut. 
■•■it have re-ieiied. and a new election of ollirers 
;i be held. 
Idnii-l 1 .aim » ulin In >;irdi‘| Up III unconskl 
: ilocuun nth and r*« ords, has a file of almanacs 
hfr\ •nr-. limy are spotted by flies and discol 
1 by tin- smoke of years, but are often aluable 
;‘.r her & .'soil have lo.nl* d sell. Vuid.ee Blade with 
a i.ir Charleston, S. « Fitcher (lOrham have 
■ d sell Mark Teiidletou with hay for Charleston 
< o b Starlight for Savannah. Also ach Mo?es 
!;• with ice for New York. 
■' n. Cottle has left at thC office a grape shot 
ii lie found m ar the top ul Megunticook moun* 
n few* day? ago. it is much eaten by rust, and 
ved to have ionm from the British ship which 
! upon aindi n sixty odd years ago. 
i; Kvan, in the packet Lillian, lift** commenced 
< ik> lii* ‘juick trips between this city and Boston. 
:u'd from B»*lfust on*- wm k ago last Saturday, 
‘urged ii Boston, took in another cargo, and nr 
iw r on lust Saturday-just eight day-, 
tint \\ hitinorc .-till j ur*ucs tin- vindication *>i 
mrai u Suits for slanoi r against two citizens 
L Hast w» r«- commenced last week, with damages 
>' ? juoo each A half dozen successful cases of 
•Hid ought to make a man pretty well oil 
-■-> •* dr- A .1 Meader, on Tuesduy evening 
presented respectively with a gold ring 
"J °p> 01 'V ehsti'i"s Unabridged Dictionary, by 
1 *’ 1 -•'i the B.-heckah degree of Odd ]• el- 
^i piopi.un- remark* were made on the oc 
■' I 1 iiij .i. 1 lunsell.ir at law recently 
\ a-Jalbor<<. ha- located in this city, and 
i- u law office in the telegraph building. Mr 
:| -on *ttidied with Judge Johnson and the late 
n n>>\ le. In tlii- city See hi- ard in another 
M ndav a little son ol Jell. Hall, aged about 
y uirs, jell overboard from soli. Lillian, at 
w harf, and came near being drowned. When 
ut of the water he was insensible, and only 
igh the * verth.ns of * apt. Hi all, W a* lie brought 
o. 1 irida, of Bella.'t, w hich had a cargo of lime 
id tiuy burn in her hold on a recent voyage to 
k'ohville. arrived here lust week with a cargo ot 
ul. '- In- uttractfi a great deal of attention from 
0- curi uis who endeavor to see the effects of the 
•• The captain says she was not damaged to any 
-reat extent. 
H* i: W hittaker, whose case before the police 
urt we noticed last week, denies that there was 
1 contribution to buy rum, as testified to, but he 
he was wending his way homeward with hi* 
1- k of li'pior, when he was attacked and robbed ot 
spiritual comfort On that issue he proposes to 
before the honorable court. Ben. says the liquor 
me from Boston. 
No western mw>puper mail was received on the 
»'••-Jfast branch railroad on .Saturday night. The 
'tal clerk* on the Hunger train, who spend a good 
al of time in playing practical jokes on each other, 
•‘“light they would try one on the public, and so 
;irrh d the mail through to Bangor. It was intense- 
hinny, it the department should enforce a heavy 
i.e for such a pleasantry, it would create a smile of 
.tisfuction down this way. 
Hill’s Mission school has been removed from the 
deform Club Room to rooms over the store of Sid- 
Kalish, Main street. Objections were raised to 
'lr llill s meetings at the Club Room, and so he 
"as voted out. Having no place to hold his meet- 
•g on a recent Sabbath, Mr. Hill called His children 
get her on the sidewalk in front of John Caldwell’s 
■tore, and hud a meeting there. A club of fifty la- 
•lies propose to hold a sewing circle once a month in 
'he Mission room to make clothes for the needy 
hildren who attend the Mission. Mr. Hill is doing 
an excellent work and should receive encourage- 
ment from all. 
it was Sunday morning; she had buked u large 
Pot of beans, and had tested a lew of them Suturday 
night and set the pot back into the stove that they 
might be all ready to warm up in the morning. She 
had built her lire and set the table; the coffee was 
*ettling its account and the baker had left a stearn- 
*ng loaf of brown bread. The family had gathered 
found the table, and she reached into the oven to 
tuke out the beans. The pot was lighter than a full 
moon. She guzed into it; it wras deserted, not a 
bean was left in grease. The stove door had been 
mvldentally left open, a rat ification meeting had 
been held in the oven, and that pot of beans had 
furnished the collation. There are not words enough 
in Websters unabridged to tell what she said. Brows 
bread makes a good breakfast, but it needs beans tc 
give it tone. 
The April term of the Supreme Judicial Court will 
commence its session in this city, on Tuesday of 
next week, Judge Dickerson presiding. 
This is leap year, but the girls don’t stand around 
the church door and make remarks upon the appear- 
ance of the young men as tlu-v modestly pass out. 
Coo. 1*. Ferguson lias a line lot of lively trout in a 
cistern in his cellar at the Point, and frequently 
treats visitors by taking them down to see the fishes- 
The Odd Fellows masked ball, the second of the 
kind for the season, took place on Wednesday even- 
ing. It was well attended, an-1 was h ven success- 
ful a Hair. 
Steamer City of Richmond arrived on Tuesday 
morning from Portland, on her regular trips for the j 
season. She is in line condition, having been thor- 
oughly overhauled, and shines like a new dollar, j 
Capt. Kilby, Mr. Cushing and all lie r old officers arc ; 
on board. 
Srinni:. Richard Kimball, au old ami well known j 
citizen of Belmont, residing on the road from Bel 
fast, committed suicide by hanging himself to a beam 
of Morrill’s blacksmith shop on Tuesday afternoon, 
lie was 07 years old. For some years he had been 
low spirited, and had twice before made attempts i 
upon his life. 
In the municipal board \\« dnesday it wa> voted j 
that it is not advisable to call a meeting of the stock- ! 
holders of the B. &. M. L. It. It. Co. for the purpose i 
of taking adv antage of the option in the lease with j 
the M. ('. R R. Co., of receiving forty per cent, of 
the gross earnings of first named road, in lieu of the < 
present rental of $30,000 per annum. 
Ai.latoona. This play, which was very accept- 
ably rendered by the Searsport Dramatic Club, at 
Hayford llall on Tuesday evening, is a romance of | 
the late war. The scene opens at West Point, with 
a revolt by the Southern cadets, is transferred to j 
country recruiting stations, and dually to the line of 
1 
Sherman’s march through Oeorgia. Of course there 
a mixture of love with the stirring scenes of war. 
The leading parts were well pei formed, ami the mil 
it ary feature of the play whs exceedingly good, 
showing better drill than volunteers usually have. 
The leading lady of the play was Mis. Ida Adams, 
who well sustained her part, as did also the Misses 
Merritheu Tfn- iaree, Change of Base, was brim 
full of tun. 
Attention is called to l>r. W.u. l'oor’a Indian 1»it- 
ters. i he.se spring bitters are manufactured by Dr. 
I'oor, and meet with ail increasing sale every year. 
They are pronounced by some of our leading citizens 
to L»e the best spring bitters iu the market.—Henry 
Lord displays a large and rich assortment of spring 
furnishing goods, suits, &e. Lord is a first class 
tailor, ami is always up to the times In fashions, &c. j 
— A new stock ot spring and summer millinery of ! 
the latest lu-hion can be seen at Merrill's op« ning.— 
L. A. Dyer calls the attention of jurymen, court at- 
tendee and the public generally to his new board- 
ing house on Spring street.—Ladies, beautify your 
complexion with .Moody’s 1 reach enamel.—Farmers 
wh«» wish to improve their stock should read the no- 
tice oft Mayhew, Morrill.- Auction of a farm in 
Knox by 1. A. Sawyer, lb traction notice. —House 
to r» nt Tn I .1. Farrow A two-seated wagon for 
sale, mull found, impure at v\Vadlin & Merrill's. 
> •i:Tum»hT. On Tue-duy the house of Shelden 
I ord, on tin iteach Hill r«>ud, wa- entireh con 
sunif-d bv tire. Loss 
--In tlm i-.'iso of W I). Hayden, loriner- 
]\ selectman of Madison, on trial lbr em- 
bezzlement, tin1 jury returned a verdict of 
not guilt} W o hope the Kennebec Jour- 
nal, which has jeered a good doal at Mr. 
II will take notice. 
-< tur thank' sire due to lion, Charles 
il 11.:ke 11 tin a copy of tlie Visitor's 
Cuide to tin; Centennial Exhibition. Mr. 
Haskell is now at Philadelphia, attending 
to the reception of Maine's contribution. 
—A few days ago a couple of crows 
alighted on a church street shade tree, 
and held a noisy confab. They reminded 
us strongly of the editors of the Bangor 
Whig and Progressive Age, in consulta- 
tion 
—stewarl was worth fifty millions, but 
he didn't take out of the world a dollar 
more than any of us will. There are no 
pockets in shrouds. 
l'he Lxecutiye Council have again re- 
jected P. P. Burleigh, nominated lor Land 
Agent. There seems to be some pretty 
stubborn ad\isers in that hotly. 
—The President has told a colored mem- 
ber of lhi‘ House that he favors the nomi- 
nat ion of Conklin, and the friends of Blaine 
are very much exercised about it 
— l'he Democratic State Committee 
have voted to hold the State Convention 
at Bangor on the 1:1th of dune. 
— l'he ice lias gone out oi the Kennebec 
river, and now that stacked on the banks 
can also go out. 
A correspondent ol’tlie New York Times 
gives the details of a Imital robbery and 
murder of a brave woman by masked men 
in tin? village of Tusearora, lJenn., the 
other night. On a road in that town, 
travelled to a considerable extent, t'.eorge 
Houser has lived for some years, his maid- 
en .sister being his housekeeper. Satur- 
day night Houser was awakened by a loud 
noise in the kitchen. He sprang from 
bed ami ran to the kitchen, and saw two 
men enter the the room by the back door, 
which they had hurst open. Shouting for 
help, he grasped one of the men, but re- 
ceived blows on the head with some blunt 
weapon which felled him to the tioor. lie 
was hastily gagged and bound, when lit; 
heard his sister come running into the 
room to assist him. One of the men 
seized her, but she struggled fiercely with 
him until she fell to the floor under three 
terrible blows from the club in the hands 
of the robber. The moon was shining 
brightly in at the windows, but the burg- 
lars lighted a lamp, when Houser saw 
that they were masked. They bound him 
and his unconscious sifter each to a bed- 
post, and then, taking no further precau- 
tion against discovery, proceeded to ran- 
sack the house and then departed, paying 
no further attention to the condition of 
their victims, Weeding and suffering 
greatly from the strained position lie was 
in, Houser was compelled to remain as lie 
was left until Sunday morning, when a 
farmer passing the house saw that some- 
thing was wrong and went in. lie found 
Miss llouser at all appearance dead and 
her brother very faint. The farmer un- 
bound the two and hurried after a doctor, 
who on his arrival endeavored to revive 
Miss Houser, but was unable to bring her 
to conciousness. Her skull had been 
crushed in at every blow from the burglar 
and she died before evening. 
Bristow Struck ur his own J.i.uit- 
nino. Bristow's order to put out the gas 
and lights excited a good deal of indigna- 
tion here and a good deal of laughter. 
It was a cheap attempt to make party cap- 
ital, so small and silly as to bring con- 
tempt upon its authors, in the lirst plaee 
Mr. iiristow made his estimate for the 
year, $300,000, which a Republican Con- 
gress appropriated, and Republican ofli- 
cials have expended it. It is wholly a 
Republican affair—blunder or plunder— 
whichever you call it. In the next place 
the Secretary knew full well that the 
committee were preparing a bill to supply 
deficiencies, tor every department has its 
little bill of this sort, and the whole 
amount will fall but little short of $4,000- 
000, expenditures for the year, which will 
exceed the appropriations made by the 
last Congress. Mr. Bristow has succeeded 
in fixing public attention on these facts and 
getting badly hit by his own political 
lightning. Some even say that he was 
inveigled into issuing the order, entirely 
unnecessary, to publish his own blunder- 
ing, and that he did not see the point till 
afterwards. Certain it is there are enough 
of his own party who would like to see 
him slay himself. This trick was of the 
small beer politician order, and makes the 
Secretary appear very cheap indeed. 
Tlic Maine Circuit Trotting Association held 
its first meeting at the Preble House, Portland, 
on the ;id. It is the idea of the association to 
have a series of races to take place at the differ- 
ent trotting parks, in order, through the State. 
Portland, Biddcford, Belfast, Rockland and 
Fairfield joined the circuit, and Bangor. Gardi- 
ner and Lewiston will probably join. All horses 
competing for purses should be owned in the 
State before January 1st. Each association 
will have several days meeting and all entries 
must be closed before the first meeting conies 
oft'. The following gentlemen represented their 
respective associations : T. K. Lane, Biddcford; 
W. W. Castle, Belfast; S. F. Gerald, Fairfield; 
O. E. Blaekington, Rockland; T. H. Haskell, 
Waterville; I>r. S. II. Tewksbury, Portland ; 
S. Porter, Cumberland. Adjourned to lltb, 
when details will be arranged. 
STATE OF MAINE. 
BY THE GOVERNOR. 
A PROCLAMATION! 
Following the established usage, I hereby appoint, 
by and with the advice and consent of the Executive 
Council, 
Thursday, the Twentieth Day of April Next, 
as a day of Pnu.ir IIimiliation, Fasting and 
1’kaykk; and 1 earnestly recommend that the day 
be observed in a manner befitting the solemn pur- 
pose for which it is set apart—the strengthening of 
our allegiance to Him in whose hands are the wel- 
fare of men and the permanence of states. 
(iiven at the Council Chamber, at Augusta, tliisthir- 
ty-first day of March, in the year of our Lord one 
thousand eight hundred and’seventy-six, and of 
the independence of the United States ot Amer- 
ica, the one hundredth. 
SELDEN CON NOU, 
F.y the Ciovernor, 
s. .1. riiADBoritNE, Secretary of State. 
Washington Matters- 
1II1-: COTTON CLAIM SWINDLE, 
The House Committee on Expenditures 
in the Department of Justice, in the course 
of their investigations, have had the Park- 
man-15 looks fraudulent cotton ease brought 
to their attention. The details of the 
transactions are still fresh in the public 
mind. Ex-Assistant Secretary of the 
Treasury Sawyer, and Mr. Haines, former- 
ly Deputy Commissioner of customs, have 
been indicted for their participation in the 
fraud. The Committee find that Gen. 
Roddy, the ex-Confederate, secured the 
passage of the claim after it had once been 
rejected, and that he did it mainly by 
means ofa letter of credit of the President 
which was substantially to the effect that 
Roddy was a gentleman of integrity and 
worthv of confidence, and that favors j 
shown him would be appreciated by the 
President. At the time of Sawyer’s indict- 
ment his friends said that he would show 
in defence that his action in securing the 
passage of the claim was taken at the ex- 
press direction of the President. It is be- 
lieved that he relied upon this letter to 
prove this assertion. The Committee al- 
so lind that the claim was rushed through 
with suspicious haste, and there is reason 
to believe that they will be able to prove 
that the money was paid over after night 
such was the nervous anxiety of the con- 
spirators to get their hands on the plunder 
The amount was in the neighborhood of 
$00,000, but it is doubtless true that the 
filching of this ring will reach at least a 
half million, if the subject is properly fid- 
lowed up. 
W Ali.M FOi; KOliES ON. 
A Republican member observed that 
thr testimony ot Matthews brought actuul 
corruption very close to Secretary Robe- 
son ; that only one man stood between him 
and the ott'ence, and that man (Cattell) 
was his intimate friend and companion. 
The two occupy the same cottage at Long 
Branch, etc., and he intimated that it was 
very necessary for Robeson to show clear- 
ly that he received no part of the bribe- 
money paid to (Jattell if he wished to es- 
cape without injury 
THE ritESIUENT ANNOVEl). 
The President is represented as being 
greatly annoyed at the resolution passed 
by the House on Monday, calling on him 
for any information—if not incompatible 
with the public interests—whether, since 
the 6th of March. 1808, any executive olli- 
ces, acts or duties, and if so, what, have 
been performed at a distance front the seat 
of government established by law, and 
for how long at any one time, and in what 
part of the United States, and also wheth- 
er any public necessity existed therefor. 
This ’means the summer capital at Long 
Branch in violation ol law. ‘'Incompati- 
ble with the public interests” will proba- 
bly be the answer. Why ? It is not a 
good time to confess violations of law by 
those sworn to execute and obev the law. 
Kev F K. Kalloch, formerly of Rock- 
land, and more recently of Boston and 
Kansas, doesn't appear to flourish in his 
new lield of labor at San Francisco. We 
clip the following from a recent paper of 
that city— 
Rev. 1. K. Kalloch was brought before 
Justice Ransom, yesterday afternoon, upon an 
order of examination and to show cause why 
he should not pay $09,50 and costs in the ease 
of Samuel </. Harding against I. K, Kalloch, to 
recover the above amount, being balance due 
for furniture sold and delivered to him. The 
only interesting point about his evidence was 
that he is receiving a salary of $5,000 per an- 
num, payable monthly in advance. He had no 
property of any kind liable to be seized upon 
execution, except a plain gold ring and a silver 
watch. When asked by the plaintiff's attorney 
whether he had any money about him, he an- 
swered that he had something less than a dollar. 
He stated that he had made a tender of forty 
dollars to the plaintiff in part payment of the 
bill, which was refused, and expressed his in- 
tention of satisfying the judgment of the Court 
in a short time. 
NOKFtif.K, Yu., April 7th. Hun. I.. H. Chandler 
mysteriously disappeared from his residence here 
yesterday morning, and it is believed he has com- 
mitted suicide. He was formerly District Attorney 
for this district, but was latterly agent for the .State 
of Virginia, and was one of the most prominent and influential Republicans in the State, lie was injured 
at the Capitol disaster in Richmond some years ago, 
and has since been subject to occasional periods of 
melancholy. His accounts were to-day examined by 
an agent of the department and found to be correct. 
Thy above refers to a native of Belfast, 
well known to the ohl residents. Mr. 
Chandler was the son of Dr. Chandler, a 
practicing physician of this locality half a 
century ago. lie graduated at Water- 
vilie College. 
Connecticut. 
Hartford, Conn., April 5. Returns 
from every town in the State, nearly ail 
ollicial. make the total vote ot the State 
98,646, of which Ingersoll (Dem) has 51,- 
145; Robinson (ltep.), 43,021; Smith 
Temperance, 1905, and Atwater, Green- 
back, 1974. In Manchester, where there 
was a tie vote on Representatives on Mon- 
day, another on Tuesday elected C. W. 
•Jacques, Democrat. The Senate stands 
18 Democrats to 3 Republicans, and the 
House 100 Democrats to 84 Republicans 
and 2 Independentrs. The Democratic 
majority on joint ballot is 89. I.ast year 
it was 42. 
Hi s 's Remedy is not a new compound, it 
lias been before the public more than twenty 
years, and extensively used by all classes, both 
with and without the advice of a physician. 
Hi nt's Remedy lias been the means of saving 
from a lingering and frightful disease and death 
hundreds of our well-known citizens. Hunt’s 
Remedy never fails to cure Dropsy and all dis- 
eases of the Kidneys, llladder and Urinary Or- 
gans- 
Catarrh is a common disease—so common 
Hint snuffing, spitting, and blowing of the nose, 
meet us at every turn on the street. Your foot 
slips in these nasty discharges on the sidewalk 
and in the public conveyance; and its disagree- 
able odor, contaminating the breath of the af- 
llicted.renders them offensive to their associates. 
There is the highest medical authority for stat- 
ing that with fullv one-half, if not two-thirds, 
of those afflicted with Consumption of the 
Lungs, the disease commences as Catarrh in 
the nose or head, the next step being to the 
throat and bronchial tubes—lastly to the lungs. 
How important then to give early and prompt 
attention to a Catarrh ! To cure this loath- 
some disease correct the system by using Ur. 
l’ierce’s Golden Medical Discovery, which 
tones it up, cleanses the blood, and heals the 
diseased glands by a specific influence upon 
them; and to assist, use Dr. Sage's Catarrh 
Remedy with Dr. Pierce’s Nasal Douche. This 
is the only way to reach the upper and back 
cavities where the discharge comes from. No 
danger from this treatment, and it is pleasant 
to use. The two medicines with instrument 
are sold by all dealers in medicines. 
The People Want Proof. 
There is no medicine prescribed by physi- 
cians, or sold by Druggists, that carries such 
evidence of its success and superior virtue as 
Boschee's German Syrup for severe Coughs, 
Colds settled on 1 lie Breast, Consumption, or 
any disease of the Throat and Lungs. A proof 
of that fact is tiiat any person afflicted, can get 
a Sample Bottle for 10 cents and try its superior 
effect before buying the regular size at 75 eegts. 
It has lately been introduced in this country 
from Germany, and its wonderful cures are as- 
tonishing everyone that use it. Three doses 
will relieve any case. Try it. Sold by it. II. 
Moody, Belfast. Gmos52 
Remember This. 
Now is the time of the year for Pneumonia, 
Lung Fever, Coughs, Colds, and fatal results 
of predisposition to Consumption and other 
Throat and Lung Disease. Boschee’s German 
Syrup has been used in this neighborhood for 
the past two or three years without a single 
failure to cure. If you have not used this med- 
icine yourself, go to vour Druggists, It. II. 
Moody and ask him of its wonderful success 
among his customers. Two doses will relieve 
the worst ease. If you have no faith in any 
medicine, just buy a Sample Bottle of Boschee’s 
German Syrup for 10 cents and try it. Regular 
size Bottle 75 cents. Don't neglect a cough to 
save 75 cents. 6mos32 
Important to Persons Visiting New 
York oi th.o C jituscid. 
The Grand Union Hotel,New York, opposite 
the Grand Central Depot, has over 350 elegantly 
furnished rooms. Elevator, steam, and all im- 
provements. European plan. Carriage hire is 
saved, as baggage is taken to and from tlie depot 
free. The restaurants supplied with the best. 
Guests can live better for less money at the 
Grand Union than at any other lirst-class hotel. 
Stages and ears pass the Hotel constantly to till 
parts of the citv. and to Philadelphia Depot. 
1 yr 
Pills, Potions and Pungencies. 
Noses are fashionable, and have always been 
followed. 
It is suicide in the third degree, if not worse, 
to sutler a cough or cold to culminate in con- 
sumption, when a single bottle of IIai.k's 
Hunky ok HonEimrxij and Taii. taken in 
time, would effect a perfect and permanent 
cure. 
Pike's Toothache Drops cure in one minute- 
What two letters of the. alphabet indicate very 
cold weather? 1C (icy). 
Mr. J. W. McIntosh, of Portland, Maine’ 
writes: ’•! have found no soap equal to your 
Forest Tar Soap for shaving. Since using it my 
face has been perfectly free from pimply erup- 
tions and the disagreeable irritation that always 
eotne after shaving. 1 also like it for shampoo- 
ing better than anything I ever tried. I know 
several who are using it, and all agree that it is 
unequalled as a shaving soap.’’ Ask vourDrug- 
gist for it, or send 85 cents to the Forest Tar 
Co., Portland, Me., for a cake. 
When is n horse not worth shilling: When 
it is worth less (worthless). 
A Case of Twenty Years' Standing. 
From Mrs. Joseph Baker, of Johnson, Vt. 
"I feel it ui\ duty to make known to the 
world the wonderful ellieacy of your Wistar’s 
Balsam or Wild Cherry. For twenty years 
1 was sorely afflicted with phthisic, and previ- 
ously to u-ing the Balsam was pronounced by 
the physicians Incurable. Two or three bottles 
afforded me a good deal of relief, and as many 
more completely restored me; and for two years 
past I have not bad tlie least return of that 
painful complaint.” 
oh cents and 5jl a botth sold ’<) ali druggist-. 
Ciiii.DRi x Cry For CasTohia. It is as 
pleasant to take us honey, and is absolutely 
hai niess. It is sure to expel worms, cure wind 
colic, regulate the bowels and stomach, and 
overcome irritability caused by rash or cutting 
teeth. It is a perfect substitute for Castor Oil, 
and lor Costiveness in young or old there is 
nothing in existence so effective and reliable. 
’flu, laii.si, Hill AHSI, and most reliable 
remedy ever pm together hv medical science 
for Blieumatism, Wounds, Swellings, Burns, 
Caked Breast, Ac., i< iho Centaur Liniment. 
There are two kinds. What the White Lini- 
ment is for the human family, the Yellow Cen- 
taur Liniment is for spay ined, lame and strained 
horses and animals. 
A fellow who got drunk on election day said 
it was owing fo ids efforts to put down party 
spirit. 
Dr. Schenck’s Standard Remedies. 
The Standard remedies for all diseases of 
the lungs are Schf.xck's Pulmonic Syrup, 
Schf.xck’s Sea Weed Toxic, and Schf.xck's 
Mandrake Pills, and, if taken before the 
lungs are destroyed, a speedy cure is effected. 
To these three medicines Dr. J. If. Scltenck, 
of Philadelphia, owes his unrivalled success in 
the treatment of pulmonary diseases. 
The Pulmonic Syrup ripens the morbid mat- 
ter in the lungs; nature throws it off by an easy 
expectoration, for when the phlegm or matter 
Is ripe a slight cough will throw it. off. the pa- 
tient lias rest and the lungs begin to heal. 
To enable the Pulmonic Syrup to do this, 
Schenck’s Mandrake Pills and Schenck’s Sea 
Weed Tonic must be freely used to eleause the 
stomach and liver. Schenck’s Mandrake Piiis 
act on the liver, removing all obstructions, relax 
the gall bladder, the bile starts freely, and the 
liver is soon relieved. 
Schenrk’s Sea Weed Tonic is a gentle stimu 
lant and alterative; the alkali of which it is 
composed, mixes with the food and prevents 
souring. It assists the digestion by toning up 
the stomach to a healthy condition, so that the 
food and the Pulmonic Syrup will make good 
blood; then the lungs heal, and the patient will 
surely get well if care is taken to prevent fresh 
cold. 
All who wish to consult Dr. Selienck, either 
personally or by letter, can do so at his principal 
office, corner of Sixth and Alien Sts., Phila- 
delphia, every Monday. 
Schenck’s medicines are -old by all druggist- 
throughout the country. 2mos&> 
We ask attention to advertisement in special 
column of JACKSON’S CATARRH SNFFF 
and TROCIIF POWDER—a reliable reme- 
dy. tf 
Positively the Bent 
Dr. Morris’Syrup of Tak, Wii.d Cifrrky, 
and Horkhound is the very best compound 
ever prepared for the immediate relief and per- 
manent cure of Coughs, Colds, Croup, Whoop- 
ing Cough, Brouchitas, Asthma, and all dis- 
eases of a Consumptive type. It will thorough- 
ly eradicate these alarming symptoms in one- 
half the time required to do so by any other 
medicine. It is purely vegetable and contains 
not a particle of opium or other dangerous 
drug. Physieiaus all over the country endorse 
it as the most efficacious antidote known for all 
disorders of the throat and lungs, it never 
fails. Be sure to obtain Dr. Morris’ Syrup of 
Tar. Wild Cherry and Horehound. Trial size, 
10 cents. W.M. O. Poor & Sox sole agents for 
Belfast. A. J. Jordan agent for Orland. R. B. 
Stovijr, Agent lor Bueksport. ly22eo\v 
Lyon’s K vtiiairon prevents the Hair from 
falling out or turning gray, renews its growth, 
and gives strength and vigor. It is delightfully 
perfumed, and makes a splendid dressing. It 
is the cheapest and most desirable Hair Tonic 
overproduced. Fsed bv the elite. Price only 
50 cents. lyr 
BELFAST PRICE CURRENT. 
Corrected Weekly for the Journal 
Iiy Chari 
Flour 
Corn Meal 
Rye Meal 
Rye 
Outs 
Potatoes 
Apples 
Dried App)< 
Rutter 
Cheese 
Eggs 
Round Hog 
Pork Rack 
Lard 
Reel 
Veal 
Dry Cod 
Pollock 
II. G. Seed 
ks II. Sargent, No. » Ma 
Jo.OOal 1.00 Corned Reel 
73a80 Mutton 
78 Lamb 
1.50 Turkey 
oGaOO Chicken 
70 Fowl 
55 Geese 
$1.t.0al.85 Duck 
30a35 Hay 
75a:? 1.25 Straw 
fall Washed W->< 
iGa32 Uinvushed ** 
10 Hides 
15 Calf Skins 
loall Lamb 
10 Hard Wood 
10al8 Soft 
8al0 Shorts per cf 
In Street. 
loall 
8 
7ay 
lf'UL'O 
OUaOO 
1.8a 20 
10a 12 
12a 14 
$ lo.ooa 11.00 
$0 oOaS.OO 
1 44 
33 
H Lime 
5a7 Rutter Salt 
4 l-2a5 Plaster 
3.25a3.50 Clover 
12 
1.2>al.75 
$4.50a5.00 
3-3.00a3.50 
$1 50 
$1.20 
28 
$ l.lOal.40 
17a25 
BOSTON MARKET. 
Monday, April lo. 
Ritter—We quote choice new Vermont and New 
York at 35a3Scc; fair to good do at 30a36c; choice old 
at 34a3f>c; fair to good do at 28a34; common butter at 
25a2»e. 
Cheese—We quote fine factory at 13 l-2al4c; good 
factory at I2al3c, and fair and medium at 10al2c per 
lb. 
Eggs—1The market is firm at 10c for Western eggs, 
and 20c per doz for Eastern, with a decided upward 
tendency to prices. 
Rk \ns—Pea beans are dull at $1 30a 1 50 for good 
and choice Western and Northern. The demand for 
yellow eyes Is very light, and the sales are restricted 
to small lots at $1 75 per bush. 
Vegetables—Potatoes are rather firmer and we 
quote Rose at 45a50c, for the best stock, and .Jackson 
Whites at 48a55c, the latter price for fancy lots. On- 
ions are firmer at $1 75a2 per bbl. 
! Apples—The best Raldwins are selling? from store at §4 50a4 75 per bbl, and Russetts are in moderate 
demand at $4a4 50. 
Hay and Straw—We quote fine hay at $15 00a 
I 17 00; medium ranges from $17 00aIs 0u', and coarse 
at $20 00a21 00 per ton, the latter price for a choice 
article. Straw is quoted at $25 00&2C 00 per ton. 
Brighton Cattle Market. 
Wednesday, Apr. 5. 
Arrivals of stock at market—Cattle 1**2?; .Sheep 
ami Lambs 4514; Swine 5400; number of Western 
Cattle 1034; Eastern Cattle 73; Milch Cows and 
North Cattle 120. 
Prices of Beef Cattle, per 100 lbs, live weight-— Extra quality $0 12 l-2aG 37 l-2c; first quality $5 621-2 
aOOO; second quality $5 12 1 2a5 50; third quality$4a 4 75; poorest grades of coarse Oxen, Bulls, &c., $3 
2£a3 75. 
Brighton Hides 7c per lb; Brighton Tallow 61-2c 
per lb. Heavy Country Hides 6 l-2a7 c per lb; light 
Country Hides5 1-2a6c per lb; Country tallow 6 a 
6c per lb. 
Calf Skins 12 l-2c per lb; Sheep and Lamb Skins 
$1 25al 75 each. 
Working < )xen—'There has been a good supply ot 
Workers in market for several weeks past, and the 
demand has not been so active as dealers would 
like to see it. On account of the severe storm there 
was not much doing yesterday. We quote sales 
of 1 pair girth 7 feet 4 in. live weight 3401 lbs, $220; 
1 pair girth 7 feet 4 inches, live weight 3400 lbs, $210 ; 
1 pair girth 6 ft 10 inches, live weight 2000 lbs, $170 ; 
1 pair girth 0 feet 6 inches, live weight 2600 lbs, $145 ; 
1 pair girth 7 feet 0 inches, live weight 3100 lbs, $165; 
1 pair girth 6 feet G inches, live weight 2600 lbs, $135. 
Store Cattle —Yearlings $llaIG; two year olds 
$17a27; three year olds $25a45 per head. Nearly all 
the small Cattle that are in a fair condition are 
bought up by butchers to slaughter. 
Milch Cows—Extra $55a95; ordinary $25a50 per 
head. Most of the Cows offered in market for sale 
are of a common grade. Good cows always com- 
mand fair prices. 
Sheep and Lambs—From the West the supply was 
about the same as that of one week ago—allowned 
by butchers, and cost from 6 l-2a8c per lb. landed at 
Brighton. From the North the supply was light and 
trade fair at prices ranging from 4 l-2a7 3-4c per lb. 
Swine—No Store Pigs in market. Fat Hogs 4900 
costing in this market from 9 l-2n9 3-4c per lb, live 
weight. 
SPECIAL NOTICES. 
CONSUMPTIVES, TAKE NOTICE. 
Every moment of delay makes your cure more 
hopeless, and much depends on the judicious choice 
of a remedy. The amount of testimony in favor of 
Dr. Schenck’s Pulaionic Syrup, as a cure for con- 
sumption, far exceeds all that can be brought to 
support the pretensions of any other medicine. See 
Dr. Schenck’s Almanac, containing the certificates 
of many persons of the highest respectability, who 
have been restored to health, after being pronounced 
incurable by physicians of acknowledged ability. 
Scheuck’s Pulmonic Syrup alone has cured many, as 
these evidences will show; but the cure is often'pro- 
moted by tlie employment of two other remedies 
which Dr. Schenck provides for the purpose. These 
additional remedies are Schenck’s Sea Weed I onic 
and Mandrake Pills, By tin* timely use of these 
medicines, according to directions, Dr. Schenck cer- 
tifies that most any case of Consumption may be 
cured. 
Dr. Schenck will be at the Quincy House, Boston, 
on the following Wednesdays, from it to 3 o’clock: 
Jail. 13th and 27th, Feb. loth and 24th, and March 
10th and 24th. Consultations free; hut for a thorough 
examination of the lungs, with the Kespirometor, 
the price is $5. 
Dr. Schenck Is professionally at his principal of- 
fice, Corner Sixth and Arch Streets, Philadelphia, 
every Monday, where all letters of advice must be 
addressed. 
Jackson’s Catarrh Snuff 
AND TROCHE POWDER, 
A DKF.IGHTFCL AND PLEASANT REMEDY IN 
Catarrh, Heartache, Bart Breath, IJoarseness, Asth- 
ma, Bronchitis, Coughs, Deafness, #c.. 
And all disorders resulting from COLDS in 
Head, Throat and Vocal Organs. 
This Remedy does not “DRY UP” a Catarrh but 
i LOOSENS it; frees the head of all offensive matter, 
quickly removing Rad Breath and Headache; allays 
and soothes the burning heat in Catarrh; is so mild I and agreeable in its effects that it positively 
Cures Without Sneezing! 
As a Troche Powder, is pleasant to the taste, 
and never nauseates; when swallowed, instantly 
gives to the Throat and Vocal Organs a 
Delicious Sensation ot Coolness & Comfort 
Is the best Voice Tonic in the world 
Try it! Safe, Reliable, and only 35 Cents. 
Sold by Druggists, or mailed free; address 
COOPER, WILSON & CO., Prop’rs, Philadelpla. 
| \V. W. Whipple Sc Co., Portland, Me.; Geo. C. 
I Goodwin & Co.; Weeks Sc Potter; Rust Bros, Sc 
Bird, Boston, wholesale agts, Jy20 
Intended Mamagop. 
March 31st, Altanus E. Stevens and Miss Celia 
I Stimpson, both of Bedfast. 
I April 12th, John Sylvester ana Miss Rosie Newell, 
both of Belfast. 
! April 12th, Ezra E. Adams and Miss KttaC. York, 
both of Belfast. 
MARRIED. 
In Warren, March 20th, Miles 11. Merry and Mrs. 
Gertrude Prince, both of Warren. 
lu Rockland, March 30th, Mr. Charles8. McAllis- 
ter and .Miss Katie O. Gregory, both of Rockland. 
In Ellsworth, March 3oth, Mr. Gee. Wentworth 
and Miss Adelio Jellison, both if Ellsworth, 
i In Surry, April 3d, Mr. Charles Jarvis and Mrs. 
Ann M. Lord, both of Surrv. 
In Trernont, April 1st, Air. (loo. O. Johnson and 
Miss Francis A. liamor, both of Cranberry Isles. 
In Bluehill, April 1st, Mr. Charles E. Witlnun and 
Miss Lizzie A. Stover, both of Bluehill. 
In Searsmont, April loth, by Hiram Wing, Esq., 
Mr. James Eurbush and Mrs.’Nancy Heal, both of 
Searsmont. 
DIED. 
Obituary notices, beyond the Date, Xante and Age 
must bepairtfor. 
In Northport, April Sth, John Wadlin, aged 73 
lu Albion, Prince Besses, child of Charles Bessey, 
aged 4 months and 0 day s. 
In Thorndike, April 2d, Israel F. Monroe, aged 23 
years and 2 months. 
In Rockland, March 29th, Julia E., wife of Silas 
B. Bowden, aged 21 years and 8 months. 
In Rocnland, April 3d, Stillman X. Day, aged 39 
years, 8 months and f> days. 
In Rockland, April 5th, John A. Wylie.aged 58 
years and 8 months. 
In Rockland, April 2d, Henry D. Five, aged about 
In Camden, March 31st, Wilson Merrill, aged 70 
I years, 7 months and 11 days. 
In Savannah, Ga., Marcli 31st. W. A. Farnsworth, 
j of Rockland, aged 00 years, lu months and 9 days. 1 In Friendship, Marcli 20th, Mrs. Rose Poland, aged 
18 years. 
In North Haven, March 31st, Asa Cooper, aged 50 
years. 
In St. George, April 3d, Archibald Watts, aged 0-1 
years. 
In Warren, March 30th, Alexander Seavey, aged 
51 years, » month and 22 days. lu Waldoboro, March 28th, Jacob Eiiglev, aged 70 
years and 3 months. 
In Newcastle, March 20th, Mrs. Esther Campbell, 
aged 70 years. 
In Ellsworth, March 30th, Mr. Samuel Davis, aged 
7! years. 
In Ellsworth, April 2d, Mrs. Thebe A. Treworgy, 
aged 07 years 7 months. 
In Hancock, April 3d, George Springer, aged 75 
In Tremoni. March 30th, Mrs. Margaret Moon, 
aged 81 years, 8 months and 0 days. 
In Sedgwick, March 1stli, Mis. Mary C. Means, 
aged 09 years. 
In >edgwick, March 20th, Den. Humphrey Herrick, 
aged 78 years. 
SHIP NEWS. 
PORT OF BELFAST. 
A K RIVED. 
April Oth, sell. Yankee Blade, Parker, Bueksport; 
Revenue utter Dobbin, Abby, Castine; sell. Ella, 
Hatch, Islesboro. to load for Baltimore. 
April 7th, schs. E. L. Wilson, Patterson, Rock 
land; Florida, Gilmore, New York; I. Pierce, Cas- 
tine; Susan, Stanley, Sedgwick; Nora, Hatch, Isles- 
boro; llannibul, Pendleton, Islesboro; Hampton, 
Fletcher, Islesboro P. M. Bonnie, Burgess, ( arver’s 
Harbor; M. W. Drew, French, Providence R. I., to 
load for .Jacksonville. 
April Mli, schs. Lillian, Ryan, Boston; Mark Pen- 
dleton, Pendleton, Boston; Volant, Haze, Islesboro; 
Governor, Ross, Newburyport; Fsperanza, Smalley, 
Rockland. 
April loth, schs. Nathan Clifford, Carter, Orland; 
Mary, Magee, 1 homa-non; D. L An y, Ryan, Bos- 
ton.' 
SAILED. 
April nth, schs. Geo. B. Ferguson, Ferguson, Ells- 
worth, to load for New York; Gentile, Barter, Isle 
au Haut. Win. Flint, Pendleton, New York. 
April 7th, schs. Mary Stewart, Coombs, Sandy 
Hook; Tantamount, Pendleton, Calais, via. Isles- 
boro; Starlight; Jon*■*, Savannah; J. H. Counts, 
Elwell, N'orthport; Ocean Queen, Parker, Glouces- 
ter; Tubal-ruin, < .ray, Grand Banks; Orion, Patter- 
son, Ellsworth, to loud for Rondout, N. Y. 
April Sth, sell-. Annie JL. McKeen, Me Keen. Jack- 
sonville: William Stevens, Elwell,New York; Yankee 
Blade, Parker, Charleston; Gen. Meade, Holmes, 
Boston ; Moses Eddy, Warren, New York. 
April 10th, schs. Ella, Hatch, Baltimore. 
April 11th, sobs. M. W. Drew, French, .Jacksoni ill* 
\ia. Rockpurt; Fsperanza, Smally, Western Bank, 
Mark Pendleton Pendleton, Charleston. 
MEMORANDA. 
Ar. at Brunswick, Gu., April 1th, sch. Helen M. 
Condon, McCarty, Belfast. 
Sid. from Sav annah, April 4th, sell. Marv Farrow, 
Loss, New York. 
sid. from Georgetown, S. April 4th, sell. A. W. 
Ells, Ferguson, Searspor*., 
Ar. at Caibaricn, Match 21st, brig Josie Mildred, 
Ginn, New York. 
At Mayaguez, Marih 25th, brig Ann Elizabeth, 
Burgess, logding for Cnited Suites. 
Sid. from Cardiff’, A ail 4tli, bark Fannie, Carver, 
Padaug. 
Sid. from Rouen, March 2ist, bark Arizona, Co 
nant, St. Thomas. 
Ar. at Havre, April 0th, sell. Welaka, Perkins, 
Mobile, Feb. lSth; sch. Fred A. Carle, Condon, Mo- 
bile, Feb. 24th. 
Ar at Seville, April 3d, scb. Walter F Parker, 
Daniels, Orient, L. I. 
Ar. at Oporto, April 20th, sell. Edward Johnson, 
Bean, Baltimore. 
A Lady’s Sealskin Muff 
JC V/ LJ J3l U• which the owner can have 
by proving property and paying charges. Enquire 
at 08 Main St. Belfast. tHl 
ITor Sale ! 
GROCER'S WAGON. 
Two Seated, almost New. Been run only three 
weeks. Enquire ul 08 Main Street, Belfast, M<* 
tHl 
NOTICE. 
rTMIE subscribers, surviving partners of the late 
A. firm of Black, Mathews & Co., having been au- 
thorized by the Probate Court to close up the affairs 
of the said Company, hereby give notice to all per- 
sons indebted to said firm to make immediate pay- 
ment to them. All claims not adjusted forthwith 
will be left with an attorney for collection. 
JOHN K. BLACK. 
GEORGE F. MATHEWS. 
Scarsport, April 12, 1876. 4w 
Important to Jurymen and Peo- 
ple Visiting the City. 
HAVING a large and commodious house, and having secured the services of an 
excellent cook, I am now prepared to fur- 
nish board by the day or weed; at remark- 
ably low figures. 
To families or those wishing board I can 
give large, airy rooms, well iurmsued, and table 
board to suit the most fastidious. 
A large stable is connected with the house, where 
I will board horses by the day or week. 
EDWARD A. DYER, Spring Street. 
Belfast, April 11, lt>7»5. 3w 
NOTICE 
ALL persons intending to Teach in the Public Schools ot‘ Stockton during the summer of 1870, 
are hereby notified to meet for examination on Fri- 
day, May Oth, at the house of H. Small in said 
town. W. C. SMALL, 
Supervisor ot Schools in Stockton. 
Stockton, April 13, 1870. 3wll 
RETRACTION. 
Having circulated reports derog- atory to the character of Francis Whitmore 
of Belfast, and especially in connection with the 
death of his late wife, we hereby publicly retract the 
same, and acknowledge that we had no good reason 
to believe they were true, and that we did wrong 
and injustice to him in circulating thpm. 
JANE WII 1'1 TIMORE. 
LEWIS WHITMORE. 
Belfast, April 13, 1S7C. 3w41* 
Special Notice. 
ALL persons indebted to the late firm of MACE & ELLIS are requested to settle their accounts 
at once with the undersigned. T. C. ELLIS. 
East Belfast, April 0, 1870. 3w4U* 
Spring Goods 
Have Come ! 
And some of the Finest that 
can be had in the market for 
SPRING 
Over Coats 
DRESS SUITS, 
BUSINESS SUITS! 
<£& G. 
Also a Splendid Line oi 
FURNISHING GOODS 
Consisting in part of Fine White 
SHIRTS. 
LINEN AND i'AI'EK 
c u i; if s 
COLLARS! 
HOSIERY ! 
OF ALL KINDS 
SUSPEN DERS 
GLOVES 
UNDER. 
W EAR! 
And anything you Want in 
UECH TIES! 
I intend keeping a 
Full Assortment 
i 
and Solicit Trade to Sustain it 
H. L. LORD, 
Merchant Tailor. 
tfll 
FRENCH 
ENAMEL 
—FOK- 
BEAUTIFYING THE 
COMPLEXION. 
Will change the skin from a swarthy or -allow 
hue, to the freshness ami beauty of youth. 
4fir Warranted not to injure’the'skin. Prepared 
by MU.*5. MF.KC AN f, only Brice, 6u Cent-. 
RICHARD H. MOODY, Belfast. 
iw-ll* 
Spring and Slimmer 
OPENING OF 
Bonnets, Bats and Novelties 
OP THE SEASON ON 
Tuesday ami Wednesday, April ISiIi and lillli, 
ALL ARK COUniAI.LY INVI1T D A1 
MERRILL’S,! 
HayforvVs Block, Church St.. Belfast, Me. 
till 
FOR LOSS OF APPETITE. 
The Great Spring Tonic! I 
OSGOOD’S 
INDIAN BITTERS! 
An Old and Reliable Medicine. Try it. 
EVERY BOTTLE WARRANTED ! 
For all Bilious Diseases, Dyspepsia, Loss 
of Appetite, Jaundic e, and every trouble caused 
by a disordered Stomach and Liver. 
Carefully prepared from the original Recipie by 
WM O. POOR & SON, 
Johnson Block, 
Where you can tind a LABOR STOCK of 
Drugs, Medicines. Trusses, &c. 
To Farmers. 
I Mil: THOROUGH BUKO AYR- shire Bull, 
FAIRMOUNT BOY, 
Will be kept this reason at the farm of the subscrib- 
er in Morrill, Me. £ire, imported, Strathmore; Dam, 
imported, Flackle. Registered in X. A. A. R. Terms, 
$ 1.00, Cash. MAYI1EW. 
Morrill, April 13, 1870. 1"41* 
W- P. THOMPSON 
Attorney l Counsellor at Law, 
BELFAST, MAINE. 
6mns41 
AUCTION. 
■^IflLL BK SOLD AT PUBLIC AUCTION, 
TUESDAY, APRIL 25th, 
A valuable Farm in Knox, about 1 mile from Fost- 
er’s Corner, on the road leading to Montville, con- 
taining loo acres of good land, well divided into 
Tillage, Mowing, Pasture and Wood Land. A good 
farm house, combining Carriage, W ood-house and 
llog-house; Barn 36x38ft., good, convenient. Cuts 
from 15 to IS tons of good English Hay, all but about 
0 acre9 by machine; well watered in pasture and 
never failing well with a good pump in it, for house 
and barn. This farm is in good condition. 
Also, after the farm is sold, will be sold 1 horse 
10 years; 1 good cow 12 years old; heifer, 1 yearling 
heifer, 1 Sprague Mowing machine, 1 Horse Hake, 
1 two seated Wagon, and other farming tools, 
chains, &c. T. A. SAWYER. 
.1. D. COOlvSON, Auctioneer. 
Sale to commence at 10 o’clock, A. M. 2w41 
House for Rent. 
-o- 
SIX ROOMS in the house of T. J. Farrow, Union Street. The rent will excellently accommodate 
a family as there are good conveniences. Apply on 
the premises to M1JS. FARROW. 
Belfast, April 12, 1870. tfll 
New Stock 
—of— 
DRY 
—AND— 
I 
* 
h. W. Burkett & Co., 
Have just arrived from Boston with a large 
Stock of NEW and DESIRABLE 
GOODS, purchased at the 
LOWEST MARKET VALUE. 
We are enabled to show the trade 
some rare bargains, and propose 
selling our goods at 
LOWER PRICKS 
1 han have ever been quoted before 
Dress Goods! 
W e have an elegant assortment of 
Plaid 1 PlaiiiDresslioods 
Beautiful shades, selling at 17c, 25c. 
33c, and 50c., per yard. These 
Goods are about 2.) per cent 
lower than have ever 
been sold before. 
Brown k Bleached Cottons. 
Having bought largely of Cottons in 
the present depressed state of the 
market, we are prepared to 
sell at 
EXTREME LOW IMS MTS 
PRINTS 
We can show the largest assortment 
of Prints ever seen in this city 
We have secured three cases 
of very desirable styles, 
and those in want of 
Print Dresses 
should ex- 
amine 
our 
ASSORTMENT. 
Gents Undershirts & Drawers 25c Each. 
ItEwxvM Prists! 
We are always prepared to show a large 
assortment of the best quality of 
Remnant Prints. 
Domestic Fashion s! 
Otar Spring Patterns have just arriv- 
ed. Catalogues Free to all 
Oeo.W.Burkett&Co. 
Hayford Block, Church St., 
BELFAST. MAINE. 
■« 
We Have Heard of it!! 
* *•* 
KV EHYTHIN’f i 
USUALLY KEPT IN A 
Furniture Store 
CAN BE FOUND AT 
J. 0. THOMPSON it SON’S 
AND WILL BE 
B O r. O 
-AT- 
EXTREM ELY 
IL* O W 
PRICES ! 
40 
Notice to Creditors in Bankruptcy, 
In the District Court of the United Mates, tor the 
District of Maine. 
In the Matter of Alonzo J. Harri- 
man, Charles M. Littlefield. In- i 
dividually, and as members of i 
the firm of A. J. Harrinmn &Co., f 
of Belfast, in said District, 
Bankrupt. J 
In Bankruptcy. 
District of Maine, ss. 
Sir Take notice that a meeting of the individual 
and co-partnership creditors of said bankrupts will 
be held at the office of Charles Hamlin, Register in 
Bankruptcy, in the Custom House at Belfast, on the 
nth day ot April A. D. lb?6, at J o’clock, I*. M., for 
the purpose of inquiring whether a resolution ac- 
cepting a composition proposed by said bankrupts 
to the individual and co-partnership creditors, re- 
spectively, in satisfaction of the debts owed by said 
bankrupts to each of their said creditors, has been 
passed in the manner directed by .See. 17 of the 
Bankruptcy Amendment Act, approved June 22, 
1874, and the Revised Statutes of the United States, 
title LXI, Bankruptcy, and has been confirmed by 
the signatures required by said Sections. And also, 
whether it is for the best "interests of all concerned, 
that the said resolution (accepting the compositions 
proposed) should be recorded, and that the said 
statements showing the whole of the assets and 
debts of said bankrupts, both as individuals and as 
co-partners, should be tiled. 
\VM. P. PREBLE, 
Clerk of tlie U. S. District Court, for the District of 
Maine. 2w41 
District Court of the United 
States for the District of > IN BANKRUPTCY. 
Maine. ) 
In the matter of Henry Wyman, Bankrupt, against 
whom a Petition was filed in said Court, March 
15 th, A. D. 1876. 
District of Maine, ss: 
A Warrant in Bankruptcy has been issued, by said 
Court, against the Estate of Henry Wyman, of tlie 
County of Waldo, and State of Maine, in said Dis- 
trict; he has been duly adjudged Bunkrupt upou 
Petition of Ills Creditors; and the payment of any 
debts, and the delivery of any property belonging to 
said Bankrupt, to him or to his use, and the trans- 
fer of any property by him, are forbidden by law. 
A meeting of the Creditors of said Bankrupt, to 
prove their debts, aud choose one or more Assignees 
of his Estate, will be held at a Court of Bankruptcy 
to be holden at Belfast, in said District, on the tenth 
dav of May, A. D. 1876, at 10 o'clock A. M.. at the 
office of Chas. Hamlin, Esq., (in the Custom House) 
one of the Registers in Bankruptcy in said Court. 
2w41 S. S. MARBLE, 
U. S. Marshal, as Messenger, for said District. 
Carpets. Carpets! 
CARPETS!! 
ENTIRE 
NEW STOCK 
CarpetingS 
—AT 
Beo. W. Burkett & Co. 
At the solicitation of many of 
our Patrons, we Lave been 
induced to add 
CAR FETIXTGS 
To our Stock. These Goods 
are entirely new, and 
of the latest de- 
signs 
4 •> 
CARPETINGS 
As we propose to Sell them 
;it a very LOW margin 
of Profit, our 
TE3RMB 
.Ml'ST Hi: 
STRICTLY CASH! 
We keep a full assortment of 
Tapestries,Woolen Carpetings, 
Hemps, 
Oil Cloths, 
Straw Mattings, 
RUGS, 
NOTTINGHAM LACES, 
Feathers, &c. 
Please give us a call, and we 
will guarantee Quality and Prices 
Geo.W.Burkett & Co. 
Hayford Block, Church St., 
B El, FAST. MAINE. 
A CARD. 
n- are now prepared to show our customers and tie- public generally, tin- finest ami most 
thoroughly made stock of CLOTHING ever offered 
for sale in this city, at prices never before seen. We 
have conceived tin idea of doing a business at re- 
tail for CASH ONLY, as tin- large-t jobbers does 
on credit, and tin- way we prop"**- 10 do i-i by offer 
ing our goods to the public at retail as LOW as tin 
lowest whoh -ale price, and this \v«- pledge ourselves ! to do. 
Tills Is not mere advertising talk as any one can 
convince themselves of by calling and examining 
our stock W e are the manufacturers of our own 
goods and will sell us LOW as any dealer in the 
country, and will sell a single garment at retail as 
LOW as the dealer can purchase of the jobber, therefore, by purchasing direct of us, the custom* 
saves the usual retail profit. 
We shall keep constantly on hand I'A NTALOON> 
manufactured from nearly all W. ol Cassiiuen* at 
$2.00 and $2.50 per pair, usual price *1.00 to $ i.OO. 
ALL WOOL PAN !'ALoo.N>> * per pair, u-ual 
retail price $1.50 to $0.00; good I’.u -mt-ss $10.00. 
Every garment we sell i- fully wu ranted as repr«* 
I seated, ami guaranteed not to g.\- away In th 
sewing, and are all of the latest and most approved 
styles.’ 
We have also a fin assortment of WOOLEN f.ir 
Custom Irade, Furnishing Good', 11A1>, CAPS, 
and CARPETINGS. 
tfafRemember the place at th-- Store formerly oc 
cupie 1 by Arnold Harris. 
ANDREWS BROTHERS, 
Phenix Row, High St., Belfast. 
MARK ANDIU1W■v Ji l lLS ANDREWS. 
Room Papers 
AND 
BORDERS 
VERY LOW AT 
J. C. THOMPSON & SON 
WANTED ! 
VIEW ST I'D ENTS to learn the art called PHOTO ENAMELING or Photographs tin ished with <_>il Colors. A neat, pretty, ami profit 
able employment. Examine ample* ami get a dis 
criptive circular at Woodcock’s Bookstore. 
Operating room in M<CLiNTOClv’S BLOCK, 
next door to Telegraph office. Hours from y till \j, 
and J till 0. Call and see him. 2\vlO* 
INSIDE LINE. 
THREE TRIPS PER WEEK. 
S T E A M E R 
City of Richmond, 
CAPTAIN C. KILBY, 
Leaves Portland 
EVERY 
Monday, Wednesday and Friday 
Evenings, at 10 o'clock. 
Commencing Monday, April 10, 1876, 
FOR BANGOR, 
Touching at Kockland, Camden, Belfast, Scarsport, 
bandy Point, ltucksport, Winter port and Hampden, 
arriving in Bangor about 10 o’clock next morning. 
RETURNING. 
Leaves upper Steamboat Wharf, Bangor, every 
Monday, Wednesday and Friday morning at t» o’clk 
for BOUT LAND, touching at landings as above, ar 
riving in Portland at 5 o'clock, 1*. M. 
For further particulars inquire ol' 
CYRUS STURDIVANT, Gen’l Agt. 
Railroad Wharf, Portland, Mr. 
CYRUS PATTERSON, Agent for Relfast. 
OLD PAPERS 
For wrapping, for sale cheap at this office. tf 
Th© Honaeless Poor. 
BY NATHAN I>. YRNER. 
1 remember a talc flint my old nurse told, 
i:ii In good night kiss, when the nights were cold, 
And tin wind, and tin* snow, and tin- sleet o’er head, 
< Mu-ed me to quake in my downv bed. 
«‘i :: hou«eles.H woman and helpless child, 
M iio .sheltered themselves from a snow .-lorm wild. 
In an empty hut on a barren moor, 
And lorgot not tln-n, in that refuge poor, 
pip. in- } a\ r for Mich a> might, 
l»e ven nor housed Iroiu the awl'ul night. 
Hut 'til! t'u >1:1 through the ol<i lint pressed, 
A u*l t In \vi»|i w hnl worri* <1 llie poor child's res;, 
ougli weak and \v« 
1 t.n.i :i '> .Mi rod dour, from it' hinges turn, 
With which sin mad'* him a screen -o \v< 
I !i ci.mparativo comfort uj>on him 1’ell; 
A ;:i i» tu slumber he settle >unk, 
H.-hiiid ti,. shield of iiie wretched plank, 
Oi 1 J'M the I'Uf','’ lie sighed in hi' bliss, 
“Who ii... en’t no doors on a ui_ ‘-t like this !’’ 
•' i’ll* n think, my darling," tie nurse would suv, 
“It e\en that outcast child could pray, 
1 r other- misfortunes in such a place, 
With what supronier and holier grace 
should \ou »t- you pillow your happy head. 
And sink to rest on your downy bed, 
He humbly grateful and oiler prayer 
i'or the hapless children of want and care.” 
And then the obi nurse would shake her head, 
iviss me once more, ami go olf to bed. 
1 fear the quaint tale, with its moral deep 
Hut little troubled my childish si. ep, 
i'.ut often now when I hear the wind. 
J•<>th tale and moral 1 bring to mind, 
A. id pity lor tho»e who shiier and freei 
1 eps to the core of my seltish ease, 
id a vision com.-s of two outcast poor, 
in a wreti lied hut on a lonely moor, 
And a child’s weak voice, in whispered prayer 
« omes to my ears through the starving air 
« ■ 1 pity tin- one,’ not a word 1 miss,) 
Wb haven't no doors on a night like tni =' 
Out of the Shadow, 
JJY « 1. UiA Ji. HEATH 
«*ui Oi the hadow, and into the glow, 
< >ut of t In- eld. : d< and into the iim\, 
« hit of the doubting, away from the fear, 
« town w ii patience, fruition i- near’ 
Why In»pes have died tlmt so fondly we nursed, 
'A in &ome Inc. e llouiisiie«i whim others seemed 
oniewhat w wonder, but little we know — 
omiug Jrom 'hadows vve welcome the glow 
«*ut of t lie hadow and into the >un, 
"omethiiig to timer us at lust we huve Wo 
ui.t thing to v, arm <i- when east winds are hill 
"on,, ling, ivhi'ii tuii’rine. to stand by us M ill. 
i1 ng our Irlends cannot add to their gain-; 
i:i.g on: foe.- cannot iiuve for their pains, 
•: m ng T h.- ■ ars of our patience hav e won 
• id tlie -hadow, and into the sun 
Jewels of Thought and Devotion. 
! rd, of many things I uni aweary quite 
O' wn seif, my sin. my vuniiy; 
not thou, or 1 am lost outright. 
W< ary of me. 
\ d ! :igainst mys« It 1 often bear. 
\i:u enter with m> self in tierce debate 
I o. mi my part against myself, nor shaM- 
In that just hate. 
; t: o lid' might h-athe, it what tilings perverse 
We know "l our own selves, they ai-n knew 
; Iloh One' if thou who ktiowest worse. 
Miould loathe u- too : 
M.\Kr Vcri: l!r\\ i:\ Hkhk. There i* no 
ya road or shut cut to lit a\en. It vou 
e. ant a li aivmi lor yourself in the world to 
■ hi pr-'i .r« i! for yourself in the life that 
I-. ^ a lia\>• no rea*ou to think you will | 
i:T• upon ih<- i.e\t life in any wi*o changed in 
:c '• r tV*mi what you are wlem you leave ; 
lb that i- hoiy let him he holy still, 
tl 1!!:it > unle-lv. him he unholy still.” 
\ i ii. ehara«-t'-r with whieh you leave thi* 
w rid w .! !.■ tie- A and natural growth of 
yi■ i“* of your whole earthly life, and ean- 
he .. result of anything el*e. tin* teaching 
anv iheofiir\ or imn to the contrary notwith- 
ndmg. ’I lie true oneep:ion >f human exist- 
doiihtie-* iv a- one in this world and the 
\t —•- In rill, that the river: thi* thedawn, 
hat the i the hud. that the flower; this 
i- 
1 
..a f :! it the lull corn in the ear. Heaven 
no* ui! li.-won or got or bought. 
';h> r i-y "iir-eh. * or somebody else for us; 
’•.ii -on.. thing t » grow im >. in the next 
t‘; I >ou :uv *impl\ your ow n old self, only 
tooved on. nd moved up. Swedenborg some- 
wle-r L'i\e- ii" a ivpiv-entatioii of persons who 
11a(i died and did not foi a considerable time 
veil know that they were (had. Their old 
thought* and feeling* and love* and desire* of 
lie- « arthiy life remained, and the world which 
they had entered did not at tir*t seem different 
ii«'in the one t hey had left, only it was spiritual 
inst' .ei of pin Meal. I Idle* they w.-nt on with 
tie ir old employment* and ran the rounds of 
t.Vbr old | le i-ut’e*. Only by degree* did they 
perceive tin ir elmge'of state;-and that a* 
iln y 11 e- iti*eiv i■ lio'uini', by natural processes 
I row’ll and de\ elojuin'iit, capable of deeper 
seeing**. I* I 11 i: r h know edge. Rev..I T. Sun- 
derland. 
A ..1 nil-* I" :t mail wi-dom, strength, 
uid < •■it; 'c- -:i.* i^ illusion, weakness 
iini tie-] \ condition is hopeless to a man 
when i!u* wile i.< —* --.*s lirmness, decision and 
eoinuny. 1 Imre j- nooutward propriety which 
an counteract indolence. extravagance ami lolly 
a! lionie. No spirit can lorn: endure bad intlu- 
n •< \\ i:i i> slnuiii; but his heart i> not ada- 
a iiit. He needs a tranquil home, and espcvial- 
it lie i- an intelligent man, with a whole head, 
lie tie. d- iw moral force in the conflict of life, 
i ■■ r «*ver hi- ..mpo-mre home mint be a pjaee 
"I pea*-.? iml eoinlorl. There liis soul renew- 
A -irennili iml m-. tbrtli with renewed vigor 
ene .uliter lie labor and troubles of life, lint 
: ai bonv he liuds no e-i ami there is met with 
id temper, jealousy and trloom, or assailed with 
unplaint- and e»mure, hope \ ani-hes ami he 
sinks into d- -pair. 
Makim/ | eople h ippy i- m iiher a small nor 
m i.nimporiaiit bu-im As 1 regard good 
f the ehest fruits ot true Chris- 
miry. ■ 1 ngard the making of people round 
.'"•nt u- happ> a- cm- of the host manifesta- 
t oils of that » hri-tian disposition wliieh we are 
•mmanded to wear ns a garment. 
it n pr.-t-—iiia hristiun lies and cheats and 
it he overreaches in business, if lie 
nid i- his brother, and carries about with 
un a we kcd temper. In* warrants the grave 
; that he has !ie\-'r been renewed in heart; 
*11at l:> nature lias never been made over into 
the -imili!" !• of gondii—, hut is \ot in the 
nil' ot I• 11:r11■ — and He- bond of iniquity." 
1 "m w ui Mr. Simmer and called bis 
m. ,i T.. a -ton that had been printed con- 
rn:i a h in. il. nna to publish his denial. 
tew in;- mv own know ledge that the story 
uni “M\ dear sir." replied tin* Mus- 
s nator. **l»*t that Mory go. If a lie 
ii-*u a denial il will lieVel’ stop ill 11- 
\\ a-liiii'.. !>»ii Correspondent. 
b •> \ iii <ml:mi. Murray -aid in his s».*r- 
w o a jo. lb* a\ imi is not popu- 
• .Mania Ihie\«-s ..| palm hearing 
*• ki w If -"Mi* with their ereditorn at 
m the cents on the dollar Wednesday, 
churvli the m \t *Siil>butli in a 
-and i i:11• m> h. wit!i a man in iiverv on 
1.1.V.” 
<• 1 ’ah i;i\v wniviT'.-illy ai-kihiwl- 
!"!■ < in|*!• f**. .I- it stands in tin* holy 
s» tli!-. or tIn* true, unwea- 
•n '1 *'11a 1** toward thi— it is a tiling 
.md d\ ing lor. Thomas Car- 
I <• and I might have been.” The 
a- tin ni'iof youth, sweet as Lite mu- 
-11 • r i" il't tin* latter the plaint of age, 
d.; ! h"[ie. tin* iii'eription for a tomb. 
• i' in nle tin- mind of a man so that a 
n »ar d Iiei .u-n* — r*-ides in tin- lrnits of 
personal indii'try. \YiIberforee. 
I nhapj'N is tin* man for whom his own mo- 
li.-i' not mad- ai! mothers venerable. 
.Hi liter. 
tli work of contest ini' human 
i.del fio harmoiiizer of ditlereiie -s. 
Thomas Paine. 
I i la*!er ,'t of tin* head of I -on Paine, 
.1 > :• m.u in tii-- eollretion of tin New York 
li '’"i d So. irt \. 1' said to he very eorreet. It 
i r*nts him. however, in old age, and is de- 
nt ,u the power which marks Homney’s 
portrait. 
d dm Pint ai d once met Paine at a dinner par- 
and t"ld him that the perusal of the* •*Age of 
i:■ asi_.ii oul> miirnn-d him in his belief in 
hristmnitN. The old deist w ittily replied: 
lii'ii I 1; ive made at least one Christian.v 
Tie- Mu'! interesting thing concerning him is 
e-’-ili nn hi-.graphy, which is one of the few 
w ■ "i iiii' kind inspired by hate. Cheetham, 
P.uiie \\ a' an 1 higlishman. and was also an 
■ miaul oi tin* dci.-tie clubs of the day, but lie 
.and!•' iii' subject with great severity. 
« tn • tham*' enmity. however, was partly, at 
:.'t,.e,-mpeii' ited lor b\ Cobbett'sadmiration, 
i Ik n an p- rsotis now living who can remem- 
w hen the latter had a cottage, about two 
In.ui \\ ill street, and the exhumation of 
P.iim-'s bom s b\ hi* order is not forgotten, 
l i..' occurred m l^Pd, ten years after Paine’s 
alh. < oimett complained that the Americans 
.. id not 'iitli.■»e1111 v honored the author of the 
• ri'i'.“ and In- took tin* hones to Knghind in 
order to give them a distinguished burial with 
ad the pomp oi a popular demonstration. He 
was. ho\\e\er. unable to accomplish this, and 
the box containing the hones was stored in a 
warehoii'i .where a« it is said.it is still allowed 
IO M a\ 
The M ar before Paine's hones went oft amid 
; opular contempt, the body of General M.mt- 
merj « as brought from Quebec and burled 
in m Paul's eliuiehvard with every token of 
grin.-mle and resiieet. Ami vet Paine did more 
than Montgomery for American independence. 
Tie puhlie. however, could not forgive his at- 
Iack on the Scriptures. 
li \s a matter of interest in point of art that 
tin '.list of Paine to which reference lias been 
nude, was moulded by Jarvis, the distinguished 
portrait painter, and it lias never been expluiu- 
■ J w in tin* man of canvas and colors should on 
this occa-ion have chosen another and au unfa- 
miliar method. 
There is probably not a man living who re- 
members Paine. lie was in his latter days a 
tre.pi.mt contributor to the press, and liis ac- 
count of tlie yellow fever, which had visited 
both New Y ork and Philadelphia, was written 
m ls.»; at the request of Jefferson. He is de- 
scrilx-d as a solid man, nearly .six feet in height, 
«ilh plain features, hut witli eye* of great pow- 
er. and just such a notion of their author is sug- 
gested by perusal ot his political works. 
The Calais lime? says that Mr. Alfred Towers’ 
M-t was saved from probable destruction by his 
•log, one dav last week. A tire hud caught from a 
pan of ashes in the shed, but the dog’s barking 
drew Mr. T»»wers to the spot in season to extinguish 
th* flame? before any damage was done. 
Bayard on Bontwell. 
The following is the reply of Senator Bayard, 
ot Delaware, to Senator Boutvvell, of Massachu- 
setts. in the debate on the resolution submitted 
by Mr. Morton in reference t<> the Mississippi 
election, in the .'senate on the doth nil. Mr. 
Il i\ ard said :— 
SENA I li 1» A V ASD'S II. 
In n i•.*rti**11 of tin* remarks submitted to the Sen- 
hu* tins morning i made a statement in respect to 
tin oo*t in money to the people ol this country a* u 
r- 'Ultoi'tlie Enforcement nets, tin* Constitutionality 
.o' w liich has been so questioned by late decisions ol 
tl >iipreine Court ot''the United States. 1 .-luted at 
the tune that 1 hud not the figures before me, but I 
bei: ed that millions upon millions bad been spent. 
I wa- int errupted by tlie Senator from Ma-suehu- 
setts with a question in regard to my authority lor 
this Mat e men r, I having previously stated that I 
made this remark upon an estimate and without 
having the figures before me. I'ndt r the pretext of 
the quest.on, t lie Senator proceeded, in a very rapid, 
in a very angry, and, a- 1 consider, a very improper 
manner, to avail himself of my having yielded to 
him the Hour as a matter ol courtesy to a>k me a 
question, to make wiiat 1 called u political tirade: 
and I think, upon examination, it will he found that 
my description was exceedingly accurate, i am not 
at all disposed to withdraw’ the designation which I 
then gave to his language Since that time he lias 
indulged in another, He has cleared iris In art of a 
good deal of that black bile that seemed to rest upon 
it toward the people of the Southern country, and 
towards those of us here, or me in particular, whom 
he considers their associates. 1 leave him, us I left 
the Senator from Indiana, to be unswered by the 
honest heart of the people of the North, who do not 
HA TIC TIIK SOUTH 1-1’. N I’LOl’EE AS HE DOES, 
u ho do not long for their humiliation, and crow and 
laugh over their distress as he does, who do liut 
Maud here in this council chamber ol the States to 
insult and atfront every man by declarations of im- 
peachment of his honesty and integrity when he 
professes to love the Union and the Government of 
his country. 1 leave him to be unswered by his own 
people. There has been, thank heaven, a spirit 
abroad; it has been exhibited, and it was exhibited 
not many weeks ago ill the city of Boston, a- de- 
scribed to me, in a way that drew tears both from 
men of the North and men of the South win n they 
met in the presence of the common glory of their 
country and resolved that the past with all its uni 
ino-itie- should be forgotten and should be forgiven. 
But he, it seems, still is to raise the cry of hate. IB* 
is still to pour out vials of indignation and wrath 
against every man who has di lie red from him in 
opinion. The Senator has suggested that in some 
wav I have been a party to -ome act or deed un- 
faithful to the integrity of the Government of this 
country. 1 will simply say that every drop of blood 
in my body comes from men and frotu.wonien who 
since t hi < iov i-rumem was established never liar- 
bored a thought or did an act unfaithful or unpatri- 
otic. No man can a-sert the contrary. Tin- Sena- 
tor dare not do so. lie might attempt it by an innu- 
ndo, by classifying me with those whom he terms 
the enemies of the country; but he knows as well as 
1 that the man who says I ever did an act or uttered 
a word unfaithful to the integrity of my country’s 
Government has lied in his throat. [Manifestations 
of applause in the galleries.] He bhU me beware of 
No. ember. In November the people of this country 
w :i! submit their candidates lor 
THE 1’Ol‘L EAli \ l.KDK 
and Tin it the Senator may repent liis ,-peech win re 
he plea.-e-. Mien lie may as-ault men a- he ple.j-.e-. 
if it -hall plea.-e a merciful heaven to give thi coun- 
try a feeling of fraternity and union, then he amt 
those who think and act with him will be consigned 
to private life and to an absence from political pow 
ei. We will go before the people of this country. 
J expect to go with all the rest as a private citizen, 
and 10 .-ubmil the doctrines of the party with which 
1 act, to submit the measures that we propose for 
the government of this country to the intelligence, 
to tlie candor, to the patriotic sense of the people 
of this country. If the verdict shall be against u-, 
it will -till he our country, and we shall obey the 
men w hom you have elected ju-t a-fully as if w e had 
elected our own candidates. .Minorities have no ter- 
ror for me, noneat all. 1 have not flinched from 
declaring on any occasion an opinion that might 
have seemed unpopular at the time. Is it jo be 
held up to me ns a source of reproach that I have 
tried to make my brethren of the South feel that 
this was their country, that this was their (-ov em- 
inent and that they were bound to conn* and Mipport 
it. and find protection as they guv- it allegiance.' It 
it be a crime, then ami the gr* ate.-t .-inner on earth. 
If Mich feelings, such profes-ions, and such prim i 
pb-s shall consign me forever to a minority, then 
welcome the shades of private life w it h the nn-tniued 
conscience that I shall carry there w:in it. 1 would 
rather have it than all your power, limn all the pow- 
er the people of this country can give, lbr I have 
something they did not give and which they cannot 
deprive me of, ami tha’ i- my own -elf-respect. 
[Applause in the galleries.; .Mr. President, 1 did 
not catch all that the .Senator from .Massachusetts 
said. In regard to my political associations, that i- 
a matter of opinion in which opinions may lead u- 
sadly a-tray—in which a man is matin r the wor.-e 
m»r the better for the opinions which he honestly 
holds. 
(ini* evil "t our times, one great wrong of ottr 
li'iics, lias -eemed to me in condemning and pi aid- 
ing nn n for the accident of tln-ir opinion, fheir 
personal character, the degree of respect to which 
they are entitled, certainly does not depend upon 
the result of their mental organi-m or the object 
which may a tier: their opinions. I remember very 
well that when 1 first came nto this ('hambei 1 wa- 
one of a minority of about eight men. Mien, as 
now, I was on what is believed to be the weaker 
side, a side which the glowing generosity of this 
country towards the South is gradually making a 
stronger side, a side which 1 trust lor the safety of 
the wlede country will in .November next be de-. 
tilled to be the strongest side. Hut whether it is or 
no, the issue is not with us, and it is tor each man 
to do that which lie thinks i- light in bringing ir 
about. I have esteemed men most highly who dif- 
fered from me entirely in opinion I remember well, 
upon my first coming into this body, that I said to a 
gentleman exceedingly violent in bis proscriptive 
♦’■clings towards tile southern people, a- 1 thought, 
but for who-e personal character I had the highest 
resj cut 111 low strange it seems to me to hear you I 
speak anil vote a.- often as you do in the Senate, j 
when it y our lmme bad been but a few hundred miles ! 
south of w here it was you probably would have been ! 
just as violent on the other side, ju -t as positive a 
rebel, as you call it, a- you are a 1'niou man.” That 
gentleman was the late .Mr. Jacob M. Howard, and 
f remember perfectly hi- entire assent, saying lie 
really believed in his heart it was so. is it po-sible 
that at tbi- .-lag* of the world’.- history men are to 
be condemned, v ilitied, abu-ed because of their hon- 
est political or other opinion-' It seems to me very 
narrow minded and a miserable condition of allairs 
if such things should be. I do not believ e that such 
a course is at all in consonance with the temp, r or 
the w ish of the American people, who, like all great 
people, are a generous people, Ihey do forgive, ex- 
cept when they believe that meanness, liypocriev. 
untruth and dishonor have stained the character of 
a man. When that i- so, tin y are justified in with- 
holding from him their confidence. 1 am glad in 
speaking now ot 
I'm-. i.'oMiNi• Momh *»i \m\ i.viui.r. 
Unit there i- souk* «;Uf-ti« i* of j*t-r*11:11 « haraeitT t<: 
enter into the euntc.-t ; that the people .»r this conn 
try will insist that a .nun shall not be the mere ii«r 
ure-head of party, with its name stamped upon his 
forehead; but Un-v will look below tin- bailee and 
they will set- whether the man who hears it i« a con 
si-tent man. -p. aking lii- con>ei< utious sentiment- 
in victory or defeat, standing by his principles whi- 
ther they are to lead him into minorities or into ma- 
jorities. These are to me the te>ts; and, therefore, 
so far from having to beware of the month of No- 
vember, from my heart I welcome it. The day can- 
not e.>me too soon when the people of the country 
shall decide on which side is the right or wrong, the 
true love •>! country, the true patriotism in this 
country. 1 believe there is an instinct of self-■pres- 
ervation that will -how the people of this country 
whom to trust and whom not to trust. 1 believe in 
that,and therefore it is that 1 approach that contest 
without fear. Something was -mid !>v the Senator 
about my looking to a time when the Ru-ivlux shall 
return, and he said something about my being polit- 
ically associated with such a class of people. 1 
hardly know howto auswer such suggestions. If 
there he any act of mine—it m\ nunie has ever been 
connected with any act of lawlessness or of «li-- 
honor, the Senator 1ms my free permission to point 
it out or to obtain it from anywhere in the world if 
he thinks he may; and then he may have justifica- 
tion for his charges or hi- innuendoes. 1 do not 
propose to make this Chamber the theatre for asser- 
tion or denunciation. I have no epithet whatever 
to throw back upon him or his State or hi- party. 
He must stand or fall by his own works. I leave 
him and his speech of to-day to be answered by the 
people of the great, ancient and honorable Common- 
wealth of Massachusetts. They must speak to him 
because lie here assumes to have spoken for them. 
If he has spoken for them, I was going to say so 
much tin* worse, in my opinion, for them; but i do 
not believe that he has. I do not believe he has 
spoken the sentiment* of Massachusetts in uttering 
WORD'S OF JilTTEKNr.SS AM) HATH 
towards the Southern people, and a distrust .if those 
who are here as the;r KepreMditativcs. Hut in this 
strain 1 have already continued too long. I hud no 
idea there would be in this matter a personal remark 
or personal feeling. The Senate i- no place lor it. 
1 think I can refer to my record Ju re in debate t<> 
show that 1 imi not wrong in ,-aying that w hen l 
have spoken of the action of Senators it has been in 
regard to their official action, their opinions, and 
the record of their printed views. Wherever 1 have 
thought that they tended iujudiciously to the public 
interests, I have not hesitated to say so, and 1 pro- 
pose to continue this course as long a- I remain a 
member oi this body. Certain it is that the quo-lion 
of urbanity, the question of attempting to educate 
the Senator from Massachusetts in anything like a 
rule of courtesy is something that 1 should entirely 
despair of. 1 do not propose to attempt the task. 
I ditl not suggest it. 1 merely commented upon 
what 1 thought was a breach of decorum in the Sen- 
ate w hen in asking a question he injected a political 
tirade into my remarks. 
“No sir-e-c I"1 said an old gentleman yes- 
terday as lie finished reading the terms of 
the Surepop Insurance Company, and ten 
derly wafted his bandanna over the steel- 
powed telescopes that had adorned his 
nose. “1 don’t want any in mine. Jt is a 
miserably disguised imitation of butting. 
For example, I take a risk ; that is, a man 
bets me §.’<00 that my house will not ho 
burned. He doesn't put up a cent; but 1 
have to keep putting up, and if the place 
doesn’t happen to go, it costs ine a good 
deal more than that sum. On the con- 
trary, if tire does hit me, then comes 
round and says the statement of the bet 
was not understood, and what Iv’e already 
sunk is gone. No, sir, you don’t con- 
vince me.’’ [Taunton Gazette. 
Recently a Portsmouth young man 
escorted his lady home from Sunday eve- 
ning prayer meeting. He went in. The 
family had not retired, and after chatting 
a while, the head of the household pro- 
posed the usual devotions. The young 
man is not religiously inclined, but he re- 
mained, and among the special petitions 
which he heard ascending to the throne of 
grace was one “that the young man, who, 
for the time being is one of our number, 
may be directed towards bis Father’s 
house.” lie took his hat immediately and 
did not waste ranch time on the doorsteps. 
lie was telling her of Belknap’s disgrace 
and casually remarked that there was a 
woman at the bottom of it, as there always 
was in the troubles of men. But after he 
had crawled out from under the bed and 
apologized, he gathered the children 
around him and told them that a woman 
was a holy and beautiful thing. So it is 
Lhat trifles change our views of life. A 
flatiron—aye, even an inexpensive rolling 
pin—may be the humble instrument to 
teach a man that the hay loft is a good 
enough place for him to sleep in. 
A few days ago, some boys who were 
hunting a woodchuck, found in a hollow 
stump on the farm of Mr. 11. L. Stedman, 
at Loviniu Station, X. Y., a gold watch 
and chain which had been stolen from 
that gentleman by a tramp twelve years 
ago. The thief had hidden the watch in 
the stump, but was sent to prison for three 
years, and he refused to tell where he had 
hidden it. unless he was given a large re- 
ward. When recovered, the watch was 
almost entirely uninjured. 
A member of the Kentucky house of 
representatives, the otlier day, alter many 
abortive attempts to adjourn had been 
made, sent one of the pages out and pro- 
cured a large pieee of middling meat, 
which he proceeded to broil on llie coals 
in one of the large projecting lire-places. 
Soon the dinner-suggesting odors of that 
broiling meat began to spread through 
tlie house and salute the olfactories of bat- 
tling but hungry members; and in less 
than live minutes another motion to ad- 
journ was made and carried like a shot. 
In Virginia, Mr. Allen Hannah has married 
Mi-- Hannah Allen, and now iliss Hannah Al- 
len is Mrs. Hannah Hannah, and is, perhaps, 
the only woman in the whole world whose 
name can be spelled backward ami forward the 
same. 
At a eoUeciion made at a charity fair a lady 
ottered the plate to a rich man who was well 
known for It is stinginess. "i have nothing.” 
was the curt reply. "Then take something, 
sir,” said the lady; “yon know I am begging 
for the poor." 
“That,” stitl the tramp, “is the top 
buckwheat: it lias been used to keep oth- 
ers worm, and 1 don't eat no coverlids.” 
So lie laid it one side. 
Sit\s tin- Kennebec Journal An editor’s hair 
dint right uj> on end. the other night, when a large 
Cockroach arose to the brim of the paste-pot and 
hoarsely inquired, Have you got anything more 
about iiclknap or \\ in.slow:•” 
CATARRH. 
Had Catarrh for ten years. Drop- 
pings in the Throat. Bad Cough, 
and Asthma so bad as to be 
obliged to take a remedy 
for ii at night before 
being able to sleep. 
Cured by three 
bottles of 
SANFORD’S RADICAL CURE. 
dmUc-mm. My ease is briefly ms follows I have 
hud < 'uturrh l'or ten years, each your witli increas- 
i»»f? severity. I or nine years I had not breathed 
through one nostril. 1 had droppings in the throat, 
a ver\ bad rough, adlimu so bad as to be obliged to 
taki a remedy for it at night before being a ole to 
lie down and sleep, and a constant dull pain in my 
head. My head was at times so full of catarrhal 
matter as to injure my sense of hearing and compel 
me to get up several times in a night to clear it and 
inv throat before I could sleep. Kvery one of there 
distressing symptoms had disappeared under the use 
o: not quit.- three bottles of >\\i onn’s Kadicai. 
< ria.. My bearing is fully restored. I have no 
ad lunatic symptoms, no cough, no droppings in the 
throat, no headache, and in every way better than 
! h.i\< been lor year-. 1 could feel the effects of the 
* > it!-- on inv appetite, on my kidneys, and in fact 
every part of my system. What has been done in 
my ea-e is w holly the effect of the Hai»i« At. < rui.. 
Verv respect full v 
« 11. I.AWKKM ! 
1 it ui i.• •, t >ct. 14. 
Endorsed by a Prominent Druggist 
I h«'i. 'o I'ertify that Mr Lawrence purchased the 
!«’ \ i• i« \. « iti. of me, and from time to time made 
in'- familiar with his case. I believe his statement 
to be true in everv particular. JAv I* PKliBY. 
Fi r< uni i:<,, t n-t. 1p 
RECOMMEND ST fXCLU5iV£LY 
From the Examiner of Drugs, 
Boston Custom House, who 
is also one of the larg- 
est prescription 
druggists in 
the city. 
THE VERY HIGHEST AUTHORITY 
S wtnnii's Radic al ( rp.i; has proved so uni 
f 'rmly successful in the treatment or ( atarrh tliai I 
now recommend it exclusively, and consider it far 
-up. i<»r to any preparation e\ er before prepared .r 
tlii- li-euse. 
ISAAK I t AMI'BKLK, Druggist, 
Broadway, South Boston, 
And Kxaminer oi Drugs, B » |J 
Universal Satislaclion. 
Has not found a Case that it 
did not relieve at once. 
• :■ nth-men, I am happy to inform you that San 
Folds Rai>i< ai. Kim. is the best remedy for < a 
fan'll 1 have ever sold, it gives universal sat is fae* 
ha. I hare not round a case that it did not relieve 
at onre, and in many cases a cure is performed by 
tlo* list* of one bottle. It must soon lead all other- 
in tin- market, l'hu-e send me another supply. 
Respectfully yours, 
ANDRKW l.KI 
\l 111.->11.i;, Mass., April .'l, 1.-.7-1. 
Sanford’s Radical Cure. 
Is a Local and Constitutional 
Remedy. 
M-. Because it is applied directly to the seat 
ot di-ea-c the nusal passages, by iusulHation, where 
it act-, instantly clearing the head of mucous ac<*u 
mulations, allavitig pain and soreness, subduing in- 
flammation and gradually drying up the discharge. 
< '«institution a i.--Because it is taken internally, 
where by its alterative and resolvent properties it 
jmrities the blood of the acid poison always present 
in < atarrh, keeps the pores open, the skin moist and 
healthy, gives tone to the nervous forces, improves 
the appetite, and enables the system, by its power- 
fit) tonic influence, to completely thiou otf tin 
disease. 
Kitdi |»:n• kcontains a treatise on ( atarrh and 
Dr. Nant'oroN Improved Inhaling Tube. Price .■? 1.00. 
F"i -“ale by Druggists everywhere. WliKlvS 
1*01 I Kli, Boston, <iiMieral Atrenti. 
tf^lse SAM'OHM'S JAMAICA <; 1 NO KB, utter 
exposure to cold, wet weather. 4w3tf 
licit) Jbljcrtiscmcnts. 
OLD-FASHIONED COMBS 
can lie made over into new and modern styles. We reweld and repolish broken combs, supply teeth or 
parts missing, and make the same practically new. 
Information if desired will be given by mail. 
C. D. Waterman & Co., 
4iO W uHliington Mireei, JRofcioii. 
$12 a day at home. Agents wanted, Outfit and terms free. TKl'L &. CO., Augusta, Maine. 
QRfinn , ur a cas<‘ °r Cough, Cold or Asthma QsJKJVKJ ti,at ADAMSON'S tt. C. BALSAM will 
fiOl n f not cure. Sold bv Druggists at :i.r> cts. UULU Circular free. Address Du. F. W. KINS 
MAN, Augusta, Maine. 
SIND stamp, and get list of IlliiL E1T4TK a description and price A E and lithograph of 
HAWKINS, ORANGE SEEDLING RASP- BERRY. Worth :»0 cts.; sent fret*, A new, and 
most prolific and profitable berrv known. Agents 
want'd. Address li. N BANt’KOFT, Jefferson, 
* thio. 
CHENEY BROTHERS’ 
AMERICAN SILKS! 
Black and Colored Gros Grains. 
SPRING 1876. 
'■ ■»«**«* manufactured In the moat 
approved manner, are warranted not to 
cut or chang-e color in w earing-, and aur- 
pa«» in weight, and finiah and durability 
any that can be obtained at correspond- 
ing- prices. 
For Sale by all the Leading Retailers. 
‘‘Cheney's American .Silks combine most beauti- 
fully >u costumes with all the soft wool fabrics now 
in vogue, and we heartily recommend them for their 
beauty and durability to the attention of our read- 
ers.”— Scribner9 Monthly. 
■■ ■■ TEK WEEK GUARANTEED to 
M M Agents, Male and Female,In their 
M M own locality. Terms and Outfit 
M M free. Address 1*. O. VICKERY & 
CO., Augustu, Maine. 
TH E TANITR CO.,9TROTI>HlirR« 
X PA., Emory WhooU anti Machinery 
UOSYCH0MANCY, OR SOUL CHARMING.” 
X How either sex may fascinate and gain the 
love and affections of any person they choose, instant- 
ly. This art all cun possess, free, by mail, for 25 cts; 
together with a Marriage Guide, Egyptian Oracle* 
Dreams, Hints (o Ladies, etc. 1.000,000 sold. A 
ijueer book. Address T. WILLIAM & CO., Pub’s. 
Philadelphia. 
CK fa (OR PPr day at home. Samples worth fl IU HU free. Stinson & Co., Portland, Me. 
Centaur 
i 
i 
Liniments I 
The Quickest, Surest & Cheap- 
est Remedies. 
Physicians recommend, aad Farriers declare t hut 
no such remedies have ever before been in use. 
Words are cheap, but the proprietors of these arti- 
cles will present trial bottles t<> medical men, gratis, 
us a guarantee of what they say. 
The Centaur Liniment, White Wrapper, 
| will cure Rheumatism, .Neuralgia, Lumbago, Seiu 
j tica, Caked Breasts, Sore Nipples, Frosted Feet, 
i Chillblains, Swellings, Sprains, and any ordinary 
FI.KS1I, BONE OH >11 l.E AILMENT. 
We make no pretense that this article will < ip«- 
Cancer, restore lost bones, or give health to a whi- 
key soaked carcass. But it will ulwins reduet i:i 
iiammation ami allay pain. 
It will extract the poison of bites and stings, and 
heal burns or scalds «*iiiiouw a mar, Palsy, 
Weak Back, Caked Breasts, Furache, Toothache, 
ltclt and Cutaneous Eruptions readils yield to it; 
treatment. 
I Henry lilark, of Ada, Hardin Co., Ohio, -.jv- 
“My wife has ha<1 rheumatism lor live year----no 
rest, no sleep—could scarcely walk across the floor. 
She is now completely cured b\ the use of Centaur 
Liniment. W'e all feel thankful to you, and recoin 
mend your wonderful medicine to all our trieniL.” 
James Hurd, of Zanesville, <>., s;l\^ 1 
taur Linimeut cured my Neuralgia 
Alferd Tush, of Newark, writes ••Si nd m on-- 
dozen bottles by express, l !ie Liniment ha n e l 
iny leg. I want to distribute it, &c.M 
fhe *ule of this Liniment is increasin'; rapidh 
The Yellow Centaur Liniment 
is for the tough skin, flesh and muscles of 
HOUSKS, MI'l.KS AND A N I MAI 
We have never yet seen a case of Spavin, Swc-nv. 
King-bone, Wind-gall, Scratches or Poll-Fvil, which 
this Liniment would not speedily bencht, and t\e 
never saw but a few cases m Licit it muuIiI not 
cure. It Mill cure when anything can. It i~ 
folly to spend s'Jd, for a Farrier, when one dollar's 
worth of Centaur Liniment will do better. 1 h .• fol- 
lowing is a sample of the testimony produced 
W. 1*. Hopkins, Postmaster, Pupia, O., says 
“Centaur Liniment can’t be beat. It cures everv 
time.’’ 
“Y 1 i.vkktmv. < > March „\ Is; 1. 
“The Centaur Liniments are the best selling inedi- 
vines we have ever had. Tin- demand is very great 
for it, and we connot allV-rd to he without it. 
“P. H. HISK'i N SON.'’ 
Jiin-KHsoN, Mo., Nov. 10, Is;:;, 
“Some lime ago 1 was shipping horses to St. Louis-. 
1 got one badly crippled in the car. With great dif- 
ficulty 1 got him to the stable. The stable-keeper 
gave me a bottle of your Centaur Liniment, which I 
1 used with such success that in two days the horse 
was active and nearly well. 1 have been a veterin- 
ary 'iirgeon for thirty years, but your Liniment beats 
anything I ever used. 
“A. J. M'CAK I'V. Veterinary -Surgeon 
For a postage slump we will mail a f’entaur Al- 
manac, containing hundreds of certificates, from 
every State in tin- ITiion. These Liniment ■» are now 
sold by all dealers in the country. 
Laboratory oi* .L 15. Kom: A (<>. 
•If- I > i: Si N i:w Yoi:k 
B 
ffS 
1 »r. Samuel Pitcher, < M vi Mass., experi- 
mented in his private prsu'tic** t*»r 1went\ «*iir- t• 
produce a combination that would have the proper- 
ties ol Cantor Oil withoiu im nup ■ u-eint ta-te 
and griping effect. 
Hi? preparation w:i> -ent i';.r, m nr ami far, till 
finally lu* gave it the na: ie of ( astnria, and put it 
up for sale. It is very wonderful in it' effect.-, par 
ticularly with tin: disordered tomachs and bowels 
ot children. It annimihiten tlae food, cures 
sour stomach and wind eolic, regulates the bowels, 
expel* Mornii. and may be relied upon in croup. 
As a pleasant, effective and perfectly *afe ra- 
tliarfic remedy it i- superior to Castor <»i 1. Cor- 
dial? and Syrups. It doe- not eontain ul -hohol, and 
is adapted to any age. 
Hy regulating the stomach and i.ou.I- <d troo 
ami nickly children tliey become good-natured 
and healthy. They can enjoy «leep and mother 
have rest. The Castoria is put up .it the J.ubora- 
tory of I !‘». 11. & Co., T';. 1‘evSt., .Vw York. 
UllOS 1 
Glorious 
A. B. MATHEWS, 
No. TO MAIN STREET, 
I »if<'ring one <n the lie.-t S-hvted Si... i,- -i 
FURNITURE 
Kti-r oltorpd in tlii = city, nt tic Lowv-! t.n ire 
I'lirc--. WnlllUt tiMOiis. -Ill'll -I 
Chamber & Parlor Suits, Parlor 
Tables Marble & Wood Top, 
Hat Trees, Whatnots,Writ- 
ing Desks, Looking Glass- 
es, Extension Tables, 
Side Boards, Ash and 
Painted Setts. 
mistantlv on hand nil Kinds of 
Clf.MIlS, 11 ED STD IDS, HUJIE.WS, 
A-I\. .1 HOOD ASSOMTMEXT 
SI‘11IX a HDDS. MATTRES- 
si:s AX D FDA THE US. 
PICTURE FRAMES 
Always <>n hand and mad* to order. Mould- 
ings of the latest patterns, sin li a" 
Walnut. Rosewood and in Colors. 
I would cull purtirulur titt«*ntion to my Stock of 
Metalic Cases. Caskets & Coffins 
W'hii'h I am prepared t.» trim in a manner 
not to he rxeel led hy any one, and at prices 
warranted t«* suit, Kememher the plne«\ To 
Main Street, (iranito Blaek, Belfast, Me*. 
A. B. MATHEWS. 
BUY YOUR 
FURNITURE 
-0 ]•'- 
A. B. MATHEWS. 
As good an assortment of 
WOOLEN GOODS! 
of all grades, usually found in a 
First-Class Tailoriui Establishment 
Also Trimmings to correspond, which are being 
manufactured to order by tir*t-elass workmen at as 
low prices as the times will afford. 
PUTTING attended to in all its branches bv mv- UU I I IHU st»lf. I have also a fine assortment of 
FURNISHING GOODS 
of all kinds. PAPER COLLARS, in all sizes, and 
all the other better grade of Collars. ^7 
H. L. LORD. 
SUPERIOR 
RAZORS! 
Scissors and Pocket-Knives at 
HERVEYS JEWELRY STORE. 
Paints, Oils & Varnishes 
PURE LEAD AND OIL- 
•I. N, MASIRY & SONS Ready Made Colors for 
Painting interior and exterior of Houses, Itarus, 
Fences, &c. Call and see before purchasing else 
E. J. MORISON & CO., 
62 Main St., Belfast, Me. 
39tf 
FARMERS, BUY THE BEST- 
—-— ■-«*» 
BRADLEY'S 
lias become tin; Standard 1-Yrtili/t r in Hie markets 
of the I'nited States, lm\ ing a wider reputation from 
Maine Louisiana, than any otlier concentrated 
manure, since ils |ir-1 introduction it has grown 
rapidly in favor with the agricultural community, 
and where once introduced, has never failed to hold 
the first position among Fertilizers, combining, as 
it does, the quick action of lYruviun (duano and the 
lasting properties of bone. 
I 
It liai *»t«»4»<l {lie T**4t of learn. 
M VM T.U I IT.I'll li\ 
BRADLEY FERTILIZER CO.. | 
I'ioslOlJ, 
1 have just received a fresh ear: » of ii.• ubo.v 
mimed justly celebrated brand of 
SUPER POIISPUATE, 
and Min pu pared i,i till orders, large or .-mall, at 
lowest rates. 1 n<-< cl othr no udvice to my numer 
oils patrons who have u-(•«l Bradley’s Phosphate f<»r 
many year*, and know ii- uniform good quality, 
and reliability, I" those who have purchased the 
cheap and unreliable articles with which our State 
has been Hooded, I would say, he w iser the coming 
season, and invest sour money in un article which 
has been tested many years and found to be reliable 
ci.\ r>/ tim>. tah> no ri/':, buy liradh sSuper 
Phosphate. and you buy ///• /-»•>■/ 
r »r Salt* hv 
E. BEAMAN, Belfast., Mo. | 
\< tlo lied st*>re foot of Main street. 
Ih if.M, March -,". •Wt'.'row 
STEAMBOAT 
WINTER ARRANGEMENT! 
I N 1 II. 1 t 1M ilKU NOi 11 1 
FOR THE 
Penobscot. Mt. Desert & fVlachias 
ONI r k i l* r e u s\ k i. k 
s t e a m i : it 
City of Richmond, 
CAPTAIN C. KILBY, 
will, i.kvvi; 
Railroail Wharl', Pori l;uul 
i; v i u ^ 
Thursday Eve., commencing Dec. 2, 
AT lit O’CLOCK, 
*<r Bockland, Camden, Belfast, s. ar.-port, Bucks 
port, (Justine, O' or isle, .Sedgwick, So. \\ Harbor, 
Ml. Iieseri, .\lillbridge, .lonesport and Muchiuspori. 
B> turning \\ ill leave Muehin sport every Monday 
morning at a o’clock, touching at tIn* above named 
landing-, except Bueksporr, arriving in Portland 
.-nine night. 
Will take pa>-engers and freight lor Bangor, con- 
lieciing w ilt tin- railroad at Buck-port. 
< ^ Kl’S PA ITKKSON, Agent. 
Sanford Stsamsliip Company, 
rpm. Sl'l-;\Mf.K KAfAlIDIN*. rapt. KOI\, will 1 make one trip per week to Boston, leaving Bel 
la.-t, I’ui'-sdays at g o’clock, 1*. M., and Boston Fri- 
days at -1 o'eliu-k, l*. M., arriving at Belfast Satur- 
day morning. I n iglit taken a- usual. 
D. 1. A \ F, A gent. 
Jau.lst WW- 
Maine Central Railroad. 
Commencing Oct. i£5, 1875, 
drains leave Belfast at 8:00 a. m. connecting di- 
rect to Bangor, Dexter, Skowliegan, !• armingtoii, 
i.ewiston, Danville .function and (Irand drunk 
Kailway, and ia Fastcru and Boston it Maine Kail 
roads, arriving in Boston at 7:55p m 
l.eave Belfast 3:30 p. in connecting to l>i vter and Baug..r, and with night Fullinau train, lor 
Fordlaud ami f:osioii, arriving at 6:15 a.m. 
PAYSON TUCKER, Supt, j 
Portland. June eg, lv .,. tt.,1 
Carver's Harbor Packet. 
rpill. packet J’. M. B-.sNl v Cujd 1 I HuviAs Bri.t.i will make 
weekly trips Between this city and 
;< ( urv er s llarhor after this date. 
Country produce of all kinds will he 
patch.i d it thr going prices. Mas he found at the 
.i Woods, Mathew.- & Baker, or on hoard the 
packet at Hamden wharf, f are for passenger*, 
Sl.'tU < apt I 11 OS. BFKG1.S.S. 
Belfast, March 1S7.». tt'lD 
Something 2Tew 
l!OnI OKNAMKXTAI, A ! .1.1 t I, 
(i U A N I T K 
Iron Ware! 
< A 1,1, V X 1> S E E 1 T 
WALLIN'* MERRILLS 
US MAIN STREET. 
BUY YOUR 
FEATHERS 
-o |- 
A- B. MATHEWS. 
FIRST Cl, ASS 
Horse Hake ! 
Semi for imilui. 
Agents Wanted. 
I-1:1.1> A ! WOOD, Winterport, Me. i,. n. A»t. 
B 
O 
O 
A NEW IA >’l 
Receivi'll at 
•las. W. Clark’s, 
No. 18 Phenix Row, 
To be Sold at 
REDUCED PRICES 
To Suit the 
HARD TIMES ! 
Special Bargain? in 
Gents' Thin Boots. 
< < IMF. AND SKi: 
S 
H 
O 
E 
S 
JUST RECEIVED! 
— AT THE 
TEMPERANCE SALOON! 
A MCE LOT OF 
Messina Oranges! 
ALSO MCE 
Providence, River Oysters! 
DON'T FORGET THE PLACE ! 
W. G. CLARK, 
CHURCH STREET, 
Second store south of Court House. 
KEEP'S 
Partlv-iuii 
PATENT 
Dress Shirts, 
Made from Waumsutta Muslin 
and Irish Linen, only one quality, 
tin* very best, all sizes, elegant styles, perfect fitting. 
As represented by cut, cuffs are 
made, sleeves cut. The shirt can 
be finished by any one competent 
to sew a straight seam, as it is on- 
ly necessary to sew on the cuffs, 
put in the sleeves, and sew up tin- 
side seams. 
Price of Men’s, $15 per doz. or $1.25 each. 
**-FartIes ordering tlie partly made shirt bv mail 
or otherwise, need only to state the size of the col 
lar worn; for finished shirts, all sizes, for sale at 
tf!M 
B F. WELLS, 
1. Main btreet, Belfast, Me 
F'or Sal© I 
31 tf 
Tho schooner MARTHA SARGENT, 
♦ about 60 tons register, sails and rigging 1 in good condition. She* is well adapted 
to carry Corn, Coal and Lime, and is a 
good sailer. Apply to 
J. 11. LANE, Scarsport. 
House for Sale. 
-o- 
A one and a quarter story house with one story Ell, wood-shed 
and small barn, with one and three- 
quarters acres of good land, a good 
well of water, with a small orchard 
which bears .”.0 to 40 bushels apples yearly, all of 
which was formerly the late l)r. Files residence at 
Monroe Village, Waldo Countv, M<*. For sale by 
1 1MOT1IV MAYO, 
tf *2 Monroe, 1\ !>. 3, IjO*. 
House for Sale. 
Till] house on Union Street, oc- cupied by J J. 1-arrow. It is 
new, with good cellar, well of water, 
quarter acre of land. The house is 
tHx30, two stories, Ell one and a half 
stories ; three large rooms below and 
kitchen; four rooms and kitchen above, besides 
attic, fhe house is thoroughly hullt, and in excel- 
lent condition throughout, and adapted lor two 
families. Will be sold >u reasonable terms. In 
quire of W. !i SIM J'x i.\ 
IhdlTst, July lS7;,.--tf4 
For Sale or Rent. 
HOUSE with an Acre and u half of land for sale or rent. ()m 
of the new houses on i» e liionit 
Avenue. I'mii* ea-v Enquire *>f 
(iE« > t. WEU.s. 
ltelfa^t, Feb. •.*!», 1x70. if » 
Valuable Real Estate for 
Sale! 
riMIK HOMF.nI FA1> of the hit. 
1 John llaradt n situated on 
Church Street, is now ottered for 
cmI♦ to close the estate. 
the property consists of over fi.ouo 
feet of J.and, lou feet on Church Street, and mor« 
than >0 feet deep, uilll buildings thereon in good 
e ojulition. 
Will be Sold Immediately if Wanted. 
Also the property on Miller Street, now occupied 
by l.emine Colley, consisting of > acres grass land 
with House, F'l, Wood-house and a large Harm 
From y to lt»* Tons Hay cut annually upon the pre- 
mises. V good Orchard upon the premises, l or 
further particulars app!\ to the subscriber. 
DA Vi. HAUADI.N 
it':.; lielfast, Fell. Id, 1 
For Sale. 
VN'KW AND DKSl BAULK 1H>1 SI. and Stable with slated root', <itu 
ated on tin* corner of Church and Park 
Streets. House lifted up with nil the 
modern improvements. Furnace, Range, 
Mantles with half low down grate> in 
Dining-room, sitting-room and Parlor. Dining- 
room and Bath-room litiDhed with Ash and Walnut. 
Also a Ph:et »n, (irocery Wagon ami Harness. p..r 
further particulars enquire of CFO. P. PoTF at 
the house, or (ieo. A. ‘^uimhy Co’s Store. 
Belfast, March?, lSTb. If-'? 
Farm for Sale. 
Mrpm: 
si BSCK1BFK offers for sale a very 
X desirable farm in Northport, one mile 
from the Camp tiroun Said farm contains 
::o acres of land, good house and two barns. 
It is a most d- -iraMe location for a watering place, 
on the .shoreof tile Bay. Will he sold cheap lor cash. 
Apply to J C. ROBBINS. 
Northport, April ls?->. tt'l• * 
JPOIR, S ALE. 
-o- 
Vi .< u >1> F.\ PRKSS or ]Ydler's Wagon tor 
Sale Cheap for Cast* cMn 
on or address M ARK WDRF.Ws, Phenix ii >w 
Belfast. tt'ib 
Special Notice. 
VI.L persons indebted to the late firm "i .MACK & PLUS are requested to settle their account s 
at once with the undersigmh. 1. C. l.i.Lls. 
Fast Belfast, April b, ls?u. .“.w to* 
Belfast Savings Bank. 
rpm; roui'oKAluit.^oi-' this hank aim: 1 hereby notified, that the annual meeting will 
be held at their Hanking Hoorn on U'rilne.ohni. April 
1 'Mht 1*7'*, at 4 o'clock I’ M., lor choice of Corpora- 
tion Officers for the ensuing year, and for transac- 
tion of any other business that may legally o»iue 
before them. l'< r order, 
.John it yriMin sec a 
Belfast. April 4, J>7d. du4U 
Freedom Notice. 
rpnis i; to certify that I, Thomas I., l’rohock, JL give to iny minor son, Charles A. 1-rohock, his 
time during the remainder of his minority. 1 shall 
pay no debts of hi- contracting, or claim any id bi- 
wages after this date. TlioS. L. I- ltOlfoCK. 
Lineolnville, March 31. l>7t>. 3\v4o* 
Musical Notice. 
MISS ABBIF, I. LLLLS, will nc,;e a Jew pupil* for instruction upon the 1'iam, and < ab- 
inet Organ. Special care taken \\ ilh 'cyan or-. for 
terms inquire at 143 Main Street. 
Nov. do, lS7o -tfdl 
Lewiston Business College. 
Admits students foe in- structiou in Hook-keening, Penmanship, Ma- 
thematics, Languages and all the collateral -tudie- 
pertaining to a complete Business education. 885 
pays Hoard, ruition, and Stationery I'd weeks. l ife 
membership, $.kj. Students enter any tin <•. Ad 
dres> for catalogue giving terms without boat'd 
Lewiston Bu-iue College, Lewiston, M< .m !d 
Piano for Sale ! 
VN L\< ELL KM PlA.\o; of (,ool> Al vK 1 and in tine order. \\ ill be -old at u b.»igaiu 
Apply at the .Journal Ollii. 
Belfast, Feb. dd, 1870, tlhl 
G. E. JOHNSON, 
Attorney at Law! 
14 MAIN STREET, BELFAST. 
oiTiee lonnorly ooeupii-il l»y I K liojlr. 
GEO E. WALLACE, 
Attorney at Law! 
IIAI!.\UE.\ BLOCK. Brlfist. Mr. 
£*>‘A11 bu>iin*'' «*ntru“(rd to him will n «'**!v«» 
rum|>t ittt**ntion. 
E. .1. MOIIISOjN’ & CO. 
Soiee*>ssoi,s to Carlo .M'iri-oii, 
in: W.KKtf s 
Hardware, Iron, Steel, House, 
Shij) uuil Cnrri:i|£o Triinniiii;-", Agrioultuial Ini 
j»l**inonts, Paints, <»i 1 -. <; 1 a, S.e \u. Main 
btreot, llelfast, M»*. ti::-t 
HERRIMAN. WARMINGTON & CO 7 
SHIPWRIGHTS. SHIPSMITHS, 
Mast, Spar & Blockmakers, 
JOINERS, & C 
OFFICE: * Waterloo load. ^ 
WORKS: Barton Street. S 
This tirni confidently assure the masters ami own- 
ers ot ships that they have the he-t of facilities lor 
executing even branch ofshipwork, for both wood- 
en ami iron -hips, in a manner guaranteed to give 
sat is fa ctn n. tl'.Hi 
G-. T READ, 
MACHZITZST! 
DEALER IN’ A EL KINDS OF 
-o- 
%*l’articular attention given to Sewing Machine 
Repairing, j-hot Guns Repaired and Bored to shoot 
close. No. 46 MAIN STREET. 
Jan. 1st, 15S7G — 11 
DE1TTZSTRV! 
DR. G-. P. LOMBARD, 
Successor to Dr. C. MOORE. 
May still be found at the old stand of 
I>r. Moore, corner of Church and 
spring {Streets. Hus all the latest 
improved instruments for operating upon teeth, in 
eluding 
MORRISON'S DENTAL ENGINE! 
by which the process is rendered much less painful 
and tedious than by the old methods. Teeth insert- 
ed in Rubber or Celluloid Base, as persons prefer, 
lie has the country right for the use of 
Dr. Folsom’s Improved Dental Plates. 
Particular Attention given to making ami inserting 
artificial teeth. t t'4ii 
CALL AT 
Belfast Hardware Store 
Before purchasing your goods. There you will 
tiinl General HARDWARE, PAINTS, OILS 
and VARNISHES, NAILS, GLASS, and 
FARMER'S TOOLS, constantly on hfcnd and 
for sale at LOWEST PRICES. Don’t forget 
the place, AXGIER’S, No. 1 Phenix Row. 
April ‘JO tH2 
GRANITE 
Iron Ware! 
FOR SALE AT 
A. D. FRENCH’S Stove Store. 
DR. JOHN HOMER, 
Phyhician and Surgeon. Late from 
Boston. 
Office, 58 Main St., over store of S 
Sleeper & Son, BELFAST, ME. 
N. B.—tatabrh, Sritanm. and Cmkoxio Pis. 
masks, with those peculiar to WOMAN and CtilK- ! 
di:i n, will receive tiis Sn;< i.w. Attention. 
Klkotkicity used in all itr, forms—where t !iis 
valuable agent is indicated. 
£^>*1 le will V isit J‘A i'ik.nts at tlu ir liou^e-, who | 
are unable to call at his rooms. 
Omn- Horns—From in A. M. until 1 1’. M 
From J F. M. until 1’. .M., ami from 7 1’. M. until ; 
y r. m. ux\ 
American Hotel. 
Main Street, Belfast, Me. 
TUCKER BROTHERS, Proprietors | 
J. 1». Tl'« Kl i:. 1». F. Ii'i Ki t;. 
Coaches to convey pus-engeis to anil lrom the cars \ 
and boats. 
Sample Rooms free to guests. 
Livery and Boarding Stable c.onn ctwith the ! 
House. 
Belfast, Sept. 1875.- ill : 
Belfast Savings Bank. 
HAVK KKMOVKD to their new Banking Room in Custom House Square, are prepared to !•• 
reive deposits, placing the same oil interest on the 
first days ot June, July, August und>epteinher. Mild 
December, January, February and March. Interest 
being computed on same, the first Mondays of June 
and December. 
Deposits received dally, except on Sundays and 
Legal Holidays,; from y to lg A. M. and v to 4 I*. M ; 
Saturdiivs Bank closes at 1:, mam 
.It'HN if. QfiMKV, Ileus. ASA I At N« K, Brest 
Belfast, June 8th 1874. tf 
Ivor's Sarsaparilla. 
HIE ITIiim.Vi THK IILIHIH. 
fcrrf 
IllH <*0 Hi I 'Oil till •»{ til** 
edi table alterative-.Snr j 
Mijiarilla, Dock, Millititfia 
iiml Mamlrnkc with the 
loJitlt-s of l,.>tuj'Mini :ii 
I roll, maki a mo- [ etlec 
--iiial cure >11 ,t 'i-rie- oi 
complaint < \\ liich are very j 
prevalent ami atUictin^. j 
l It purities the blood, purg- j 
e- out tho lurking humors ni tin- -<t»• 111, that under 
mine health tml settle into troublesome disorders. 
Irruptions of the skin are the appearance on the Mir 
of humors that -dumM be expelled from the 
hlooil. Internal derangeimnts are tin* detorniitm- 
tion of these same humors to some infernal organ, 
or organs, whose action they derange, and whose 
.substance they disease and destroy. 
SAlWr.II.I. V expels these hlimofs 11 Mil the hi.'0(1 
When they are gone, tin* disorders they produce 
disappear, -licit ns / inerations >>f the l,inr, SI. mu-'h. 
Kidne/is, I.mujs, i.'rujdious amt Rruptire Dineasr* 
Spin, st. Anthnn/'s i ire. li'igt >>r Dri/si/n las, 
RimphJ >ustu les, Rlotches,.^ Roils, Tumors, I'etRr 
awl Suit It hewn, smRl Jl> ad, llimju'orm, I Imrsai"! 
Sores, Rheumatism, Xevrah/ia, rain in tin' Roues, 
Sit/,- awt Head, l'l inale Weah’ioss, S/erilit//, l.iiefwr 
rhau uri.-iwj tinou mtirnal 1/R ration awl at-riw 
(iist-usi. Drops//, 7h/spe/tsiit, J.imu iatian awl Uni- 
end DD.pitn With tluir depart tin’ health r< turn-. 
DR. J. C. AYER & CO.. Lowell. Mass., j l*i aetioal and Analytical < In-mist -. 
>olii by till l.»ruggist« and I »< ah r- in M< do-i i.. 
Pro Bono Publico. 
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FOR THE CURE OF 
RHEUMATISM & NEURALGIA 
Tlii" remedy is the result of the research of one el 
the Proprietors who hud been a great .suil'erer for 
years and who iia<i tried .ill the advertised remedies 
and skill of many phy-ici ms without obtaining re- 
lief. A radical cure was obtained and uumerou- -im 
ilar cures effected among his friends and acquaint 
uncos without an exception, induced him to put it 
before the public, fhat it will cure the most -n 
cases (if l* hen unit i "in we ha\e ahaudatit te-t ine mi\ 
to-how, which may be tonnd in circulars. \ 
which proof is h«.nu tide and li on tho-, win toe. i 
been benefited bv it e.-e. 
A. HOWES CO., Agents. 
Belfast. Maine. 
1 -ah' by all Druggi-t-, price urn dollar per 
bottle. 1 .ihei'al dis< ouilt to the trade. 
i*ikiu !•; Ki;urm:i:>, 
Manufacturers and 1 ’> qu it for- 
•'iii.• Bangor. Maine 
ARABIAN 
OINTMENT 
CURES 
SCRATCHES 
AND «>1 II ri: ILLS <>| 
HORSE-FLESH! 
AND So pi s e\ At 1. 
DOMESTIC ANIMALS, 
tf-W'ii iH'<j 1 hi* ujim«- "f •.•1*11' »11• 11 % h ! -• it 
to it- extraordinary merit 
A. Havford, Kmj., K\ .Mayor, i:.11 t-r, M*\ I 
Israel Cox, Deti’l Ins. A^rnt, 
Harrison Huy ford, Farmer, 
I*. M. Moody, Horse Trainer, 
S. J. Dean, 1‘rop. of l.i\ cry Stahl*-, i; ■ kl.iiel 
hben W.Seuvoy, Hotel Keeper, .\" v*:ii-p‘.rt 
Robert < r. Ames, Teamster, 
•J. VV. Black, Deputy Sherill, 
.1. M. Hale \. Co., Stu<re Crop-., KIDwoi th, 
W I.. <'leaver, I’rop e»l I i. '•table .-torkimi 
ASH MANY «*l lll.KS. 
I'rt'lKircil It} KHKIII SAWI KR. 1’ivp.' 
SMAKSI'OIIT, M ]>:. 
RICHARD II. MOODY 
I'rug^i-t and Apotheeary 4j,reiil 
tflo Uhl » a**i, Mr ! 
GRANITE 
Iron Ware! 
FOR SALE AT 
A. D. FRENCH'S Stove Store. 
HOUSE OF 
WALTER BARER & BO. 
1780 ESTABLISHED IN 1780 
Cocoa,Chocolate and 
Broina, 
I \ All. I oliMS KNOWN I < 
MODERN COMMERCE 
HIGHEST MEDALS received at 
INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITIONS 
in PARIS nnd VIENNA, and nt LO- 
CAL EXHIBITIONS in all parts of 
the UNITED STATES. 
NEW SPECIALTY 
BBIvAlvIVM COCOA. 
tf^-Send for ( Yntennial IWx-k r<> >nr Mores in I 
Boston and Mew York. s>w 
BUY YOUR 
FEATHERS 
A. B. MATHEWS. 
Twitchell, Champlin & Co„ 
WHOLES VI.K GROCERS, 
Non. 17,5 & 177 Commercial Street, 
PORTLAND, IUK. 
SPECIALTIES. 
Tobaccos. Teas, Molasses and 
Coffees. 
Cofleea Roauted Daily with tin Burnt** Patent Roaster. 
Wholesale Agents lor 
Globe Mills Standard Spices- 
J. I, WATTS, Traveling Salesman 
OinosM? 
Sewing Machines 
HAVE YOU SEEN THE NEW 
WHEELER & WILSON 
Sewing Machine 
They are *t:perseding :il 1 others in tin- market, an«1 
are n-x olutionuiug the whole sewing machine trade. 
( ompeteiit judges of the various machines agree that 
the new Wheeler M W ilson Seeing Machines an 
superior to all others now in use. IJemeiuber thex 
take the I.ock Mitch a fid use no shuttle, thus obviat. 
the use of a clattering shuttle, and does away tin- 
breaking of t In ead and needles so much experienced 
in the me of shuttle machine*. 
And here I wish to state that a great many per 
sons buy u .-owing notching without the knowledge 
or roh.-truetion of any and fhe v are afterxx Hrds ,*orr> 
for ir, and tor the protection of those who are about 
to purelm** a machine, should not be governed bx 
what agents for other machines tell you that theli 
inaehin* i the host. The Idea that this or that nm 
chine i* the heat i> nothing to do with the true m< 
its of a -ewing machine. 1 herelore examine the 
new productions of the Wheeler & Wilson Mauu- 
laeturing ompauy and then you will be convinced 
'xliich is ttie be*t sewing machine. The work run- 
either way on tlie.-e machines. Thex use xaiy kiud 
■I thread and sew* from the tine*t muslin to heav> 
leather; it Fells, Hem-, Braid*,Cords, fuck4. Hind* 
and makes beautiful Hem .Stitching and l’utfing 
Machine- set up on trial on apj licntion at thlsotlh 
Machines sold on easy monthly installments. »»:■ 
machine* taken in part payment for new ones, 
keep on hand m edh and uituchuents foi all kind o' 
machines. 
I k*-« |i a superior nuantity of needles, which 1 s.-. 
at do, :-, per dozen. Orders for needles tilled h. 
mail when the cash accompanies the order. All good* warranted to to- tin * --t quality, or morn-, 
returned. 
< all on or addr> -- 
I V. MILLER, 
Belfast, Mo., Box l$5. 
t Mti. »• » diureii M., under ttie Journal Utlice if: 
Carriage Making. Painting, and 
Blacksmithing. 
REMOVAL! 
Wales &z, Bicknieli 
_ 
II »s« removed their business,"ear 
ige painting trimming, t- 
_(^7 the -hops over lmmoti's, in r»*ar *^W|■ m>*e gwlfly■ it th American House, an > 
would invite their old friends and patrons to ri 
upon them at this popular ol*i stand, where tin 
may lound at all times ready to attend toil 
Want of tiio-e requiring work in their line. 
t arriag* and >leigh Painting and 1 rimming < 
specialty. \Ve will paint and trim new carriages >i 
varnish old mu ami repair trimmings ut reuxmah 
rales on -ln.it notice, gunrranteeing -sitisfaction > 
a 11 *■ a-e- WALES & BiCKNELL. 
BLACKSMITH IN G! 
In ::11 it- hrauches at tin- old stand of 1 lem 
&.<■. wi- Maui-mid. Carriage* repair* 1 
-hurt mu || ir-e Shwelug promptly m 
\ 11 w-.-rk warranted to give-a1. 
J. G. DAMON 
Ne w Carriage Shop 
IIIWK I 1 I T1.1 > I P a t arrage Shop In tin rear of tin- old Treadwell \ Mansfield Biam. 
where I am r* !y to attend to all kinds oft urriajo 
und Sleigh repairing. New work made to order. 
H W. TRUMDY 
Manliaod; How Lost, How Restored! 
.in : piieii-lied, a new edition ot 
/ < idveraeir* ( «*lelirau*il K»- 
*<«* !!.• I'K1 /• III ur. WltliOU 
t&mi&star i -n.• of M" m Vloiaum a 
Semin ii M o;.k:*es-, Involuntary Seminal I.os.-e- 
iMiaui.Si v Mental and 1*1 > -ical Incapacity, 1m 
pediments I Man iuge, etc. also, t iiNsl MITlo.s, 
Pi’ll l.l’SY and i* I I', indue* d by -elf indulgence o; 
-* il f\travaganc* \r 
Hi, 1*1 0• .11 a -« all’ll m 1 i 1 Oil!) -is ell! -. 
'fhe celebrated author, in ■! :- admirable K.ssuv, 
clearlv demonstrate-. i'r in a thirty years’ -ueees-tn 
practice. that the itiarining consequences of sell 
a ha-<• may 1m- radi* ally cured w itiiout tin* dangerou 
u-e -d internal medicine or *li*• application of the 
knife; pointing out a mode ot cure at once simple 
and effectual, by means ..{ w liich every sufferer, m* 
matter what his condition may be, may cure him-*!- 
cheaply, pr.vately, and /m.'bo//y 
tta l lii- Lecture should h* 11 »he hands of e\ •> 
youth ami every man in the laud. 
Sent under -cal, in a plain envelope, !<» ai. so! 
dress,post-pititf, on receipt ot -i \ cents, or two p* -' 
age -tumps. 
Addn-s the Publishers. 
CHAS. J. C. KLINE & CO., 
H£T Bo«cn lorl. 
P -1 < Mlice Box. 
aM1-!:I> \ nil l-'iilUUliN 1' AT INI 
R 11. EDDY 
SOLiClTOH OF PATENTS 
Fur liiwu;win. Fraile M;trb nr l*i siirn>. 
No. 76 State St., opposite Kilby St Boston 
VA 1 El; nil extensive pracii* •• of upwind- of yean,continue* to s-cure Patents in tin- IHit-- 
Stan ; also in Great iiritain, 1- ranee, ami other : > 
eign countries. < aveut'. Specifications, A"ign 
meats,and all papers f..r Patent' executed on t< u m 
able terms, with despatch. Ue-eurches made t.. d< 
termini- t! e validity ami utiliiy ot Patent- *•! luvei 
tions and legal and other advice rendered in 
matters touching t he-unie. ( opie- td t ho claim- 
any patent turn is In d hy remitting on.- dollar A 
signim-nts recorded in Washington. 
.Vo hjcncp in. the I nital posse-f>•*■.* svpcr 
far Hit i' t’<>r obftiin inp /‘iitt. nta <*/ ihi ertaint w, f 
pnt< ntnbility of if rmiimi*. 
All lo to-.-ity < f a journey !•■ M a-Idugton t < 
cure a Patent, and the usual g? < at d«-I.iv then 
lore i;a d inv utor-*. 
I E-I IMoNlALS. 
“I regard Mr Eddy t- ot.ewf the.I capable a in'. 
MU ce- *<f ut p’.u‘! i: 11 *■ with whom 1 has*- had 
ticial inten oiti-e. HA It EES MASoN, 
oiuVr of Patents 
*•1 have no he.Mtatioii m assuring inventors that 
the> oanuoteinploy a man more compel* ut mu/1rn <i 
worthy ami more capable <.t putting their apnli. 
1 ton- iii a form to seen re for them an early and lav o 
able consideration at t he l'utent < Mice. 
EI>.\Il -\ i> m KK E. late Coui'-'r of Patent 
"Mr. IE If. Ijihv ft a made f. r me over Tli I It! 
applications for l’ateurs, having he* n succes-ful n, 
aimo-t even ca-e. Mich unmistakable proof of great 
talent ami ability on hi-j art h ad.- meto recommend 
ai 1. inventors to app'v To him t•, procure their pa 
tents, as they may be -ure r Ion tug the mo d faitl 
tul attention bestow ed up n theii ca-1 and at v ■ 
r* a-onahle cliarto's. .I«‘H\ I'AuiAl; I 
Ho-ton. .Em i 
PORTLAND SAFE DEPOSIT CO, 
Safe Keeping of Valuables 
*t Ii«l ! he lliMvl.i.l'Sp'lS in its V I»; K I’lto.W uil I 
l>i »;«.i \u 1*lnmii \ vi Lis! 
97 Exchange Street. 
PORXLAND. 
1*1 Kl.« < »i> \N n *»!I i: 1 in •! 1> 
John Mu<m v, II. .1. I.ibb 
I K. M\ an. .1 art*1 M 1 < m. 
W illiam I. (• ■ »uM, l'liihip II IK ■ v 
William!.. I>avK. William Hamilton.! 
W II. AmltTMii], I rank \ 
l.l». M Sw af. A W'. « iKiinb-i, 
A hinT t oliiirn, Skew lo-tra i., 
A ii'. n I' .M.,i rill, Keailtirlo, 
•l'*>' l'li I'am*, keutn-bunk. 
L. D. M. SWEAT. IT-9,1.... 
A. W. COOMBS. a. 
4: 1 «>r ciivular- information aihlre.ss 
A W « HoMBS Secretary, I’ort'uii.l 
To the People of Soarsport. 
III A \ I. taken 'll" Azotic; •; ibr Hi v-| >| •.; klk \V»*i’.Ks, C lark .St !• t 
soim wishing To pure m-e .Marble Work of am «1<- 
'*,*ri | >t ion can ho so ol m> a- eheup a- tin cun buy 
uii) w Inn m this >tui« 
A 1. <Jl IMBY. 
tfll ur-port. Sept. I*’*. IvA 
SU Uk-"; in' 
tls froJ v«ge*» 
-n1-' 
BUY YOU B 
FURNITURE 
A. B. MATHEWS. 
Clocks! Clocks! 
A LARGE ASSORTMENT OF 
8 Day and 30 Hour Clocks. 
Soiling at Very Low Prices at 
HERVEYS JEWELRY STORE. 
H. J. LOCKE, 
Waickaker a Jeweler, 
No. 10 (up stairs Main St., Belfast. 
Watches, Clocks, Jewelry, Parasols, Fans, ami 
Spectacles, Repaired, and all other Light 
Work done pro nipt Iv and Warranted. 
Belfast, March >o, 1870. 3w3t>* 
